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Sum m ary
This thesis is concerned with travelling-wave solutions to parabolic systems. It 
is known that the system of N  reaction-diffusion equations,
du Ad2u
at = A w + f { u ) ’
has monotone travelling-wave solutions connecting two equilibria, S  and T  say, 
under ‘bistable’ and ‘monostable’ conditions on the nonlinear function /  : R^ -» 
Rn  , when A  is a positive-definite diagonal matrix. Here we observe that this genre 
of hypotheses on /  yields results on the existence and properties of intermediate 
zeros of /  between S  and T. These imply the existence of a ‘chain’ of monotone 
travelling waves from S  to T  under ‘unstable’ conditions on /  for which non­
existence of a direct monotone connection had been established. We also prove 
that for wave velocities consistent with the known existence theory, there are 
unstable and stable monotone directions at S  and T  respectively. Further, the 
dimensions of the unstable manifold at S  and the stable manifold at T  sum to at 
ieast 2 N , the dimension of the underlying phase space.
We then address the question of travelling-wave solutions to parabolic systems 
of the form
du .d2u d u .d u
-  = A —  + G{u , - ) T x + f{u),
in which the nonlinearity depends on the gradient of the dependent variable. 
Here /  satisfies the ‘bistable’ conditions, and G is a nonlinear matrix-valued 
function satisfying certain growth conditions. Such gradient-dependent terms are 
called convection terms. The existence of a monotone travelling-wave solution 
connecting two equilibria is shown for such systems using a homotopy degree 
argument together with the known existence result for the convectionless system.
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Systems of nonlinear parabolic partial differential equations arise in the mathe­
matical modelling of a vast number of disparate areas of physical and biological 
science, such as population genetics, chemical kinetics and nerve axon theory. 
Those from the important class of reaction-diffusion systems may be written in 
the form
Here A is a real, positive-definite N  x N  matrix, and /  : R^ —> M.N is a continu­
ously differentiable nonlinear function. The vector u may represent, for example, 
the concentrations of a number of chemicals, or the population densities of in­
teracting species. The interaction between components of u is modelled by the 
reaction term, f (u).  So f (u)  could arise from the effect on concentrations of 
chemical reaction, or from the effect of interspecies relationships on population 
densities. Random movement in the physical system is modelled by the diffusion 
terms, A 0 .
Travelling waves are solutions u of (1.1) in the form
Here v : R —> RN is the profile of the wave which propagates through the one­
dimensional spatial domain at constant velocity c. Clearly, v satisfies the system 
of ordinary differential equations
dt  =  A dx* +  U G  ^N,x  e  e  I 0 ’ 0 0 ) - (1 .1)
u(x,t)  = v(x — ct). ( 1 .2)
Av" +  cv' +  f (v )  = 0. (1.3)
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bistable monostable unstable
figure 1 : Different form s o f f  in the one-dimensional case.
The existence of solutions to (1.3) depends strongly on the nature of the non-
linearity / .  In particular, it depends on the form of /  near equilibria. (An
equilibrium of /  is a point Wq G M.N where /  =  0.) We will classify equilibria to
du
reflect the stability of the equation —  =  f(u).  An equilibrium of /  is said to be
dt
stable if all the eigenvalues of df[wo] are in the open left-half complex plane, and 
unstable if there is an eigenvalue of df[wo] in the open right-half plane. (df[wo] 
denotes the Frechet derivative of /  at w0, or its Jacobian matrix, the matrix 
of partial derivatives of /  at wq with respect to the standard basis of RN , as 
appropriate.)
Now let S', T  G be equilibria of / ,  such that componentwise, Sk < Tk for 
each k G { 1 ,.. .  ,N } .  Then system (1 .1 ) is called bistable if S  and T  are both 
stable equilibria of / ,  monostable if only one is stable, and unstable if neither 
is stable. When N  = 1 and /  is a scalar-valued function, these conditions are 
equivalent to specifying the gradient of /  at S  and at T  (see figure 1 ). Such f  
arise in biology, and in combustion theory in chemical physics.
Our primary interest is the existence of monotone solutions of (1.3) connect­
ing the equilibria S  (source) and T  (target). Precisely, we seek heteroclinic orbits 
(u(s) : s G R} of (1.3), where the component function Vk is a monotone real­
valued function asymptotic to Sk and Tk as s —> — oo and s —> oo respectively. 
Such solutions, called travelling fronts or sometimes monotone connections - see 
figure 2 , correspond to smooth transitions between steady states of the physical 
systems being modelled by (1.1). Their form is consistent with the fact that 
the components of v usually model bounded non-negative quantities (such as 
concentrations, for example). They are interesting not only as an example of 
behaviour widely exhibited in nature, but also because they sometimes appear in 
the characterisation of the asymptotic behaviour of the general initial value prob-
6
figure 2 : Profile o f  a travelling-front solution to (1.1) a t a fixed time t. For a positive  
wave velocity c, the profile moves to the right as time increases from  t.
lem of (1.1). Clearly, the study of travelling waves encroaches on both the theory 
of partial differential equations and of finite and infinite-dimensional dynamical 
systems.
Travelling-wave solutions to the scalar equation (1.1) (N = 1) have been 
extensively studied. The first paper to consider such propagating waves m ath­
ematically was the seminal work of Kolmogorov, Petrovsky and Piskounov [28] 
in 1937, which arose from a study for the propagation of a dominant gene in 
mathematical biology. Fisher [21] published the same model in the same year. 
There f (u)  = u( 1 — u), so the nonlinearity is monostable. Existence of a trav­
elling front solution to (1 .1 ) is shown in [28] for all velocities above a positive 
critical value. The stability of these solutions is also studied, together with the 
general initial value problem. Other important early work is that of Zeldovich 
and Frank-Kamenetskii [48], who considered a combustion model in 1940. In the 
1960s, Kanel [25] proved the existence of unique (modulo translations) travelling 
front for the bistable equation in the case where /  has exactly one intermediate 
equilibrium between S  and T.  Aronson and Weinberger [2 ] also treated this par­
ticular bistable case, motivated this time by genetics. Perhaps the most general 
study of the scalar bistable equation has been that of Fife and McLeod [2 0 ], who in 
1977 established stability properties and treated the general problem where there 
is more than one intermediate equilibrium. Probabilists, for example, McKean 
[31], have also studied these equations intensively. The books by Britton [5] and 
Fife [19] are important references and Murray [35] gives valuable insight into the 
biological motivation for addressing these questions.
That the scalar equation has been so intensively studied is firstly because 
parabolic equations admit a comparison principle, and secondly because the phase
7
space analysis of the ordinary differential equation (1.3) is planar. For systems 
of equations, the phase space becomes much more difficult to analyse, and there 
is no general comparison principle. In consequence, work on systems is far less 
complete than that for the scalar equation. Methods involving phase space and 
‘shooting’ type arguments have been effective for some specific systems of two 
coupled equations. For example, [8 ] treats a generalisation of the equation in 
[28] both by an analytic ‘shooting’ technique, and by probability theory. Conley 
index theory has been used, notably by Conley, Gardner, Mischaikow, Reineck 
and Hutson [33, 34, 32, 22] to prove the existence of travelling waves for systems 
with small numbers of equations.
For systems with an arbitrary number of equations, significant work has been 
done by A.I.Vol’pert, V.A. Vol’pert and V.A. Vol’pert [42, 44, 43]. Attention 
there is restricted to continuously differentiable nonlinearities /  satisfying the 
so-called local monotonicity property: whenever u £ is such that fi(u) = 0  
for some i, 1 <  i < N,  then
> 0 for j  ^  z, j  =  l ,. .. ,JV . (1.4)
where fa denotes the component function of / .  When /  satisfies (1.4) for 
every u £ M.N and every i £ {1,...,7V}, /  is said to satisfy the global mono­
tonicity property. These properties are the natural hypotheses for mutualistic 
interactions in biology, and for certain kinds of chemical kinetics. They are of 
great mathematical importance. Firstly, systems (1.1) where /  satisfies the global 
monotonicity property do admit a comparison principle - see, for example, [38]. 
The method of upper- and lower- solutions can thus be used in [44] to show the 
existence of monotone solutions to (1.3) in the monostable case if and only if the 
velocity c exceeds a positive critical value (cf the existence results of [28]). That 
paper also shows that there are no monotone connections in the unstable case. 
Secondly, these monotonicity properties allow exploitation of Perron-Frobeniusr\ r
theory. If wo £ M.N is such that -r—^-(wo) > 0 for i ^  j ,  z, j  =  1 , . . . ,  JV, then the
duj
off-diagonal elements of df[wo] are positive - that is, df[wo] is a Perron-Frobenius 
matrix. Hence if /  satisfies the local monotonicity property (1.4), then df[u] is a 
Perron-Frobenius matrix for each u £ M.N with f (u)  = 0. We will capitalise on
this last observation throughout this thesis.
In [42], the Vol’perts treat the locally monotone bistable case in which there 
are no intermediate equilibria which are stable. (E G R^ is said to be an inter­
mediate equilibrium of /  if f (E )  =  0  and S  < E  < T, where < is the standard 
ordering on R^ induced by the positive quadrant.) It is this paper that was the 
stimulus for much of the work of this thesis, and hence we describe its ideas in 
some detail. Their approach is to use a degree theory. Very loosely, degree theory 
assigns an integer called the degree to a given function defined on some set; it 
gives an ‘algebraic’ count of the number of zeros of the function in this set. A 
degree has the property that if it is non-zero, there must be a zero of the function 
in the set. The degree is also known to be invariant under a class of perturbations 
of the function under which no zeros of the function ‘escape’ from the set - this 
perturbation is known as a homotopy. Whence existence of solutions to a given 
equation in a specified domain can be proved by showing that the given function 
is a deformation of a simpler one for which the degree is known to be non-zero. 
(This general technique is sometimes called the Leray-Schauder principle.)
The first task is to find a degree theory appropriate for the problem. Proto­
type degree theories are the Brouwer degree (1912, [6 ]), defined for continuous 
functions </>: RN —¥ RN, and the Leray-Schauder degree (1934, [30]), defined for 
compact perturbations of the identity acting from a Banach space to itself. If
(1.3) were considered on a bounded domain (specifying suitable boundary con­
ditions), then a corresponding operator equation could be reduced to the form 
I  — K,  where K  is compact. But on the unbounded domain R, this fails. Some­
times, compact operators can be regained by setting up the operator equation 
in a Sobolev space with a weighted inner product, where the weight grows more 
quickly than exponentially at infinity - see, for example, [18]. However, since 
solutions of (1.3) that approach a hyperbolic equilibrium will do so at an expo­
nential rate, they do not belong to such spaces. In [42] , the Vol’perts consider an 
operator equation associated with (1.3) in a weighted-Sobolev-space in which the 
weight only grows algebraically at infinity. The corresponding operators are then 
shown to be of a type known as (5)+, for which a degree theory was developed in 
the seventies by Browder [7] and Skrypnik [40]. Essentially, (S )+ operators are 
of the form ‘monotone plus compact’; the fact that the system is bistable yields 
the monotone term, and the remainder is compact because of the use of weighted
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spaces in which the weights grow at infinity. (This degree theory and weighted 
space will be discussed in detail in Chapter 5.)
The translation invariance of (1.3) is used to overcome the fact that the wave 
velocity c is also a priori unknown. For each h G R, Vh{s) := v(s + h), s G R solves
(1.3) whenever v does. In [42], the parameter c is ‘functionalised’; a functional 
is constructed on the weighted Sobolev space so that for each fixed element of 
the space, the functional is monotonic and surjective in the translation h. The 
system (1.3) with the parameter c replaced by this functional is equivalent to the 
original system.
The existence of a monotone travelling wave is shown by constructing a homo- 
topy from the original system to a system which is basically V-copies of a scalar 
bistable equation with one intermediate equilibrium. The degree of this latter 
system is calculated to be + 1  using the existence and uniqueness results known 
for travelling-wave solutions of the scalar equation. The homotopy invariance of 
degree then yields existence for the original system. The fact that the solution 
is monotone is obtained from the construction of the set on which the homotopy 
is considered. The set is formed by first proving weighted Sobolev space a priori 
bounds on all monotone solutions at any stage of the homotopy. This critically 
uses the hypothesis on the absence of intermediate stable equilibria, near which a 
solution could ‘linger’, and an interplay between the functionalisation of the ve­
locity and the weighted function space. It is then proved that any non-monotone 
solution must be uniformly bounded away from any monotone solution in the 
Sobolev space. Here, the local monotonicity property of / ,  together with the 
bistable condition, are vital. Together, these bounds yield an appropriate set in 
the weighted Sobolev space, which is known a priori to contain no non-monotone 
solutions. In fact, when /  satisfies the global monotonicity property, [42] also 
shows uniqueness (modulo translations ) of the monotone travelling wave. They 
prove that any monotone solution must have associated index + 1 . Since the 
overall degree is +1 and degree is additive, uniqueness follows. Recently, the 
Vol’perts extended this work to consider the case when there are intermediate 
stable equilibria, and obtain results analogous to those of Fife and McLeod [20] 
for the scalar equation -see [45].
This thesis is devoted to further study of the systems considered by the 
Vol’perts. The global operator theoretic nature of the Vol’perts techniques rather
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obscures the dynamical systems context of (1.3). Setting v = w', the second order 
system of N  ordinary differential equations (1.3) becomes a first order system of 
2N  equations,
—cA 1v — A 1f(w)
v
(1.5)
whose linearization about (v,w) = (0 ,Wq) with f ( w o) =  0  is
where B  =  df[w0\. Recall that in general, the behaviour of a nonlinear system 
at a hyperbolic equilibrium is determined by the eigenvalue structure of its lin­
earization there. The dimensions of the unstable and stable manifolds about a 
hyperbolic equilibrium point w$ (denoted by Du(wq) and D s(wq), say) equal the 
dimensions of the unstable and stable subspaces of the linearized problem (1 .6 ), 
which in turn are equal to the numbers of eigenvalues (counted according to alge­
braic multiplicity) of K c(w0) in the open right- and left-half planes respectively 
- see, for example, [9, 37]. So upon manipulating (1.6), we see that the quali­
tative properties of the system in the vicinity of the equilibria at S  and T  can 
be gleaned from the ‘eigenvalues’ A € C and corresponding z E C ^\{0} of the 
nonlinear-in-A, linear eigenvalue problem
where B  is the derivative of /  at the equilibrium point wq. (Note that these
For a given velocity c, such A and z will henceforth be referred to as eigenval­
ues and eigenvectors of the travelling-wave problem linearized at wq. The linear 
space of all z E CN such that (A2 A  +  A c l  +  B)z  = 0 will be called the eigenspace
if old at an equilibrium Wo, we will mean the stable (unstable) manifold of the
(A2 A  +  A c l  + B)z  = 0 (1.7)
values A are eigenvalues of K c(wq) in the usual sense, with eigenvector
C2 iV\{ 0 }.)
corresponding to the travelling-wave eigenvalue A. By the stable (unstable) man-
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travelling-wave system (1.5) at w0. (This use o f stab le/u n stab le should not 
be confused w ith the notion o f the stability  of an equilibrium introduced  
previously.) For brevity, we will write M(A,c) A2 A  +  A cl  + B , where the 
matrices A  and B  are fixed in a given context. An eigenvalue A of the travelling- 
wave problem linearized at an equilibrium w0 with corresponding eigenvector z, 
is stable (unstable) monotone if
(i) A is real and negative (positive), and
(zz) all components of the vector z are of the same sign.
There is said to be a stable (unstable) monotone direction at w0 if there is a 
stable (unstable) monotone eigenvalue at Wq. Such eigenvalues are of pivotal 
importance. In Chapter 2, we establish that for the existence of a monotonic 
connection satisfying a general form of (1.3), it is necessary that there exist un­
stable and stable monotone eigenvalues of the travelling-wave problem linearized 
at S  and T  respectively. This preliminary chapter also contains notation and 
some positive operator theory.
Chapter 3 is then devoted to proving results about eigenvalues of the travelling- 
wave problem and their dependence on the wave velocity c. For it to be feasible 
to prove that there exists a travelling wave from S  to T  for a given value of the 
velocity c, we expect that DU{S) +  D S(T) > 2TV, the dimension of the underlying 
phase space, and DU(S) -1- DS(T) > 2 N  +  1  is necessary for the unstable mani­
fold at S  and the stable manifold at T  to intersect transversally. In Chapter 3, 
we show that this dimensional analysis ties in with the results of Vol’pert and 
Vol’pert. Decisive use is made of a result due to Cohen [1 0 ] on the convex depen­
dence of the Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue on the diagonal of a Perron-Frobenius 
matrix. In the bistable case, we show that there exist both stable and unstable 
monotone eigenvalues at S  and at T  and Ds(S) = DS(T) = DU(S) = DU(T) = N,  
for all velocities c. It is shown in [42] that there is a unique c and corresponding 
travelling-wave w unique modulo translations satisfying (1.3) in this case, so it is 
not surprising that the dimensions of the invariant manifolds only just ‘add up’ 
since the solution does not persist under perturbation of the wave velocity. In the 
monostable case in which S  and T  are stable and unstable equilibria respectively, 
Vol’pert and Vol’pert prove the existence of monotone travelling waves for all
12
  •  --------------------
Xj ( c )  X0 X2(c)
(a) As c is decreased to cQ, X j (c)  and X2(c) (b) As c is decreased below c0 ,
both tend monotonically to X0 . a pa ir o f  complex conjugate branches
o f eigenvalues emanate from  X0 .
figure 3 : The dependence o f  eigenvalues on c ne^r c
c > c > 0 . We show that there exists some Co > 0 such that there is a unique 
stable monotone eigenvalue Ao at T  for c =  Co, and that for c > Co , there are 
two such eigenvalues, Ai(c) < A0 < A2 (c). Moreover, Ai and A2 are decreasing 
and increasing continuous functions of c respectively, each of which tends to Ao 
as c is decreased to c0. For c < Co, there is no stable monotone eigenvalue and a 
pair of complex conjugate branches of eigenvalues emanates from Ao- (See figure 
3.) Using the Cohen convexity theorem, it is proved that for c > Co, there can 
be no eigenvalues with real part between Ai(c) and A2 (c). Together with the ob­
servation that N  eigenvalues tend to — oo as c —> oo, this shows that for such c, 
DS{T) > N  +  1 and hence D S(T) +  DU(S) > 2N  -1- 1 . (The structure at S  follows 
from the bistable analysis.) The fact that we have a surplus of dimensions here 
is compatible with the Vol’perts’ result that there is a continuum of velocities for 
which monotone solutions exist.
Replacing A and c in (1.7) by their negatives, it is clear that when the eigen­
value conditions on df[S] and df[T] are interchanged, there exists some Co < 0  
such that there is an unstable monotone eigenvalue at S  precisely when c < Co, 
and that for such velocities, DS(T) -I- DU(S) > 2 N  +  1 . Hence if both S  and T  
are unstable equilibria, there is no velocity such that both an unstable monotone 
direction at S  and a stable monotone direction at T  exist. Using the result of 
Chapter 2 , this establishes that there cannot be a monotone connection from S  
to T  in the unstable case. No claims are made about the existence or behaviour 
of centre manifolds. Numerical experiments have shown that there can be eigen­
values of the travelling-wave problem on the imaginary axis in the monostable 
case, but we are concerned simply with counting the number of eigenvalues in
13
the open left-half plane, which give the dimension of the stable manifold, and the 
number of eigenvalues in the open right-half plane, which give the dimension of 
the unstable manifold.
In Chapter 4, we turn to a study of the existence of equilibria of /  in addition 
to S  and T.  The hypothesis in the main existence theorem in the bistable case 
[42], is that there exists at least one equilibrium of /  between S  and T  (an inter­
mediate equilibrium), and that each such equilibrium is unstable. The purpose 
of this assumption is to ensure that there is no intermediate stable equilibrium of 
/ .  For scalar-valued differentiable functions / ,  it is clearly true that the bistable 
conditions imply the existence of an intermediate zero of / ,  and it is germane 
to ask the following — do the eigenvalue conditions on df[S] and df[T] in the 
bistable case imply the existence of zeros of /  between those at S  and T  for an 
V-dimensional system? The answer to this question is yes. We prove that given 
a continuously differentiable locally monotone function /  : M.N —»■ R^ with stable 
equilibria at S  and T, there exists x between S  and T  with f (x )  = 0. Moreover, 
there is also an intermediate equilibrium in the case when both S  and T  are 
unstable equilibria of / .  The proofs use positive operator theory to exploit the 
monotonicity assumptions on / ,  which together with the eigenvalue conditions 
allow existence to be shown using Brouwer degree.
When the zeros of /  are isolated and the Frechet derivative of /  at each zero 
does not have zero as its eigenvalue of largest real part, even more can be said. 
If both S  and T  are stable (unstable) equilibria, there is an unstable (stable) 
equilibrium of /  in the order interval between S  and T. In fact, given a maximal 
(in the sense of set inclusion) totally-ordered set of equilibria in this interval, 
{a;1, . . . ,  rrfc}, k must be odd and x 1 is a stable or unstable (unstable or stable) 
equilibrium according to whether i is even or odd. (A totally-ordered set of 
equilibria is a set of equilibria such that x < y or y < x  for each x, y in the set.)
This has important consequences for the ‘unstable’ case of Vol’pert and Vol’pert 
(that is, when S  and T  are both unstable equilibria). Although no monotone 
connection from S  to T  can exist, the alternating stability of the equilibria 
{jc1, . . . ,  x k} enables the existence theory for the ‘monostable’ case [44] to be 
applied to the order interval between x l and x l+1 for each z, 0 < i < k. Thus 
there are monotone connections from S  and T  to the intermediate zeros x 1 and 
x k respectively, and also between x l and x l+1 for 1 < i < k if k > 1. For example,
14
T = x
S  =  x
An example o f  multiple connections in the unstable problem, in the case when n=2 and there are 3
intermediate equilibria as shown. •  and °  denote unstable and stable equilibria respectively.
For sufficiently large positive velocities, there are monotone connections between adjacent equilibta
in the directions indicated by the arrows.
figure 4
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if there is exactly one zero x  of /  between S  and T, then for sufficiently large 
positive velocities, there is an increasing monotone connection from x  to T  (that 
is, w'(x) > 0 for x G M) and a decreasing monotone connection from x  to S  
(w'(x) < 0 for x G M). (See figure 4.) Note that Dancer ([12, 13]) has proved 
related results on the existence and stability of intermediate equilibria for a type 
of discrete monotone mappings. The material of Chapters 3 and 4 appears in 
[ii].
Chapters 5-7 are concerned with an extension of the degree theoretic ideas 
used in the bistable case [42] to systems in which the nonlinearity depends on 
the gradient of the dependent variable. Such gradient dependences arise in ap­
plications in which there is an underlying drift; for example, chromatography, 
convection in chemical reactions or wind effects in biology - see Murray [35] for 
details. Some work has been done on scalar-valued gradient-dependent problems, 
references to which are contained in [43]. For systems, however, we know of no 
prior published work. We prove an existence theorem, analogous to that in [42], 
for the bistable system
du .d2u d u .d u  . . .
d i  =  A d ^ + G { u ’ ^ d - x + f { u )  (L8)
where A  and /  are as in [42], and G : RN x RN —>■ M NxN is a continuously 
differentiable function satisfying
( G l )  G is diagonal-matrix valued;
(G 2) there exist continuous functions /?, 7  : M.N —> R+ such that for each u, v G 
RN ,
\\G(u,v)v\\ < (3(u) +7(u)||u||, 
where || • || denotes a norm on RN;
(G 3) G(u, 0) =  0 for each u G M.N with f (u)  = 0.
(The system (1 .8 ) is said to be bistable when the system with G = 0 is bistable.)
We use degree theory. The idea of our approach is to homotope from the 
gradient-dependent system (1 .8 ) to the system with G =  0  treated in [42], with 
the aim of deducing the existence of a monotone travelling-wave solution of (1 .8 ) 
from the fact that the degree related to (1.1) is known from [42] to be non-zero.
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Problems arise in implementing this. The operators associated with (1 .8 ) in 
analogy with (1 .1 ) are no longer clearly in the domain of definition of the degree 
function for (S)+ operators. This difficulty is overcome by approximating, and 
then taking a limit to recover the original problem. Restricting to travelling-wave 
solutions of (1 .8 ) leads to the system
Av" +  cv' +  G(v , v')v' +  f (v )  =  0 (1.9)
where c is an unknown constant as before. We first consider the modified system
Av"(s) +  cv'(s) +  aR(s)G(v(s),v'(s))v'(s)  +  f(v(s)) = 0 , s G l  (1-10)
where for R  > 0, gr  G C°°(M, [0,1]) is supported in [—R — 1, R + l], with gr(s)  =  1 
for s E [—R, R], For each R  > 0, the existence of a monotone solution to (1.10) 
asymptotic to S  and T  is proved using (S)+ degree theory via a homotopy to
(1.3). Such a solution to (1.9) is then obtained by taking the limit of these 
solutions as R  —> oo.
Chapter 5 begins with some technical material on weighted function spaces 
and (5)+ degree theory. We then formulate the approximate problem (1.10) in a 
weighted Sobolev space. The technique of functionalisation of the velocity (men­
tioned earlier in this introduction) is developed. The remainder of the chapter is 
concerned with showing that for each R  > 0, an operator associated with (1.10), 
acting in the weighted function space, lies in the domain of definition of (5)+ 
degree. The compact support of ctr, together with condition (G 2), are vital in 
giving the compactness of the contribution of the ”grG(v , v')v' ” term. (Recall 
from above that, roughly speaking, (S)+ operators are of the form ‘ monotone +  
compact’.)
Chapter 6  is concerned with uniform a priori estimates for monotone solutions 
of the approximate system (1.10). The ultimate aim of this chapter is to prove 
that independent of R, the difference between a monotone solution of (1 .1 0 ) and 
a fixed C°° function ip lies in a fixed bounded set in the weighted Sobolev space in 
which (1.10) is formulated. We first prove some estimates for a generalisation of
(1 .1 0 ) in which gr is replaced by a, a smooth function, bounded between 0  and 1 
but not necessarily of compact support. The bounds obtained are independent of 
the choice of o satisfying these conditions. This independence eventually yields
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the required Sobolev space bound. Conditions (G l)  and (G 2 ) come into play 
directly. Vital use is also made of the necessary condition for the existence of 
monotone connections proved in Chapter 2 , which is the raison d ’etre of condition 
(G 3).
The existence results for the class of gradient-dependent systems are the sub­
ject of Chapter 7. First we fix R  > 0. The existence of a monotone solution to
(1.10) asymptotic to S  and T  is obtained using a homotopy degree theory argu­
ment as discussed above. Then the uniform Sobolev space bound from Chapter 
6  gives the existence of a weak limit u of a sequence {wn} of monotone solutions 
of (1.10), un corresponding to R  = n 6  N. We show that v = u +  ip is a mono­
tone solution of (1.9). Constructing the limiting solution in this way ensures 
that the asymptotic boundary conditions are satisfied - that is, u(s) —>■ 5 ,T  as 




This chapter is concerned with preliminary material needed throughout this the­
sis. We begin with some notation, followed with some basic results from positive 
operator theory. The main part of the chapter is devoted to the proof of a vital 
necessary condition for the existence of monotone travelling fronts.
2.1 N ota tion
The following conventions will be adhered to throughout. We use the notation *:=’ 
to mean ‘is defined to equal’. Denote the usual inner products and corresponding 
norms on M.N and CN by (•, •), || • || and (•, -)cN, || * He* respectively.
For vectors p , g G  R N , we say that p <  q (p <  q) if pk <  qk (pk <  qk) for each 
k, 1 < k < N  and pk denotes the kth coordinate of p. When q < p, (q,p) is the set 
{x G M.N : q < x < p] and [q,p] is the set {x G M.N : q < x < p}. A  vector x  G M.N 
is positive (non-negative) if all its components are positive (non-negative). We 
write x > 0 (x > 0). We denote the positive cone in of non-negative vectors 
by R + ; when N  =  1, R]j_ is abbreviated to R+ (that is, R+ := [0, oo)). The set of 
all real N  x N  matrices with strictly positive off-diagonal elements is denoted by 
pNxN  get 0f ap reaj jv x tv matrices is denoted as usual by M NxN. The 
entry in the i — th row and j  — th column of a matrix M  is denoted by Mij. If 
M  G M NxN is diagonal, then we use the shorthand Mi for the i — th element 
on the diagonal of M.  Throughout, A  denotes a real, positive-definite diagonal 
matrix.
For a Frechet differentiable function /  : R^ -> RN, we denote the Frechet
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derivative of /  at w £ R^ by df[w\. Recall that df[w\ can be identified with its 
Jacobian matrix, the matrix of partial derivatives of /  at w with respect to the 
standard basis of RN . Without further comment, we will use the notation df[w] 
to denote the derivative or its Jacobian matrix, as appropriate.
Let Q be an open subset of a real finite-dimensional space (for example, 
R, R ^ , M NxN, M.n x R^). Denote the closure of Q, by Q, the boundary by 
and the interior by Q°. Let Y  be a subset of a (possibly different) real finite­
dimensional space. Then for k e  N, we write C fc(f2, Y)  for the linear space 
of functions /  : Q -* Y  which, together with all the partial derivatives of 
each component function of /  of order at most k are continuous on Let 
C°°(£l,Y) =  C\™=0C k(£l,Y), and denote by Cq°(Q,Y)  the subspace of C°°(Q,Y ) 
consisting of those functions with compact support in
Let C k(£l,Y) be comprised of those /  G C k(Q,Y)  for which all the partial 
derivatives of each component function of /  of order at most k are bounded and 
uniformly continuous on fh Then C fc(S7,y) is a Banach space with norm
l l / l l c ‘ (n,y) =  s i ,M < * s u P \Dafi\ (2 -1 )
x£fl
where D afi denotes the partial derivative of the ith component of /  given by the 
multi-index a. Note that we may suppress explicit mention of the set Y  if it is 
clear from the context.
Now let be an open subset of R. Let L0 0 (Q,RAr) comprise of equivalence 
classes of measurable functions u : Q —» R^ that are essentially bounded; this 
space is endowed with the norm
IMIw s j ,r") =  ess  su p l £ J u ( » | | ,  (2 .2 )
Denote by Z ^ r^ R ^ )  the linear space of equivalence classes of measurable func­
tions u : Q —>■ R^ such that
(w> u ) l 2(q ,r n ) <  00’ (2-3)
where for u, v measurable, the inner product is given by
(«, y)Ll(n,mN) '■= I (u (s)’ v(s))ds. (2.4)j n
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We write W ffo ,  RN ) for the subset of L2(£l,RN) consisting of functions u G 
L 2 ( f i ,  ^ N) f°r which V u  G L 2 ( f i ,  R ^), where is the vector of weak derivatives 
of the components of u. Recall from Adams [1 ] that the Sobolev space Wf{FL, R ^) 
is a separable Hilbert space, with inner product
(u i v)w'(n,RN) v)L2(n,RN) +  ( ^ 5  'Dv)l2(q,rn) {u,v G R ^)) (2.5)
and norm || • ||w21(n,RJvp and Co°(R, R ^) is dense in W2 (R, R N). If is clear from 
the context, then we will suppress explicit mention of it in the subscripts on (•, •) 
and || • || and write (•, -)l2, etcetera.
The spaces of complex-valued functions L2 (R, C ^), Co°(R, CN)
will occasionally be required. A function u : R —v <CN belongs to L2(R, C ^) if
(u(s),u(s))CNds < oo. (2 .6 )
J K.
u : R -> CN belongs to W} ( R, CN) if u ,V u  € L2(R,CN). C0°°(R,C'V) is com­
prised of functions u  : R —> CN whose real and imaginary parts belong to 
C0°°( R , R N ).
2.2 P ositiv e  operator th eory
Recall from Chapter 1 the vital connection between Perron-Frobenius theory and 
a function /  G C 1 (RN , RN) satisfying a monotonicity property. This observation 
underlies much of the work of this thesis. We will exploit the following well-known 
version of the Perron-Frobenius theorem (see, for example Seneta [39]).
Theorem  2.2.1 (Perron-Frobenius). Let M  G P NxN. Then M  has a real, sim­
ple eigenvalue p p f (M )  such that an associated eigenvector is positive , and every 
other eigenvalue of M  has real part less than p p f (M ) .  Moreover, any positive 
eigenvector must be a multiple of the eigenvector corresponding to p p f (M ) .  We 
call Ppf{M) the Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue of M, and the associated positive 
eigenvector x with ||z|| =  1 the Perron-Frobenius eigenvector of M.
Such eigenvalues satisfy the following property - see, for example, Varga [41].
Theorem  2.2.2 Increasing (decreasing) elements of a matrix M  G P NxN in­
creases (decreases) pp f{M).
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To utilise Theorem 2.2.1 to the full, we will need a special case of a theorem due 
to Krasnosel’skii [29].
T h eo rem  2.2.3 (Krasnosel’skii). Let M  be a real N  x N  matrix with non­
negative entries such that M pu > au (a > 0) for some p G N with u G RAr\{0}; 
—u £ R + . Then M  has a real eigenvalue A which satisfies X > ffot, > 0.
The following corollary is particularly useful.
C o ro lla ry  2.2.4 Let M  G P NxN and suppose that there exists u G RiV\{0} with 
—u £ R+ such that M u  > 0. Then pPF(M) > 0.
Proof. Since M u  > 0, there exists some (3 > 0 such that M u  > (3u. Also, there 
exists a > 0 such that M  +  a l  has positive entries, and (M  +  al)u  > (a +  fi)u: 
so by Theorem 2.2.3 , p,PF(M + a l )  > a + {3. Then, clearly, ilp f {M) =  fiPF(M  +  
al)  — a > (3 > 0 .
□
We will also need a related result, which is a variant of Theorem 1.6 in Seneta 
[39].
T h eo rem  2.2.5 Let M  G P NxN and suppose that there exists u G R+\{0} such 
that M u  < 0. Then pPF(M) < 0.
2.3 E xisten ce o f m onotone d irections
We prove a necessary condition for the existence of monotone directions at an 
equilibrium. The purpose is twofold. Firstly, this result motivates the material 
of Chapter 3, in which the existence of monotone directions for equilibria of 
different stabilities is analysed as a function of the wave velocity c. It also plays 
a vital role in the a priori bounds required for the degree theoretic proof of 
existence of monotone travelling waves for the gradient-dependent problem (1.8) 
(see chapter 6). For reasons related to the problem of obtaining these estimates, 
we treat a fairly general form of travelling-wave problem. Here, we require that 
the gradient-dependent nonlinearity G G C 1(R;v x RN , M NxN) satisfy condition 
(G 3). The idea for the following proof is reasonably classical, but we have been
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unable to find a statement with this level of precision in M.N , for arbitrary N,  in 
the non-autonomous case needed here.
T h e o rem  2.3.1 Let f  G C 1(RN,M.N) and wq G Rn be such that f ( w 0) = 
0,df[wo] G P NxN and HpF(df[wo]) /  0. Let A  G M NxN be a positive-definite 
diagonal matrix, and G G C l (M.N x M.N , M NxN) satisfy condition (G 3). Let 
a : R —> [0,1]. Suppose that w G C2(E, R N) satisfies
Aw"(s) -f cw'(s) +  a(s)G(w(s), w'(s))w'(s) +  f(w(s))  =  0, s G R  (2.7)
for some c g R .  Further, suppose that
w(s) ^  w0 {s e  M), (2.8)
w(s) —> Wq as s —> oo (s —» — oo) (2.9)
and there exist Sq G R and M  > 0 such that
s > So (s < Sq) => w(s) < Wo (w(s) > wo) and ||ii/(s)|| < M.  (2.10)
Then there exist A < 0 (A > 0) and a vector q G M.N such that q > 0, and
(X2A  +  Ac/ +  df[wo])q = 0; (2-11)
that is, there is a stable (unstable) monotone eigenvalue of the travelling-wave
problem linearized at wq.
Proof. We treat the case when s —> oo; the other is similar. Without loss of 
generality, suppose wo = 0.
Consider first w G C2(R, R N) that is bounded for s sufficiently large, satisfies 
(2.8) and (2.10), and
Aw"{s) +  cw'{s) +  Bw(s) = 0 (2.12)
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where B  £ p NxN and Hp f {B) /  0. Recall that the second order system (2 .1 2 ) 
is equivalent to the first order system
where y(s) := w'(s), s £ E. Furthermore, the general solution of (2.13) is a linear 
combination of terms of the form
srne^sp or snelst(s), s £ E, (2-14)
where m, n are non-negative integers, j3 is a real eigenvalue of K c with generalised 
eigenvector p , 7  is the real part of a complex eigenvalue of K c and t(s) is a vector­
valued combination of sines and cosines. It thus follows from the assumption that 
w is bounded for s sufficiently large that w has the form
w(s) =  e“s +  z(s). (2.15)
Here m, n  £ N, qk £ RN for each k £ {0 , . . . ,  m}  and for each j  £ {0 , . . . ,n } ,
(f)j(s) is a vector-valued combination of cos fas and sin where (3j are non-zero 
imaginary parts of eigenvalues of K c which have real part a\ a < 0  and the vector 
qm (that multiplies the highest power of s) satisfies
(a2A -f a c l  +  B)qm = 0. (2.16)
The function z comprises terms with a factor e^ , where f3 < a. W ithout loss of
generality, m  and n are chosen so that qm ^  0 unless EJT0 skqk = 0  and (/)n(s) ^  0  
unless T,‘j =0s^(f)j(s) = 0 . Also, T,™=0skqk +  Tt'j=0sj (pj(s) ^  0  by condition (2 .8 ).
Suppose first that 'E™=0skqic =  0 . Then </>n(s) ^  0  since S ^ =0 sfcgfc-|-Ey=0 sJ(/)j(s) ^  
0  and
S~ne~asw(S) = (fin(s) +  E™~QSj ~n(fij(s) -I- s~ne~asz(s), s £ R, (2.17)
the second term on the right-hand side being included only if n > 1 .
Bohr [4] defines an almost-periodic function to be a function / ,  continuous on 
E, such that for each e > 0, there exists L(e) > 0 so that each interval of E  of
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length L(e) contains a number r , satisfying
| f ( x  +  r) — f (x )  | < e for each i G l (2.18)
It is shown in [4] that a finite sum of almost-periodic functions is almost-periodic. 
Since continuous periodic functions are clearly almost-periodic, it follows that 4>n 
is almost-periodic. Moreover, the mean value of </>n, given by
and so /  (f)n(s)ds is bounded independently of T  > 0. It is proved in [4] that a 
Jo
non-positive almost-periodic function with mean-value zero must be identically 
zero. Hence there exists a component of  4>n and so E R  such that (<fin)i (so) >
0 . It follows from the definition of almost-periodicity above that there exists £ >  0  
and a sequence Sk —> oo such that (0n)» (sk) > C Since the second and third 
terms on the right-hand side of (2.17) tend to zero as s —» oo, Wi(sk) > 0 for k 
sufficiently large. But this contradicts the fact that w(s) < 0 for s sufficiently 
large (condition (2 .1 0 )). So Y>™=Qskqk ^  0  (and hence /  0 , by the choice of 
m). Note also that m  > n, since otherwise
and a similar argument to that in the last paragraph leads to a contradiction.
Suppose now that qm has a positive component, say gmi > 0. (2.15) gives 
that
(The second term on the right-hand side is included only if m > 1.) Recalling the
values on a sequence tending to infinity. This contradicts that w(s) < 0 for s 
sufficiently large, as before.
(2.19)
is zero, since for /? € R,
(2 .20)
s - ne -a’w(s) = <j>n(s) +  EZLo sk~nqk +  T,"lisj ~n4>j (s) + s - ne~asz(s) (2 .2 1 )
s - me - asw(s) =  qm + ^ - 01sk- mqk + T,]=0si - m<j>j (s) + s - ,ne-a‘z(s), s e  R. (2 .2 2 )
above analysis for 0  in the case when m = n, it follows that rt;i(s) takes positive
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Hence qm < 0. Since /  0, it follows from (2.16) and the facts that A is 
diagonal and B G P NxN th a t qm < 0. If a = 0, (2.16) yields that (iPF(B) = 0, 
since — qm > 0 , and any positive eigenvector corresponds to the Perron-Frobenius 
eigenvalue (see Theorem 2.2.1). This contradicts the hypotheses on R, so a  < 0. 
Thus the conclusion of the theorem holds for the linear problem (2.12), taking
q = qm •
Return now to w satisfying the hypotheses of the theorem. If w(s) = 0 for 
s sufficiently large, then w(s) =  0  by the uniqueness of solutions to initial value 
problems. But w(s) ^  0  by (2.8). So since w(s) —>• 0  as s —> oo, there is a 
sequence sn —> oo such that for n sufficiently large,
-  =  ||w(s„)|| =  SUP I H S ) I I -  ( 2 - 2 3 )n s > s n
Define functions wn : R —> RN by wn(s) =  w(s+sn); in particular, u>n(0) = w(sn). 
Also, write f (y )  = B y  +  R(y), y G RN, where B  := df[0] and R : RN —>• RN is 
such that —> 0 as \\y\\ —> 0. (2.7) becomes
\ \ y \ \
Aw”(s)-\-cw,n(s)-\-a(sAsn)G(wn(s),w'Tl(s))w'n(s)-\-Bwn(s)-{-R(wn(s)) = 0 ,  s G i
(2.24)
w (s)
Now defining vn(s) =  jj— y for s > 0 yields that
Av„(s) + cv'n(s) + a(s + sn)G(wn(s), w'n(s))v'n(s) + Bvn(s) + = °» 5 ^ °-
(2.25)
We require that  ^ —> 0 uniformly on [0, oo) as n —> oo. Let e > 0 be
l F n ( 0 ) | |
given. There exists t G 1  such that
s >t=>  ||i?(iu(s))|| < e||u;(s)||. (2.26)
Also, sn —>• oo as n —> oo, so there exists n0 G N such that
n > n0 => s +  sn > t for every s > 0. (2.27)
Hence for n >  no,
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l|tfOn(s))|| ^ ||fl(uJ„(s))|| ||fi(u)(s +  Sn))||
—n— /atn < —n— I \ ii =  —n—i n r -  < 6 for every s > 0 , (2.28)|K (0 ) | | |K ( s ) | |  ||tu(s +  Sn)|| -  }  -  i \  )
from which the required convergence follows.
The aim now is to find a subsequential limit of {vn}, using the Arzela-Ascoli 
theorem, that is bounded for s sufficiently large, and satisfies (2 .8 ), (2 .1 0 ) and 
the linear system (2 .1 2 ), with B  =  df[0]. The result will then follow from the 
above analysis for the linear system.
For this, bounds on v'n(s) and v'^(s) are required. Note first that by (2.7),
(2.9) and (2.10), there exists t0 G M such that ||iu(s)||, ||u/(s)|| and ||u/'(s)|| are 
bounded independently of s > t0. Hence for n > n i, say, ||ti/n(s)||, ||u4(s)|| and 
|K ( s ) | |  are bounded independently of n > n\ and s > 0, and for each fixed 
n > rii, ||un(s)||, ||^n(s)ll and ||^n(s)ll are bounded independently of s > 0. Also, 
since ||w„||loo(r+>R*) and IIwJJUooCr+.r*) ara bounded independently of n  > ni 
and G is continuous, there exists Mi > 0  such that
||G(u;n(s),ii4(s))|| < Mi for n > n i, s > 0. (2.29)
Now Landau’s inequality 1 together with (2.25) yield that
llUnllioo(R+,RJV) -  4 ll?;ri||L00(R+)M^)||^nlU00(M
= 41 1 Loo (R+ ) |^ _1(C^n + <rG(wn, w'n)v'n + Bvn + R(wn) ||u/„(0) ||_1)
< 4||A_1|| { |c | | |^ | | l 00(r+>rjv) +  ^ i | | ^ | | l 00(r+jr^)
+ \\B\\ +  ||-R(^n)||L0o(R+,RjV) 11^(0) H-1} (2.31)
since ||u„(s)|| =  < 1 for each n, s > 0 . Since ||i2(u;n(s))||||wn(0) | | - 1  -> 0
as n —» oo uniformly for s > 0 , ||i?(icn)||LTO(]R+jRN)||u;n(0 ) | | _ 1  is bounded indepen­
1A scalar-valued version of Landau’s inequality is proved in Hille [23]. The following vector­
valued version is a straightforward consequence.
L andau’s Inequality
Let A c  t h e  either a semi-infinite interval or K. Let v € C 2( A, R^) be such that v, v' and v" 
are uniformly bounded on A. Then
II1,1 IL (a1r") <  4||u||x,oo(a,rw)||i;/,||£(oo(AiRjv). (2.30)
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dently of n, say by M2 > 0. Hence for n >  n i,
llvnllL0o(R+,RJV) — m ax{l>4||-A 1 ||(|c| +  Mi +  M2 +  ||B ||) | =: Ni.  (2.32)
It then follows immediately from (2.32) and (2.25) that ||uJ[||l00(r+irw) is bounded 
independently of n > rq, say by N 2 > 0.
Now let r > 0 and define X r := [0,r]. Then ||v„||Loo(R+jRjv) < 1 for all n, so 
the sequence {un}£Tni uniformly bounded on X r. Moreover, the mean value 
inequality for vector-valued functions gives that for n > ni, s , t  £ X r, there exists 
9 E (0,1) such that for f  =  0s +  (1 — 6)t,
IM «) -  «n(<)|| <  lk ( f ) | | |*  -  t\ < iVt |s -  t\, (2.33)
where N\  is defined in (2.32). Hence {un}£Tni is equicontinuous. The Arzela-
Ascoli Theorem thus yields that there is a subsequence Vk and u \  E C ( X r,M.N)
such that vk -> u\ in C (X r,RN). Since ||u"||Loo(R+j]Rjv) < N 2 for n > n i, there is 
a further subsequence {v,-} of {ujt}, and u 2 E C (X r,R N), such that v'j -> u 2 in 
C ( X r,R N).
Now for n > 7q, ||wn||L0o(R+,RJV) =  ||w„(0)|| =  i  ->■ 0 as n -> oo, and by 
Landau’s inequality,
l 2 //I W ||l 0o(R+,Rjv) -  4 llU;n||L00(M+,]R^)||^n||L00(R+,R )^ < ~  (2.34)
since there exists 7  > 0  such that |W||loo(R+,Rn) — 7  f°r eac^ n — n i- So since 
Gr(u;o,0) =  0 for each w0 E RN for which f(wo) = 0 (condition (G 3)) and G is 
continuous,
G(wn(s), w'n(s)) -> 0  as n —> 0 0 , (2.35)
uniformly for s E X r. The fact that ||u^(s)|| < Ni  for s > 0, m  > n 1 thus yields 
that
G(wn(s), w'n(s))v'n(s) —> 0  as n -* 0 0 , (2.36)
uniformly for s E X r.
It thus follows from (2.25), (2.36), the convergence of Vj, v '■ and the fact that 
<j(s) E [0,1] for each s E M that the sequence {v’j }  is uniformly convergent on
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X r. Hence {vj} is Cauchy in the Banach space C2(Xr,M.N) (see section 2.1 for 
a precise definition) and thus there exists v G C2(Xr,RN ) such that Vj —> v in 
C 2 (X7.,E iV) as j  —> oo. So for each r > 0, there is a subsequence of the original 
sequence {un} that converges in C2(Xr,M.N) ; a diagonal subsequence argument 
now shows that {un} has a subsequence that converges in C 2 ([0 , r ] ,RN) for each 
r > 0 , to a limit v E C 2(R4 . , M.N), the space of M.N-valued functions that are twice 
continuously differentiable on (0 ,00) and continuous on R+. Letting n —> 00 in
(2.25), taking (2.26) and (2.36) into account, yields that
Av"(s) +  cv'(s) +  Bv(s) = 0  for each s > 0 . (2.37)
By construction of v , it is clear that ^(s)!! and ||f/(s)|| are both uniformly
bounded for s > 0, and that v(s) < 0 for each s > 0. Moreover, ||un(0)|| =
=  1 for each n e  N, so ||u(0)|| =  1 since Vj -> v in C 2 ([0,1]) (for exam-
I K ( 0 ) | |





Eigenvalues of the  
travelling-wave problem
Here we turn to eigenvalues of the travelling-wave problem, and their dependence 
on the wave velocity c. In each of the bistable and monostable cases, two results 
are elucidated, one on the existence of monotone eigenvalues, and the other on the 
dimensions on the stable and unstable manifolds of the travelling-wave problem. 
(Recall the definitions of these concepts from Chapter 1 .)
We begin with some observations on the continuity of eigenvalues. Let A  G 
M NxN be a positive-definite diagonal matrix, and let B  G P N x N . The matrix 
M(A, c) := \ 2A + \ c I + B  depends analytically on A and on c. Thus the eigenvalues 
of M(A,c) (that is, 7  G C with corresponding z G CAr\{0} such that M(X,c)z  = 
yz,  as distinct from the travelling-wave eigenvalues A for a given c, which satisfy 
det(M(A, c)) =  0 ) are clearly bounded for (A, c) in a bounded set in C xK  and they 
vary continuously with A and with c. (See Kato [26], pages 63-64.) Moreover, 
for each fixed A and c, M(A,c) G P NxN  has a Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue, 
A, c ) ) ,  which is real and simple. The Implicit Function Theorem for real- 
analytic functions (see Dieudonne [15], page 272) thus gives that ^/pp(M(A,c)) 
is a real analytic function of A for each fixed c. Clearly, /ipp(M(A, c)) is an affine 
function of c for fixed A.
Note also that the eigenvalues A of the travelling-wave problem cannot escape 
to infinity at a finite value of c, as the next lemma shows.
L em m a 3.0.2 Let A  G M NxN be a non-singular diagonal matrix, B  G M NxN
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and R  > 0 . Then for c e R ,  \c\ < R, the solutions X of det(A2A + Xcl + B) = 0 
form a bounded set in C.
Proof. Suppose, for contradiction, that for all k E N, there exists ck E R  with 
\ck\ < Ft, |Afc| > k and zk E C7V\{0} such that
(.\ l A  + \ kckI  + B ) z k = 0. (3.1)
Since zk 7  ^ 0 , we can assume that || zk ||c« =  1- Now {c*}, a bounded sequence
in R, has a convergent subsequence, say Cj —>• c. Also, the corresponding sub­
sequence {z-7} is bounded in CN , so there is a further subsequence such that 
cm —> c, zm —>• z, and || z  ||c^— 1 since || zm ||c^=  1 for each m. Since Am /  0  
for each m,
(AmA +  Cm I  +  A TJ) B ) z m =  0 (3-2)
and thus because A" 1 —>• 0  as m  —> oo, AmAzm —> —cz. As A  is diagonal, 
AmAuz™ —> —czi for each i, 1 < i < N.  Thus since |Am| —> oo and A  is non­
singular, we must have z™ —> 0. This contradicts that zm —»• z with || z  | | c j v  =  1.
□
3.1 T h e b istab le case
Consider first the travelling-wave problem described in Chapter 1 with the ad­
ditional condition that both S  and T  are stable equilibria of / .  The continuity 
observations above allow proof of the following.
T h e o re m  3.1.1 Let B  E P NxN be such that p,pp{B) < 0. Then for each c E 
R, there is a stable and an unstable monotone eigenvalue of the travelling-wave 
problem (1.3) with linearization B.
Proof. Fix c E R .  Observe first that /ipp(M (0 , c)) =  Hp f (B ) < 0  . Next, if 
q:=  ( 1 , . . . , 1 ) € R " ,
(A +  A~lcl  +  A~2B)q > 0 (3.3)
for A E R with |A| sufficiently large since A is a positive-definite diagonal matrix. 
Thus M(X,c)q  > 0  and by Corollary 2.2.4, p,PF{M{X,c)) > 0 . Now fipF(M(-,c))
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is a continuous real valued function of A, which is negative when A =  0  and 
positive for |A| large. So the Intermediate Value Theorem gives that there exist 
Ai < 0  and A2 > 0  with
c)) =  h p f { M ( \ 2 , c ) )  =  0. (3.4)
That the corresponding eigenvectors are positive follows immediately from the 
Perron-Frobenius Theorem.
□
This shows that for all cG  1, there is an unstable monotone direction at S  
and a stable monotone direction at T. Now we study the dimensions of the stable 
and unstable manifolds at a stable equilibrium point. In the bistable case, it is 
straightforward to show that Ds(S) +  DU(T) > 2N,  using the fact that there are 
no eigenvalues of the travelling-wave problem, linearized at a stable equilibrium, 
on the imaginary axis.
Theorem  3.1.2 Let B  G P NxN be such that fipp^B) < 0. Then for each c G l ,  
there are N  eigenvalues of the travelling-wave problem in the open left- and right- 
half planes.
Proof Observe first that since A  is positive-definite, det(AM +  A cl  +  B)  is 
a polynomial in A of degree 2N  for any fixed c G R. So counting algebraic 
multiplicities, there are 2  N  solutions A of det(AM -I- A cl  +  £ )  =  0 in C.
Now zero is not an eigenvalue of the travelling-wave problem for any value 
of c since /ipp(B) < 0. Suppose that for some c G R, and a  G R\{0},z a  is an 
eigenvalue of the travelling-wave problem. Then there exists z G CAr\{0} such 
that (—a 2A  +  iacl  -I- B)z  =  0 and —iac is an eigenvalue of B  — a 2A  G P NxN. 
Hence P p f(B  — a 2A) > 0  and there exists x > 0  such that (B — a 2A)x = 
(fjLpF(B — a 2A))x. Therefore B x  = (plp f {B — a 2A))x  +  a 2Ax  > 0 . Corollary 
2 .2 . 4  then yields that fiPF{B) > 0, which is false. Thus for each c, there are 
no eigenvalues of the travelling-wave problem with linearization at B  on the 
imaginary axis.
When c = 0, travelling-wave eigenvalues A satisfy det(A2A +  B) — 0. Then A 
is a solution whenever —A is and the algebraic multiplicity of a solution A is equal
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to tha t of —A. It is known that there can be no eigenvalues on the imaginary 
axis, and hence counting algebraic multiplicities, there must be N  in each open 
half plane since there are 2N  solutions A of det(A2A +  i3) =  0 . All that remains is 
to observe that Lemma 3.0.2 implies that the eigenvalues vary continuously with 
c, and they do not cross the imaginary axis by the first part of this proof. Hence 
for each c G l ,  there are N  eigenvalues in each open half plane.
□
The dimensions of the unstable and stable manifolds at S  and T  for all values 
of c are immediate:
DU(S) = DU(T) = Ds(S) = DS(T) = N.
3.2 T he m onostab le case
Throughout this section, S  is a stable equilibrium (pLpp{df[S]) < 0) and T  is un­
stable ((ipF(df[T]) > 0). First note that Theorems 3.1.1 and 3.1.2 yield that, for 
each c, there is an unstable monotone eigenvalue of the travelling-wave problem 
linearized at S  and that the unstable manifold at S  has dimension N.  We start 
by discussing the existence and behaviour of stable monotone eigenvalues at an 
unstable equilibrium.
Lem m a 3.2.1 Let B  G P NxN with fipp(B) > 0. Then
(i) For c < 0, there are no stable monotone eigenvalues of the travelling-wave
problem with linearization B.
(ii) For c > 0 sufficiently large, there exists a stable monotone eigenvalue of the
travelling-wave problem with linearization B.
(iii) I f  there exists a stable monotone eigenvalue for c = c* > 0, then for all 
c>c* ,  a stable monotone eigenvalue exists.
Proof. Let x > 0 be the Perron-Frobenius eigenvector of B  and recall th a t 
M  (A, c) := A2A -1- A cl  -I- B .
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(i) Take A < 0 and c < 0. Then A2A + B  G P NxN and (A2A + B)x  =  A2Ax  + 
H p f { B ) x  > 0, so by Corollary 2.2.4, fiPF(X2A-\-B) > 0 . Let y > 0  be the Perron- 
Frobenius eigenvector of A2A  +  B. Then (A2A  +  B)y  =  pPF(X2A  +  B)y  so that 
(X2A-\- \ c I  + B)y  =  (fj,PF(X2A-\-B) +  Xc)y. Since an eigenvector which is positive 
is a Perron-Frobenius eigenvector, pPF(M(X,c)) =  Ac+/iPP(M(A, 0 )) > 0 . Hence 
given c < 0 , /jlp f ( M ( X } c)) > 0  for A < 0  and thus there is no stable monotone 
eigenvalue.
(ii) (A + B ) x  =  A x + n PF(B)x > 0. Hence by Corollary 2.2.4, fj,PF(A+B) > 0 , 
and so for some y > 0 , (A +  B)y  =  p>PF(A +  B)y.  Then (A — c l  +  B)y  =  
(fiPF(A + B) — c)y and thus pPF( M ( - 1 , c)) = (lp f ( A - cI  + B ) =  fj,pF(A + B) — c. 
So fjLpF( M (—l,c)) < 0  for c > (jlp f (A +  B).  But fiPF(M(0,c)) = (iPF(B) > 0 . 
Hence, by the continuous dependence of the eigenvalues of M(A,c) on A, there 
exists A0 with — 1 < A0 < 0  and iip f (M(X0, c)) = 0 . That is, A0 is a stable 
monotone eigenvalue.
(iii) Suppose that A < 0 is a stable monotone eigenvalue at c = c* with 
corresponding eigenvector y > 0 so that (A2>1 +  Ac*/ +  B)y  =  0. Then for 
c > c*, (v4A 2 +  A cl  +  B)y = X (c — c*)y. So fiPF(M(Xt c)) = A(c — c*) < 0 . 
Again, by continuity of the dependence of /j,p f (M(X,c)) on A, there exists Ao 
with A < Ao < 0, and /zPP(M(A0, c)) =  0 , since ^ PP(M (0 ,c)) > 0. The result 
follows.
□
So for c sufficiently large and positive, a stable monotone eigenvalue of the 
travelling-wave problem linearized at T  exists. In fact, the set of c for which such 
an eigenvalue exists is [co, oo) for some c0 > 0 .
T h e o re m  3.2.2 Let B G P NxN with fiPF(B) > 0. Then there exists c0 > 0 such 
that for each c > cq,  there is a stable monotone eigenvalue of the travelling-wave 
problem with linearization B, and for c < cq, there is no such A.
Proof It follows immediately from Lemma 3.2.1 (i),(ii) that the set V  := {c G 
R : (AX2 +  A c l  +  B)y = 0 , for some A < 0 , y > 0 } is non-empty and bounded 
below by 0 , so has a non-negative infimum, say Co- Consider sequences c*, —> co, 
with corresponding A*, < 0  and zk > 0  such that
(A\ A  +  AkckI  + B ) z k =  0, || zk ||=  1 (3.5)
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Taking a subsequence if necessary, we can assume that zk —»• z where || z  ||=  1, 
and thus, since Xk ±  0  and pPF(B) > 0 , there results that (AkA  +  Xj~1B ) z k —► 
—c0z as k —>• oo. So, by the argument given in Lemma 3.0.2, {Afc} is bounded, 
and hence has a convergent subsequence, An —»■ A < 0. Passing to the limit in 
(3.5) gives that (X2A-\-Xc0I-\ -B)z  = 0. It is immediate that z  > 0; in fact, z > 0  
because the off-diagonal elements of B  are strictly positive. Now it is clear that 
A < 0  since otherwise A =  0 , which contradicts ppp(B)  > 0 . Therefore c0 € V  as 
required. That V  contains all c > Co is the result of Lemma 3.2.1 (iii).
□
Even more is true: for c > c q ,  there are precisely two stable monotone eigen­
values, both of which depend monotonically on c. Although not directly related 
to the existence of monotone eigenvalues, this analysis eventually yields informa­
tion on the dimension of the stable manifold at T. The first step is to recall a 
convexity result due to Cohen [10].
Theorem  3.2.3 Let M  6 P NxN and D  € M NxN be diagonal Then the Perron- 
Frobenius eigenvalue of M  + D is a convex function of D; that is, given diagonal 
matrices D\ and D 2 and 0  < a < 1,
H p f { oiD \  +  ( 1  — ol) D 2  +  M )  <  OLf i p p ^Di  +  M )  +  ( 1  — c x ) f j , p p [ D 2  +  A f ) .
Particularly elementary proofs of this result are given in [17] and [36], the 
second of which unifies Theorem 3.2.3 with a log-convexity result due to Kingman 
[27]. For the travelling-wave eigenvalue problem, Theorem 3.2.3 has the following 
elegant consequence.
L em m a 3.2.4 Let B  € P NxN, c G R and let A be a positive-definite diagonal 
matrix. Then the Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue /j,pp(X2A  +  A cl  +  B) is a strictly 
convex function of X.
Proof. Recall first that increasing any element of a matrix with positive 
off-diagonal elements increases its Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue (Theorem 2.2.2).
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Now for Ai, A2 g R  (Ai ±  A2) and 0  < t < 1 , (tXi +  (1 -  t)X2)2 < tX\ +  ( 1  -  t)X\. 
So since A  is positive-definite,
Mpf((£Ai +  ( 1  — t)X2)2 A  +  (tX\ +  ( 1  — t)X2)cI +  B )
< /^pf((^Aj +  ( 1  — t)X2)A +  (tAi +  ( 1  — t)X2)cI +  5 )
=  lipp(t(X\A +  A ic/) +  (l — t)(X\A +  A 2cl) +  5 )
< t[ipp{X2A  +  X \ d  +  B)  +  ( 1  — t)(ipp{X^A +  A2c +  B )
Since A\A  -I- X^cl are diagonal (k =  1 , 2 ), Theorem 3.2.3 gives the last in­
equality.
□
Now we can determine the exact number of stable monotone eigenvalues for 
a given velocity c.
L em m a 3.2.5 Let B  G P NxN with (ipp(B) > 0  and let Co be the critical ve­
locity in Theorem 3.2.2. Then at c = Cq, there is exactly one stable monotone 
eigenvalue, and for c >  Cq, there are precisely two.
Proof. Fix c > cq. As in Lemma 3.2.1 (iii), there exists A0 < 0  with 
11pf(M(Xq,c)) < 0. Now fipp(B) > 0 and by the argument in Theorem 3.1.1, 
tipp{M{X,c)) > 0  for |A| large. For a given c, ppp(M(-,c)) is a continuous 
function of A, so there exist Ai < A0 < A2 < 0 such that npp(M(Xi,c))  = 
fipp(M(X2,c)) = 0 . Since tipp(M(-,c))  is a strictly convex function of A, there 
can be at most two real solutions A of ppp(M(X,c)) = 0 , and hence there are 
precisely two. For c =  Co there is at least one stable monotone eigenvalue and 
at most two by convexity. If there were two, say Ai < A2, then for fixed A with 
Ai < A < A2, hpf(M(X,cq)) < 0. Hence for c < cq sufficiently close to Co, 
Hpf(M(X,c )) < 0. But as ppF{M(0,c)) =  fiPF(B) > 0, this implies that there 
exists Ao with A < Ao < 0 and }1 pf{M{Xo, c ) )  =  0, which contradicts the minimal­




To determine the dimension of the stable manifold at T  from the behaviour 
of the monotone eigenvalues, we need to relate the other eigenvalues of the 
travelling-wave problem to the stable monotone ones. Vol’pert and Vol’pert 
[44] have shown the following useful result, the proof of which is included for 
completeness.
Lem m a 3.2.6 Let M  E P NxN with ) < 0 and S  be a complex diagonal
N  x N  matrix. I f  the diagonal elements of S  have non-positive real parts then all 
eigenvalues of the matrix M  + S  have negative real parts.
Proof. Let d > 0 be the Perron-Frobenius eigenvector of M  and D be a diagonal 
matrix with the elements of the vector d = (d \ , . . . , d^) on the diagonal. Then 
the sum of the elements of the rows of the matrix D~lM D  is negative. Now the 
matrices M  +  S  and D~1(M  +  S)D = D~lM D  +  S  have the same eigenvalues. 
By Gerschgorin’s theorem (see, for example, [46], page 71), the eigenvalues of the 
m atrix D~l M D  +  S  lie in disks with centres at the points Mjj +  Sjj and radii 
J2k,kf t d J l Mjkdk. Since T2kdjXMjhdk + Re Sjj < 0 , all the Gerschgorin disks are 
in the left-half plane.
□
T heorem  3.2.7 Let B  and Co be as in Lemma 3.2.5 and denote the two stable 
monotone eigenvalues at c >  Cq by Ai and X2 , where Ai < A2 < 0 . Then there are 
no eigenvalues of the travelling-wave problem A with Ai < Re A < A2 .
Proof. For 7  E R with Ai < 7  < A2 , h p f{M(7 , c)) < 0 by the convex dependence 
o>f plpf{M{A, c)) on A. Suppose that 7  + i/5 is an eigenvalue of the travelling-wave 
problem for some (3 E K. Then there exists z E CN\{0} such that
( ( 7  +  i(3)2A  +  ( 7  +  i(5)cl +  B )z  =  0.
B ut then zero is an eigenvalue of the matrix (M (7 , c) — /32A  +  i/3(2XA +  cl)), 
which contradicts Lemma 3.2.6.
□
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Remark. Suppose that zero is an eigenvalue of the matrix M(A, c) for fixed A and 
c, in the sense that there exists z E CAr\{0} such that M(A, c)z = 7 z where 7  =  0 . 
Then A is an eigenvalue of the travelling-wave problem for velocity c, as defined 
in Chapter 1 . Since the eigenspace of zero as an eigenvalue of the matrix M(A, c) 
is the same as the eigenspace of the travelling-wave eigenvalue A for velocity c, 
the dimensions of these two spaces are the same. In other words, the geometric 
multiplicities of the two eigenvalues coincide. However, the algebraic multiplicity 
of zero as an eigenvalue of M(A, c) may not equal the algebraic multiplicity of A as 
a solution of the equation det(A2 A-{-Ac/-f B)  =  0. In particular, h pf( M ( \ 0, Co)) =  
0 , where Ao is the unique stable monotone eigenvalue at c =  Co, and hence zero is 
a simple eigenvalue of M ( A0, c0). Thus the geometric and algebraic multiplicities 
of zero as an eigenvalue of M ( Ao, Co) are both one. But the next result shows that 
two travelling-wave eigenvalues converge to Ao as c tends to Co. So the algebraic 
multiplicity of Ao must be at least two.
Theorem  3.2.8 Let B  and Cq be as in Lemma 3.2.5 and denote the two stable 
monotone eigenvalues for c > c$ by Ai(c) and A2 (c) where Ai(c) < A2 (c) < 0 . 
Let Ao denote the unique stable monotone eigenvalue when c = Cq. Then Ai is a 
continuous, decreasing function ofc and X2 is a continuous, increasing function of 
c. Moreover, as c —> 00, Ai(c) —¥ —00 and A2 (c) —> 0. As c —¥ co, Ai(c) —>• Ao and 
A2 (c) —> Ao and as c is decreased below Co, a pair of complex conjugate branches 
of eigenvalues emanate from Ao-
Proof. It is easy to show that Ai(c) and A2 (c) are widely separated for large c. 
For 7  < 0 let y > 0 be such that
( l 2 A  +  B)y  = /up f (M( 7 , 0  ))y. (3.6)
Then
(7 2 A  +  7  cl  +  B)y  = (npF(M(  7 , 0 )) +  7  c)y, (3.7)
so for c sufficiently large, /ipp(M (7 , c)) < 0. But /ipp(M (0, c)) > 0 for each c and
it was shown in Theorem 3.1.1 that nPF(M(\ ,c) )  > 0 for fixed c, |A| sufficiently
large. So
Ai(c) < 7  < A2 (c) (3.8)
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for c large enough. Since 7  < 0  was arbitrary, Ai(c) —► — 0 0  and A2 (c) —> 0  as 
c —* 0 0 .
Now let c > cq. By the convex dependence of y,PF(M(X,c)) on A for fixed 
c, there exists e0 with 0 < e0 < (Ao -  Ai(c)) such that fiPF(M(X,c)) >  0  for 
A e  (Ai(c)—e0, Ai(c)) and/ipi?(M(A, c)) < 0 f o r A E  (Ai(c), Ai(c)+e0). By algebra, 
HPF( M ( X i (c) , c — 8) = —5Xi(c) > 0 for all 8 > 0. Furthermore, for e E (0,eo) 
and fixed 8 > 0  sufficiently small, /jlp f ( M (Xi(c) +  e, c — 8)) = h p f ( M ( X i (c) + 
e,c) — 5(Ai(c) +  e) < 0 . Thus by the continuous dependence of ijlp f ( M ( X 1c)) on 
A for fixed c, given e E (0, e0), there exists 8e > 0 such that for each 0  E (0, <Se), 
there exists some e E (0,e) such that hp f ( M ( X i (c) +  e,c — 5)) =  0. By choice 
of eo? Ai(c) +  e < Ao, and hence Ai(c — 6) =  Ai(c) +  e > Ai(c). Therefore, the 
stable monotone eigenvalue further from 0 increases as c decreases. Together with 
the analogous argument for Ai(c +  5), 6 > 0  small, this also shows that Ai is a 
continuous function of c. Similarly, A2 is a continuous, increasing function of c.
To see that Ai(c) —»■ Ao and A2 (c) -4- Ao as c —> co, first note that the proof 
of Lemma 3.2.5 gives that at c = co, /j,p f (M(X,Cq)) > 0 for A E R\{A0} whilst 
[iPF(M (A0, Co)) =  0 . The preceding argument yields that there exists e0 > 0  such 
that, given e E (0, cq), there exists Se > 0 such that for S E (0, <5e), fiPF((M(Ao, c0+  
(5)) =  £Ao < 0, fiPF(M (A0 +  e, c0 +  8)) > 0 and lp f (M(Xq — e,Co + 8)) > 0. Hence 
A0 — e <  Ai(co +  5) <  Ao <  A2(co +  8)  <  Ao +  c.
The last step is to note that after ‘coalescence’ at c =  Co, the extensions of 
the continuous branches of stable monotone eigenvalues cannot remain real, and 
hence must become a complex conjugate pair. Suppose to the contrary. Now 
zero is the Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue of the matrix AIA  +  XqCoI  +  B, and is 
therefore simple -  in particular, it has geometric multiplicity one. (See the remark 
preceding this theorem.) Therefore, for some c < Co, there exists A < 0  with 
corresponding real eigenvector which is a perturbation of the eigenvector zq > 0  
satisfying (A§^ 4 -I- XqCoI  +  B)z0 = 0 (see Kato [26], page 91). But a sufficiently 
small real perturbation of zq will also be positive, contradicting the fact that Cq 
is the least velocity for which there exists a stable monotone eigenvalue. So the 
extensions of the eigenvalue branches for c < cq must become complex. The fact 




This gives a complete picture of the behaviour of the stable monotone eigen­
values as c is varied. To infer that the dimension of the stable manifold at T  
is at least TV + 1 for c > c0, we show that for large c, N  eigenvalues of the 
travelling-wave problem tend to -oo . That there are at least N  + 1 eigenvalues 
of the travelling-wave problem in the left-half plane is then immediate by the 
continuous dependence of the eigenvalues on the velocity c, and the fact th a t no 
eigenvalue can cross the gap between the two stable monotone eigenvalues by 
Theorem 3.2.7.
T h e o re m  3.2.9 Let B  G P NxN with P p f (B ) > 0. Then as c —»• oo; N  eigen­
values of the travelling-wave problem tend to —oo.
Proof. Suppose tha t c > 0, A G C  and z G CAr\{0} satisfy (A2A +  \ c I + B ) z  — 0. 
Dividing by c2 and setting p = Ac- 1  and e =  c~2 leads to (p2A  -f p i  -f eB)z  =  0 
and this can be written in the form
When e = 0, the set of eigenvalues p is comprised of zero, with algebraic multi­
plicity N , and the N  eigenvalues of —A~l . Thus by the continuous dependence 
of the eigenvalues p on the parameter e, N  eigenvalues p must tend to finite 
negative limits as e 4- 0 since A  is positive-definite. By definition of p  and e, the 
corresponding A tend to — oo as c —> oo.
□
Thus for c > co, the stable manifold at T  has dimension at least N  +  1 , so 
D S(T ) +  DU(S ) > 2 N  +  1 . For completeness, the behaviour of the eigenvalues of 
the travelling-wave problem having real part greater than the stable monotone 
eigenvalue closer to zero for large c can be elucidated under some additional 
restrictions on the matrix B.  By the proof of Theorem 3.2.9, N  eigenvalues of 
the travelling-wave problem tend to — oo as c —> oo, and there are N  eigenvalues 
A such tha t A/c —>■ 0  as c —> oo. But the exact number of eigenvalues in the open 
left-half plane for c sufficiently large in terms of the number of eigenvalues of B  
in the right-half plane can be obtained from the Implicit Function Theorem.
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T h e o r e m  3 .2 .1 0  Let B  G P NxN with ppp{B) > 0 have only simple eigenvalues, 
none of which is imaginary, and k of which are in the open right-half plane. Then 
for c sufficiently large, there are N  +  k eigenvalues of the travelling-wave problem 
in the left-half plane.
Proof. Let (5 be an eigenvalue of B  with corresponding eigenvector x , || x ||c^ =
1. If c > 0 , A and z satisfy
Note that (3.11) is satisfied when e = S =  0 and z = x.
Since (3.11) is equivalent to (3.9) when e /  0, the Implicit Function Theorem 
applied to (3.11) gives the behaviour of an eigenvalue A at large c.
Let F : i x C x  CN —> C x be defined by
If d(s,z)F[0, 0, x](5, z) = 0, then (B ~ p i ) z + 8 x  = 0. If 5 ^  0, x  G range (B —/3I). 
But since x  G ker(5 — j3I), this contradicts the fact that p  is a simple eigenvalue
(A2 A -}- A cl  B )z  — 0, (3 .9)
set e =  c 2 and p =  Ac 1 so that
(p2A  +  p i  +  eB)z = 0 . (3.10)
Now for e /  0, define S G C via p = e{—(3 +  <5). Then (3.10) becomes
{e2{-/3 +  5)2A  +  e ( -P  +  6)1 +  eB)z = 0
and cancelling e gives
(e{-P  +  5)2A  +  ( - P  +  5)1 +  B)z  =  0. (3.11)
F(e, 5, z
(z, x ) c n  -  1
{e{-P + 8)2A + { -P  + 8)I + B)z.
Then F (0 , 0 , x) = 0 , F  is continuously differentiable and
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of B.  Also (B  — j3I)z = 0 , z /  0, means z is a non-zero multiple of x , which 
contradicts (z , x ) c n  = 0. Hence (5,z) =  (0,0) and thus d(s,z)F[0,0 , x] is injective 
and thus invertible. The Implicit Function Theorem then implies that F(e , (5, z) = 
0  defines £ and z as continuously differentiable functions of e on a neighbourhood 
of S = 0, z = x,e  = 0 . In particular, for e > 0  small, 5 is close to zero so th a t for 
the corresponding A and c satisfying (3.9), A =  0  when 1 /c  =  0  and A =  \ ( —(3+8) 
is approximately a small multiple of — /? for 1/c > 0 and small; that is, A moves 
into the opposite half plane to /3 as c decreases from infinity.
It follows that, for c sufficiently large, in a small neighbourhood of the origin, 
there are exactly k eigenvalues of the travelling-wave problem which have negative 
real part. In addition to the N  eigenvalues that we know from Theorem 3.2.9 to 
tend to — oo, this gives N  -f k eigenvalues in the left-half plane.
□
Remark. Eigenvalues of the travelling-wave problem can cross the imaginary 




The existence of additional zeros
In this chapter, we study the existence of additional equilibria of a locally mono­
tone function /  E C 1(M.N ,RN), for which it is known that f ( S )  = f (T )  = 0 for 
some S , T  e  RN with S  < T. (The expression ‘locally monotone’ is defined in 
Chapter 1 .) Our main tool is Brouwer degree. First, existence of an intermediate 
equibrium is proved for /  bistable, and then for /  unstable. We then address the 
stability of these intermediate zeros of / .  The chapter concludes with a geomet­
rical application of these results, in the case where /  =  V 0  for a scalar-valued 
function (p.
First some notation. As usual, let 5, T  E M.N with S  < T ,  and let C  denote 
the open 7V-rectangle (S, T). We write Bs(x) for the open ball in RN , centre 
x  E RN and radius 6. For /  : RN —> M.N continuous, Q an open bounded subset 
of R^ and p E RiV\/(df2), let deg(/, £l,p) represent the Brouwer degree of /  
at p relative to fi, and ind(/, xo,p) := deg(/, Bs(x0),p) for 6 > 0 sufficiently 
small, the index of an isolated solution, Xq, of f (x )  = p. If /  is continuously 
differentiable and df[xo] is invertible at an isolated solution xq, then ind(/, xq,p) = 
sgn(det(d/[xo])), where sgn(a) =  1 or - 1  according to whether a  is positive or 
negative. (See Deimling [14], for example.) Recall that detA =  1 1 ^ ^  for A  E 
M NxN with (complex) eigenvalues Ai , . . . ,  A#, listing an eigenvalue k times when 
it has algebraic multiplicity k.
In [42], Vol’pert and Vol’pert prove the following vital result on the sign of a 
locally monotone function.
L em m a 4.0.11 Let f  E C 1 (R N ,R Ar) be locally monotone. If, for some k,
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1 < k < N,  f k(x) = 0 and y > x, y /  x and yk =  x k, then f k(y) > 0 . Also, 
f k(y) < 0  if y < x, y ^  x andyk = x k.
Proof. Let <j>(t) =  f k( x ( l - t )  + yt), where x ^  y and x k = yk. If (j)(t) = 0, local 
monotonicity gives that </>'(t) > 0 (< 0) when y > x (y < x). Since (f)(0) = 0, the 
result follows in both cases.
□
4.1 E x isten ce o f  additional zeros for b istab le  and  
unstab le functions
T h e o rem  4.1.1 Let f  G C 1(M.N ,M.N) be a locally monotone function such that 
S  and T  are stable equilibria of f .  Then there exists x  G C with f ( x )  =  0.
Proof. Let w G C  be fixed and let h : [0,1] x R^ -» RN be defined by
h(t,x) = ( 1  — t)(w — x) +  t f (x ) .  Since }(S)  = f ( T ) = 0 , Lemma 4.0.11 gives 
that for every k, 1 < k < N,
f k(x) > 0 for x  G ^C'\{5'} with x k =  S k (4.1)
and
fk(x) < 0 for x  G d C \{ T }  with x k = Tk. (4.2)
Now for each k and x  G {y G dC : yk = Sk,y  /  S},
wk -  x k > 0 and f k(x) > 0, (4.3)
so f ( x )  7  ^ X(x — w) for any A > 0. Similarly, for x  G {y G dC  : yk = Tk,y  /  T},
wk -  x k < 0 and f k(x) < 0, (4.4)
so f ( x )  /  A(a; — w) for any A > 0. Hence given x  G dC\{S ,  T}  and t G (0,1), 
f ( x )  /  ^ ( x  — w ); i.e. h(t,x)  /  0 . Also, h(0,x) = w — x ^  0 as w ^  dC  and 
h ( l ,x )  = f (x )  /  0  since, for some k , f k(x) ^  0. Therefore
h(t, x) 7  ^ 0 for (t, x) G [0,1] x {d C \{S ,T }} .  
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(4.5)
Note that f ( S )  = f (T )  = 0  and S , T  e d C , so deg(/, C, 0 ) is not defined. We 
now show there are neighbourhoods N s and NT of S  and T  such that h(t , x) ^  0  
for (t,x)  G [0,1] x {(N S\ C ) U {NT\C)}.
Suppose that there is a sequence {V} with -{V —S'} C .+ , || x l — S  ||< 1/i 
(4.6)
and
(1 — U)(w — x%) +  U f t f )  =  0 for some t* G [0,1]. 
Since /  is differentiable at S  and f ( S )  = 0 ,
f i x 1) = L(xi -  S) +  R t f ) (4.7)
where L := df[S] and R  
x l —>• S. Hence
is such that || R t f )  || /  || x* — S  ||—> 0 as
0  = U L y ~ S ) ! R (xi)x % — S  II II x l — S +
( i  -  u)
x l — S
(w — x l) (4.8)
{
x l — S  )
|j—t— ^ - jj | , a bounded sequence in
RN , has a convergent subsequence, say s-7 —> s; L  is continuous, and so Lsj —> Ls
as j  —> oo. Also, {tj} is bounded in R, so has a subsequence tm -> t, and since 
R(xm)
|| x m -  S
—> 0  as m  —> oo, we see that
( 1  ~  tm) 
x m -  S
(w — x 171) = —tr L (xm - S ) R (xm)
xm — S  II II x771 — S
tends to a limit as m —v oo. Since || x m — S  ||—>• 0 , it follows that tm —>■ 1 . Define
(4.9)P = lim „ ( 1  tm}„  >  0 .|| xm -  S  m
Then 0  =  Ls  +  (3{w — S) where P > 0  and s £ (l^+) has || s ||=  1 . But 
zero is not an eigenvalue of L. So p > 0, and for some p(w — S) G (l&+) and 
- a  * - ( * £ ) ' ,
L ( —s) =  p{w — S). (4 .10)
Moreover, L  is continuous and (K+) is open, so there exist u £ — and
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v G such that Lu = v. Now for some 7  > 0, v >  7 u, and hence Lu > ju .
Since /  is locally monotone, L G P NxN. So the matrix L + a l  has positive entries 
for some a  > 0  and
(L +  a l )u  > ( 7  +  a)u  (4-11)
where u ^ — R + . Theorem 2 .2 .3  then implies that L +  a i  has a real eigenvalue 
greater than 7 + a ,  whence L has a real eigenvalue greater than 7 . This contradicts 
the hypothesis that all the eigenvalues of L = df[S] are in the open left-half plane.
Thus there exists k G N, such that
x — || x — S \ \ < l / k = >  h(t, x) /  0 for each t G [0,1] (4 .12)
A similar argument shows that k may be chosen so that, in addition,
x — T  — R+, || x — T  ||<  1/k =>• h(t, x) /  0 for each t G [0 ,1]. (4 .13 )
Hence there are open neighbourhoods Ns  and N t  of S  and T  respectively 
such that
x  G (dNs) U (ONt), h(t ,x)  =  0 x  G C, (4 .14)
the case of x  G dC  having been previously excluded. Next note that S  and T  
are isolated zeros of /  by the Inverse Function Theorem. We can therefore take 
Ns  and N t  sufficiently small to ensure that there are no additional zeros of /  in 
Ns  U Nt-  Furthermore,
ind(/, S , 0) =  ind(/, T, 0) =  (~1)N (4 .15 )
since for x = S  or T, ind(/, £ , 0 ) =sgn(det(d/[a;])), and all the eigenvalues of 
df[S] and df[T] are in the open left-half plane. (Note that non-real eigenvalues 
of a real matrix occur in complex conjugate pairs.)
Now let £1 =  C U Ns  U Nt-  Then h(t, x) ^  0 for any t G [0 ,1], x  G cftl, and so 
since w G C  C  fi, the homotopy property of Brouwer degree gives that
deg(/, n ,  0) =  deg(w -  / ,  ft, 0) =  ( ~ 1 ) N , (4 .16 )
where I  denotes the identity mapping. If fti =  ft\{C  D (dNs U 8Nt )}, then
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deg(/, f i , 0 ) =  deg(/, ^ i , 0 ) by the excision property, so
( - l ) JV =  d eg (/,fi1,0) =  ind(/, 5,0) +  ind(/, T, 0) +  deg(/, Q i\(N $  U N t ), 0)
= 2 ( - l ) w +  deg(/,n2, 0),
where Pt2 =  Lti\(Ns UNT) C C. Hence deg(/,Q 2 , 0 ) =  (~1)N+1 /  0 , and thus by 
the existence property of Brouwer degree, there exists x  G t l2 C C  with f ( x )  = 0, 
as required.
□
The corresponding result in the case in which S  and T  are unstable equilibria 
is proved similarly, using Theorem 2.2.5 instead of Theorem 2.2.3.
T h eo rem  4.1.2 Let f  G C'1 (RN,MAr) be a locally monotone function such that 
S  and T  are unstable equilibria of f .  Then there exists x  G C with f ( x )  =  0.
P ro o f  As in Theorem 4.1 .1 , the function h  : [0 , 1 ] x RN —► RN defined as 
above is non-zero on dC\{S ,  T}. In this case, the existence of neighbourhoods 
Ns  and N t  of S  and T, with h( t ,  x)  ^  0 for x  G (Ns U N t ) n  C  and t  G [0,1] 
is established as follows. If there exists a sequence { L , x 1}  C  [0,1] x C  with 
0 < ||  x l — S  ||< 1/i such that L f ( x %) +  (1 — L)(w — x t) = 0, it follows as 
previously that Ls = —/3(w — S'), where L := d/[S], s G w — S  G and
(3 > 0 . Theorem 2.2.5 applies to give /j,pf(L) < 0  since Ls < 0, which contradicts 
that L  has an eigenvalue in the closed right-half plane. Similar arguments apply 
at T, so that a homotopy from /  to w — I  on the boundary of Q := C \(N s  U N t)  
for some sufficiently small neighbourhoods Ns  and N t , yields that deg(/, 0 , 0 ) =  
deg(w — / ,  Ll, 0) =  (—1 )^ .  Hence there exists some x  G C  C  with f ( x )  = 0.
□
4.2 S tab ility  o f in term ediate zeros
To comment on the stability of intermediate equilibria, additional hypotheses on 
/  are needed.
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T h eo rem  4.2.1 Let f  6  C 1 (RJV, M.N) be a locally monotone function whose zeros 
are isolated. Suppose also that when x is a zero of f , iiPF(df[x\) /  0 . Then if 
both S  andT  are stable (unstable) equilibria, then there exists an unstable (stable) 
equilibrium in (S , T ). Furthermore, if {x1, . . . ,  x k} is a maximal totally-ordered 
set of equilibria in the interval (S,T),  then k is odd and x l is a stable or unstable 
(unstable or stable) equilibrium according to whether i is even or odd.
Proof. We shall prove the theorem in the case where S  and T  are stable. By 
Theorem 4.1.1, there exists some i G C  with f (x)  = 0, and by the hypothesis that 
the zeros of /  are isolated, there are a finite number of such zeros in the compact 
set C. Let x l , . . .  , x k be a maximal totally-ordered subset of these equilibria, so 
that S  := x° < x 1 < . . .  < x k+1 =: T, where there are no zeros x  of /  with 
x% < x < x t+1 for any i = 0 , 1 , . . . ,  k. Suppose, for contradiction, that x % is 
a stable equilibrium for all i — 1 , . . . , k .  Then in particular, x 1 is stable. But 
Theorem 4.1.1 then implies that there exists a zero of /  in the order interval 
(xQ, x l ), contradicting the maximality of the totally-ordered subset. Hence x 1 
is an unstable equilibrium, since the Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue of df[xl ] is 
non-zero. It follows that any two equilibria x l < x l+1, i = 0 ,1 , . . .  ,k,  must be 
equilibria of opposite type, from which the rest of the theorem is immediate.
□
Remark. The proof of Theorem 4.2.1 uses the fact that the local monotonicity of 
/  implies that df[x]  G P NxN for each x  with f ( x )  =  0, since Theorems 4.1.1 and 
4.1.2 thus apply to the interval (x , y) whenever x  and y are zeros of /  with x  < y. 
However, when S  and T  are both stable equilibria, the proof of Theorem 4.1.1 
needs only conditions on /  on dC  to yield that deg(/, fl2 >0 ) =  (—1)N+1, where 
Q2 C C. If the zeros of /  are isolated, this implies that there is an equilibrium 
of /  between S  and T  that is not stable. (Note that it cannot be inferred from 
ind(/, x,  0 ) =  (—1 )^ that x  is not an unstable equilibrium of / ,  and hence we 
cannot deduce the analogous result when S  and T  are both unstable equilibria.) 
This weakening of the hypotheses is useful in the following corollary; the case 
when /  =  V(f).
C oro lla ry  4.2.2 Suppose that <f : M.N —> R is a C2-function whose critical points 
are non-degenerate (that is, the Hessian of </> is invertible at each such point), and 
that
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(i) <f has local maxima at S  and T
(ii) At points x of dC at which a normal to dC exists, := (V</>, n(x)) < 0 ;
where n(x) is the outward normal to dC at x.
Then there exists a critical point x of (j) in C \{ S ,T } .  I f  x  G C, x is not a local 
maximum; if additionally the space dimension n is even, then x is a saddle point.
Proof. By the continuity of V(/>, condition (ii) implies that non-strict inequal­
ities for hold for all x G dC  with x k = Sk or T*. If there are critical points 
other than S  and T  on dC , then the result is clearly true. Otherwise, taking 
/  =  V 0 in the first part of the proof of Theorem 4.1.1 gives that h(t,x)  ^  0 for 
t G [0,1] and x  G {5C'\{5', T}}. Now (i) and the fact that the critical points of 
4> are non-degenerate imply that all the eigenvalues of the Hessian matrices at S  
and at T  are in the open left-half plane. Also, (ii) yields that the off-diagonal 
elements of the Hessian matrices at S  and T  are non-negative. Following the 
method of the proof of Theorem 4.1.1, this suffices to give that there exists a 
critical point x  of in C  with ind(V</>, x, 0 ) =  (—1)^+1, since the critical points 
of 4> are isolated by the Inverse Function Theorem. Denoting the Hessian of (j) 
at x  by d24>[x\, we get that sgn(det(d2 0 [x])) =  (—1 ) ^ + 1  since d2(f)[x\ is invertible. 
The fact that detA =  n ^ A i for an N  x N  matrix A  with eigenvalues Ai , . . . ,  




Degree theory for the analysis of 
travelling waves
The remainder of this thesis is devoted to the proof of the existence of travelling- 
wave solutions for gradient-dependent parabolic systems, as introduced briefly in 
Chapter 1 . In the present chapter, we begin with some technical machinery on 
weighted function spaces and degree theory. We then turn to a precise formula­
tion of the approximate travelling-wave problem (1.10) in this language. The rest 
of the chapter is concerned with the non-trivial task of showing that operators 
associated with (1 .1 0 ) lie in the domain of definition of the degree.
Henceforth, we suppose the following. Let A  E M NxN be a positive-definite 
diagonal matrix, and let 5, T  E M.N be such that S  < T .
Let /  E C 1 (Rn  , R ^ ) be such that
(f i)  /  is locally monotone (as defined in Chapter 1);
( f 2 )  f ( S )  = f (T )  = 0;
(f3) /j,pF(df[S]),fj,pF(df[T])< 0, (that is, /  is bistable)-,
(f4) there is a non-zero finite number m  of zeros uk of /  with S  < u k < T  (k = 
1 , . . . ,  m); furthermore, for each such ufe,
(J'PF(df[uk]) > 0 .
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Lastly, let G e  x RN, M NxN) be such that
(G l)  G is diagonal-matrix valued;
(G 2) th e re  e x is t / ? , 7  G C(M , R + ) su ch  t h a t  fo r each  u,v  E M.N,
\\G(u,v)v\\ < P(u) + j{u)\\v\\;
(G 3) G(u, 0) =  0 fo r each  u G M.N w ith  /(it) = 0.
The following consequence of (G2) will prove useful.
L em m a 5.0.3 Let£l be a bounded subset of M.N and let G G Cfl(RiV x R ^ , M NxN) 
satisfy (G 2 ). Then there exists a positive constant a*, depending on such that 
for each u G f l ,
IIG(u, v)v|| < Qf*||v||
for every v G M.N .
Proof. As G is continuous, there exists cvo > 0  such that
| |G ( u ,u ) | |  <  &o (5 .1)
for each u g H  and v G M.N with ||v|| < 1. Also, if v G RN has ||v|| > 1, then by
(0 2 ),
\\G(u,v)v\\ < P(u) + 7 (u ) ||u || < [p(u) + j{u)]\\v\\ (5 .2)
fo r each u G R ^ .  Thus (5 .1) and (5 .2) yield that
||G(u, v)v|| < max{o:o, P(u) +  7(^)}|MI (5.3)
for each u G Q,v G R^. The result follows.
□
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5.1 Technical m achinery
5.1 .1  W eighted  fu n ction  spaces
Let / j l ( s )  1 +  s2 (s G E ). Let 0. be an open subset of E . Then we define 
the weighted space L2 )Al(f2, E^) to be the linear space of equivalence classes of 
measurable functions u : E  —> RN such that
:= (u ’u)L2,fl(n,RN) ^  0 0 » (5-4)
with inner product
(u,v)L2AnfrN) := \  (u(s),v(s))fi{s)ds, {u, v G E*)). (5 .5)
J H
The weighted Sobolev space (£1, E ^) is then defined to be the subspace of 
M.N) comprising of functions u G L2 )M(Q, RN) for which V u  G Z/2 )M(fi, E N ). 
(Recall from Section 2 . 1  that V u  denotes the vector of weak derivatives of the 
components of u.) This space is endowed with the inner product
(w> := (u , v) l 2^{si,rn) +  ('Du,Vv)L2 ^ n fRN), (u,v G E ^ ) )
(5 .6)
and norm || • ||w2yn,R")-
For notational convenience, we make the following definitions;
u(s) := y [ M )  and v(s) := /x- 1 (s)//(s), s G E . (5 .7)
L em m a 5.1.1 The linear multiplication operators M  : W j(fi, —► kF2 /i(0, E ^)
and N  : RN) -► W}{Q, RN ), defined by
Mu(s) = lu~1 (s)u(s) ( u G  W ^ ftE ^ )) and (5 .8)
Nu(s) = u(s)u(s) (u G M.N)) (5 .9)
respectively, are bounded.
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Proof. Let u G RN). Then
ll-w “ llw'2i (,(n,R'*) =  ^ { l |w _1(s)u(s)||2 +  ||<j_1(s)Da(s) -  iw _1(s)i/(s)u(s)||2|  n(s) ds
=  f  { ||" 0 )I| 2 +  l|ZMs) -  ^ (s )« (s )H 2} ds 
Ja { H«)l|2 + 2||1>«(s)||2 + i||K s)“(s)H2} d s




using the fact that |^(s)| =  — ■—  ^ < 1 for each s G R. The result follows for M;
1 “t- s
the argument for N  is similar.
□
Using Lemma 5.1.1, we deduce from the corresponding properties of 
(see section 2.1) that RN) is a separable Hilbert space. It also follows
that R ^) is dense in W ^ i R, R^”). This enables proof of the following vital
estimate.
L em m a 5.1.2 For u G
„  /  M l  ^  i  r\\||w(s)|| < ------ j ^ = ----  (5.10)
v w o
for each s G R.
Proof. Let u G Cq°(R, R ^). Then for s < 0,
|w(s) | | 2 =  2  f  (u(t) , v!(£)) dt
J — DO
=  2 f^ (u{ t) ,u '( t ) )n ( t ) -^ -d t
-  ~ T \  f//(s) J-oo






A similar argument, integrating from s to oo, shows that (5.10) holds for 
s > 0 . Now C$°(R,RN) is dense in R N), and if a sequence converges in
L 2 (R ,RN), then a subsequence converges pointwise almost everywhere. Hence 
(5.10) holds for almost every s G R. Since
^ ( R , ^ )  C W } (R ,R N) C C (R ,R n ),
the result follows.
□
5 .1 .2  D egree th eo ry  for (S)+ op erators
A degree theory applicable here is that for operators of class (5)+, as developed 
in [40, 7, 3], and discussed in [42].
Let X  denote a real, reflexive, separable Banach space, and let W  : X  —» X*. 
Then W  is of class (5)+, or W  G (5)+, if for {wn} C X ,
un —*• u0 in X  
and limsup (W (un))(un — uQ) <  0
n—>oo
Suppose that W  is also bounded and demicontinuous (continuous from the 
strong topology of X  to the weak topology of A*). Let 0  be a bounded open 
subset of X ; denote the closure and boundary of by and eft} respectively. If
0  $ W (da) ,
then an integer-valued degree, dep(5 )+(W, 0 ), is defined via Galerkin approxi­
mations.
The usual properties of a degree function hold. If de#(s)+(W, f2,0) ^  0, then 
there exists u G f2 with W(u) = 0. Also, the degrees of functions which are 
(5)+-homotopic relative to 12 are equal; if Wi, W 2 : X  —> X* are bounded demi­
continuous (S)+ mappings, W\ and W2 are said to be (5)+- homotopic relative to 
12 if there is a bounded demicontinuous operator W  : f2 x [0 , 1 ] —> X*  such that
(i) 0  i  W{dSl x [0 , 1 ]) (5.12)
Ur u0 in X. (5.11)
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{ii) W{u,  0) =  Wi(u),  W(u,  1 ) =  W2 {u) for all u G f2, and
{Hi) For {un, tn} C Q x [0,1],
un uQ in X ,
tn —y t OJ and 
limsup {W(un, tn))(un -  u0) < 0
(5.13)
► => un —> u0 in X.  (5.14)
5 .2  P relim inaries for th e  approxim ate sy stem
5 .2 .1  F orm ulation  o f  th e  prob lem
Let R  > 0 and &r G C'1 (R, [0,1]) be such that
(i) o r { s ) =  1 when |s| < R,
{ii) supp aR C [ - R  — 1, R  4-1],
( H i )  { & r }  and { g ' r }  are each uniformly bounded and equicontinuous
as families parametrised by R.
We seek a constant c and a function w G C 2 (R, M.N) such that
Aw"{s) +  cw'{s) +  gr (s)G(w (s), u/(s))ti/(s) +  f(w(s))  =  0, s G l ,  (5.15)
w'{s) > 0, s G R, (5.16)
and
w(s) —y S  as s —> —oo, w(s) —> T  as s —> oo. (5.17)
Let
ip(s) = Ta(s)  + S ( 1  — a(s)), (5.18)
and seek w in the form
w(s) = u(s) +  ip(s), (5.19)
where a  G C°°(R, [0,1]) is an arbitrary but fixed monotone function with a(s) =  0
when s < —I and a(s) =  1 when s > 1. Then w satisfies (5.15), (5.16) and (5.17)
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if and only if u satisfies
A(u"(s)+ip"{s))+c[u'(s) +ip'(s)]+aR(s)G(u(s) +i/>(s), u '(s)+xp'(s))(u'(s) + ^ '(s ))
Following [42], we seek a solution u to (5.20), (5.21) and (5.22) in the weighted 
Sobolev space R ^) defined in section 5.1.1. Note that estimate (5.10)
implies that (5.22) is satisfied for every u G MN). The fact that the
constant c is not known a priori is overcome by functionalising the parameter, as 
follows.
Let (j) : R —>■ R be given by
+  f (u(s)  + ip(s)) = 0 , 




u(s) —y 0  as s —> ±oo. (5.22)
, if s < 0  
, if s > 0 .
(5.23)
For u G kF21 /x(R, R ^ ), set
(5.24)
and
c(u) := log p(u) (5.25)
where xp is defined in (5.18). Define
Uh{s) := u(s +  h) +  xp(s + h) — xp(s), s G M, (5.26)
for each / i G l .  Then c(-) has the following properties.
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ILemma 5.2.1 Let u £ Wj (R ,R ^). Then c(uh) is monotone in h, and
c(uh) —» ± 0 0  ash  Too.
Proof. By definition,
p(uh) =  \\u(s T h) T ip(s T h) -  T ||2 0(s) ds'j 2
=  IK s) +  ^(s) -  T\\2 cf)(s -  h) ds'j 2 .
T hat c(uh) is a decreasing function of h follows from the monotonicity of (f) and 
of the logarithmic function. The monotonicity of 0 implies that for each s 6  R 
and h > 0 ,
\\u{s) T ^(s) ~  T\\2 <f>(s -  h) <  ||u(s) +  ip(s) -  T\\2 (f)(s),
and hence by Lebesgue’s Dominated Convergence Theorem, p(uh) —>■ 0  as h —> 
0 0 . Levi’s Monotone Convergence Theorem yields that p(uh) —> 0 0  as h -* —0 0 . 
Hence c(uh) —> Too as h —y ± 0 0 , as required.
□
L em m a 5.2.2 The functional c is Lipschitz continuous on bounded subsets of 
W ^ i  R ,R W).
Proof. Let £1 C R N) be bounded. We show first that there exists 5 >  0
such that p(u) > 6  for every 
For any M  > 1,
1
p{u) > ||u(s) T  Ip{s) -  T\\2 (j)(s) ds^j .
So by the monotonicity of </> and definition (5.18), it follows that
p(u) > ( ^ ( - M ) ) 5 ( |_ J |u ( s )  +  5 - T | | 2 dS ) 2
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ds
> (</)(—M ) ) 2 [(M — 1)2 11S — T\\ — ||w||vy2i^(R)EN) 
Choose M 0 > 1 sufficiently large that for u G fi,
(M0 — 1 ) 2\\S — T\\ — > 1.
Then for u G £2,
p(w) > {</>(-M0))i  > 0 .
Now for every x, y G R, x, y > 0, the Mean Value Theorem yields that
1
(5.27)
log X -  log y I < — \ x -  y \
w
for some w between x  and y. Thus it follows from (5.27) that given u i ,u 2 G fl,
\c(ui) -  c(u2)| =  | log piux) -  log p(u2)|
< (0 ( -M o))_ 2 |p(ui) -  p(u2)|. (5.28)
For any u 1 :u2 e  f
Ip K ) -  p(u2) | < ( [  ||ui(s) -  u2 (s) \ \ 2 (t>(s) ds
by, for example, the triangle inequality in L2 j^ (R, MN) ( where this space is defined 
analogously to L2 |A,(R, R ^)). Hence since 0 < 0(s) < p(s) for each s G M,
\p{u l) ~  P(u2 )| < \Wl ~  ^ 2 1 1 )• 
The result follows from (5.28) and (5.29).
(5.29)
□
C o ro lla ry  5.2.3 The functional c is bounded on bounded subsets o /W j (R, M.N ).
Proof. This is immediate from Lemma 5.2.2. □
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Now consider the equation
A(u"(s)+'ip"(s))+c(u)[u/(s)+'ip,(s)]+(TR(s)G(u(s)+'ilj(s), u '(s)^ '(s))(u '(s)+ip '(s))
+ f  (u(s) + i/j ( s ) )  = 0. (5.30)
It is clear that if u G M^) satisfies (5.30), then u satisfies (5.20) with
c =  c(u). Conversely, if a function u satisfies (5.20) with velocity c, then there 
is some h G R with c(uh) = c. Thus Uh satisfies (5.30) with ctr(’) replaced by 
0 R(m + h). Whence there is an equivalence between (5.20) and (5.30). Henceforth, 
a solution of (5.30) and (5.21) will be sought in W ^QR,K^) (recall that (5.22) 
is satisfied for all functions in this space).
Our approach is to consider the following continuous deformation of (5.30):
A(u” + \l)")+c(u)[v! + ril;']+T(jRG(u + 'il), u' + ip')(u' + ,ip') + / ( u  + ii) = 0, r  G [0,1].
(5.31)
When t — 1, (5.31) becomes (5.30), whilst when r  = 0, (5.31) corresponds to 
the system (1.3) treated in [42]. We will use the known existence of a solution 
with non-zero degree when t = 0  to deduce existence when r  =  1 using the 
degree theory for (5)+ operators introduced in section 5.1.2. (r is said to be the 
homotopy parameter.)
5 .2 .2  C on stru ction  o f (5)+ operators
To invoke the degree theory for (S)+ operators, an (S)+ operator associated with 
(5.30) is required, together with a suitable (5)+ homotopy associated with (5.31). 
First, define PR : [0,1 ] x WJj(1(R ,Rn ) -> W21J,(R ,K JV)* by
( P r ( t , u ) ) ( v ) =  f  (AVu{s),V{vn){s)) ds -
JR
f  ( { Aip"(s) +  c(u)[Du(s) +  ip'(s)] +  t (Jr G ( u ( s ) +  ip(s),Vu(s) +  'ip'(s))[Du +  ip'(s)]
JIR
+ /(u (s )  +  ^W)}> ^(S) M S) ds (5.32)
for t  G [0,1], u ,v  G ^ ^ ( M ,R N). (Recall from section 2.1 that V u  is the weak 
derivative of u .) In order to minimise clutter, independent variables will be 
omitted when no confusion results.
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L em m a 5.2.4 PR is well-defined and maps each bounded subset of[0,1] x w U k . r * )  
into a bounded subset o /W ^ R ,  R^)*.
Proof. Let r  e  [0 ,l] ,f lC  W g^R jR ^) be bounded, and u G fi. The linearity 
of Pr (t , u) is elementary. Let v G W2 M(R, R ^). Use of the Cauchy-Schwarz 
inequality in L2 )M(R, R ^) and the fact that ii~l fi' is uniformly bounded yields 
that
[  (AVu,V(vf i) )  ds = \ [  (AVu, ( T l i fv  +  V v)p d s
J IR. IJ M
< ttl||^w ||L2i;i(R|RAr)||u||L2i;i(RjRN) +  Q!2 | | ^ | |L 2lM(RlRJV) | |^ v ||L2,#i(R>RJV)
< Of3 1 V u  1 1 ( R>rn ) 11V1 w i^ ( R ) R JV)
< «3||w||wr21 ;i(M,E7V)llv l|v^ 21iAi(R,RJV) (5.33)
for some (*1 , 012 , 013  G R independent of u and v.
Corollary 5.2.3, together with the fact that ip’ and ,ip" have compact support, 
give the existence of a 4 (ft) G R (dependent only on fi), such that
j  (Aip" +  c(u)[Vu +  ip,],v)pds  < a 4 (fi)(l + ||w ||^ i (RjRAr)||u||wi (RiRjv). (5.34)
«/M * *
Now using condition ( G 2 ) ,
f  \\tor G(u + ip ,V u  +ip')\Vu +ip ' ] \ \ 2 lids 
J R
rR+l n
< / [P(u + ip) + 7(11 +  ip)\\Vu +  ip'W] /ids
J - R - l
/•#+!
< /  [(3(u + ip)+ 7 ( 1 1  + ip){\\Vu\\ + \\ip'\\}] fids. (5.35)
J - R - l
V u  G L2 jM(R ,R jv), P and 7  are continuous, and by estimate (5 .10 ), | |u ( s ) | |  is
bounded by |M |wi (RjRjv) for each s G R. Thus the right-hand side of (5 .35) is
bounded independently of u  G O, r  G [0,1].
Also, since /  G C 1 (R, R N), for s G R,
f (u(s)  +  ip(s)) = f(ip(s)) +  b(s)u(s), (5 .36)
where
b(s) =  f  df[tu(s) + ip(s)]dt. (5 .37)
Jo
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It follows once again from estimate (5.10) and the fact that /  G (^(R , RN) that 
b(s) is bounded independently of s G R and mg H.  Using estimate (5.10) together 
with the facts that f(ip(s)) = 0 when \s\ > 1 and u G L2)M(R, RN), it follows that 
f { u  + if)  G L 2,/z(R ,R n ) and \\f(u +  ^ ) | | l 2i^ (R>r 7V) bounded independently of 
u G O .
Thus
[  (T a RG { u  +  'ip,Vu +  'ip'){Vu + 'ipl) + f {u  + ip),v)iids < a ( f t ) |M |L2 M(RW
JM.
(5.38)
for some Q'(fl) G R, dependent only on Q,. The result follows from (5.33), (5.34) 
and (5.38).
□
The idea of the following proof is due to J.M. Lasry, as discussed in Ekeland 
and Temam [16]; it stems from an original result due to Krasnoselsk’ii.
L em m a 5.2.5 P r  is jointly continuous in r  and u (from the strong topology of 
[0 , 1 ] x (R, R ^) to the strong topology o f W f  ^ R ^ R 1^ )*).
Proof Let (r,u) G [0,1] x (R, R ^ ), {(rn, un )} £ °= 1  C [0,1] x R ,R ^) be 
such that ( t „ ,  un) —» (r, u) as n —> oo. We show first that as n —>■ oo,
grG{uu +  ”0, Pun + 'ip,)(DunPipl] —>• cfrG(u -\-,iIj, 'Du + 'ip^fDu + 'ip') in L2)/X(R, R ^).
(5.39)
(Recall from Lemma 5.2.4, (5.35) that aRG{u0-\-^, V u 0+il)')\pu0+'il)'] G L2)At(R, ~RN) 
for each uQ G Wj (R ,R^).) Choose a subsequence of {un}^Li and a
set C R of full measure, such that
IIUnk ~  < 2 fc, (5.40)
unk(s) —>■ m ( s )  and V u nk(s) Vu(s)  for each s G l l
(which is possible since unk —» u in L2 j^ (R, RN) and V u nk —>• X>u in L2 j/x(R, R ^)).
Then for s G £7,
||cr R{s)G(unk{s) + iJj(s),Vunk(s) + V  (s))[Dunk(s) + if' (s)\
-  aR(s)G(u(s) +  ip(s),Vu(s) +  ^(s))[ZHt(s) +  '^00111 0 (5-41)
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as k —> oo, since G is continuous. So for each s G £2, there exists which we 
label n*(s), such that
+  ?/>(s),£>unfc(s) +  ?//(s))[£h*nfc(s) +  rp'(s)]
-  aRG(u(s) +  V>(5)> Vu(s)  +  tp'(s))[Du(s) +  ^ '(s)]||
< lkfi(s)G(u„lw (s) +  ^ ( s ) , ^ „ Ml)(s) +  ^ ( s ) ) [ D s w (s) +  ^ (s )]
-  aR(s)G(u(s) +  'ip(s),Vu(s) +  ip'(s))[Du{s) +  ^ '(s)]||
for all unk.
Define functions v ,w  : E  —> M.N by v(s) =  unk{a)(s), w(s) = V u nk{a)(s) for
s E i l ,  and v(s) = w(s) = 0 for s ^ ft. Then v and w are measurable (see [16]),
and for s € f l ,
||cjij(s)G?(unfc(s) +  ip(s),Vunk(s) -f ip'(s))[Dunk(s) +  ip'(s)]
-  aRG(u(s) + ip{s),Vu(s) + ip’ (s))[Du(s) + ip’ (s)]\\
< ||ai2(s)G(^(s) + ip{s),w(s) +ip'{s))[w{s) +  ip'{s)]
-  aR(s)G(u{s) +  ip(s),Vu(s) + ip'(s))[Du(s) +  ^ '(s)]||. (5.42)
Now for s e  R,
b ( s ) | 2 =  K « ,) ( s ) | 2
^  ( K t ( . ) ( s ) - “ ( S ) l  +  l “ ( S ) l ) 2
^  2 (l“ ntw ( s ) - « ( s ) | 2 +  |«(s)|2)
OO
< 2(|u(s ) | 2 +  jT  \uni(5 ) -  w(s)|2). (5.43)
2 —  1
So by Levi’s Monotone Convergence Theorem and (5.40),
j>2 \u ni  (s) -  u(s ) I2 j  fi{s) ds = lirn^ ^  K i ( s) ~  u (s) I2)  M s) ds
It follows from (5.43) and the fact that u £ L2)M(R,Rn ) that v £ L2)/i(R, R ^). A 
virtually identical argument shows that ic £ L2)/X(R, R ^). Note also that |v(s)| is 
bounded independently of s by (5.10) since {,unjt}£L1 is bounded in VL^^R, RN). 
As argued in the proof of Lemma 5.2.3, it follows that
ar G ( v  -\-ip, w + ip') [w +  ip'] -  <j r G ( u  -\-ip,Vu-\-ip') {Vu +  ip') £ L2)/i(R, R ^ ).
So (5.41) and (5.42) together with Lebesgue’s Dominated Convergence Theorem 
yield that
aRG{unk +  i p,  V u nk +  ip')[Vunk +  ip'] ->• g r G { u  + ip,Vu + ip'){Vu +  ip')
in L2 )M(R ,R ^) as k —> oo. If (5.39) did not hold, there would exist e > 0  and a 
subsequence of { u n } ^  such that for each i £ N,
\\aRG{uni+ip ,Vuni + ip')[Vuni+ip']-(7RG{u + ip,Vu + ip'){Vu + ip')\\ > e. (5.44)
convergent to aRG{u +  ip, V u  +  ip'){Vu +  ip'), which would contradict (5.44). It 
follows that (5.39) holds.
A similar but slightly simpler argument shows that as n —> oo,
(Recall from the proof of Lemma 5.2.4 that f { u a +  ip) £ L2 j/x(R, R ^ ) for each
Let v £ RZj^R, RN) ,n  £ N. Observe first that with ol^  as in (5.33), we have that
(7r G(v +  ip,w +  ip')[w +  ip'] £ L2 )/x(R,R n ), and hence
But the above argument would then yield a subsequence of
{aRG(uni +  ip, V u ni +  ip')[Vuni +  ip'}}.OO
f ( u n + ip) ->■ f ( u  + ip) in L2 ,m(R, KW)- (5.45)
u0 6  W2y R , R N).)
—* 0  as 7i —y oo.
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Now by Corollary 5.2.3, there exists a G l ,  independent of n, such that |c(wn)| < 
a  for each n. So
c(un) J  (Vun +  ip', v)jids -  c(u) J  (Vu  +  ^ ',u )/id s |
< 1 1 c(un) I Jj tpUn -  Vu,  v)n ds +  \c(un) -  c(u) 11 J j P u +  ^  ds |
< {\c(un)W\Vun -  X>u||L2)M(R)R7V)||t;||L2j/i(R)]Rjv)
+  1 c(un) -  c(u)\\\Vu +  ^ , ||L2,M(R>RJV)llv llL2l/i(R,RJV)}
< a\\Vun — 1 z,2>#t (r,]r-»v >11^11 (r1r jv ) (5-47)





n +  ip’, v)[i ds — c(u) J  (Vu + ip', v)H di 0  as n —> oo 
(5.48)
since  c is a  c o n tin u o u s  fu n c tio n  o f u (L e m m a 5.2.2). N ex t,
\rn v R(G(un +  -0, V u n +  i/>')[Dun +  ip'], v)y,ds
—t J  gr (G(u +  'ip^Vu +  ip')(Vu +  ip'), v)fxds
< | J ^ a R(G(un +  ip, V u n +  ip')[Vun +  \p'] -  G(u + <ip,Vu + ip'){pu +  ip'),v)nds
+1 Tn ~  t \  I f  aR(G(u + ip,Vu + ^){pVu +  ip') ,v)^ds| t/IR.
< ||crRG(un +  ip, V u n +  ip')[Dun +  ip')
— GRG(u +  Ip, V u  +  1p')(Vu +  ^OIlL2,M(R,R*)IMIwl1f/i(R>RJV)
+  |Tn ~  t\ \\gRG(u +  1p,Vu  +  1p')(Vu +  '0/)IIl2,m(R,R;v)II?;IIw21)M(R,Mjv)
a n d  so by (5.39),
su p  \Tn f  aR(G(un +  'ip,Vun +  'ip')[Vun +  'ipl] ,v) iJ ,ds  
IML,i I jR'w$2,/i
—t  J  &r ( G ( u  + ip,Vu  +  ip')(Vu +  ip'), v)nds -► 0 (5.49)
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as n -> oo. Finally, by (5.45),
SUP /  ( / K  +  VO “  f ( u  + 'ip),v)fids 
IMIiyl = 1 '2,/x
< \\f(un +  VO — f ( u  +  VOIIz .^/dR,] )^ 0  as n —» oo. (5.50) 
Together, (5.46), (5.48), (5.49) and (5.50) show that
\\PR.(Tm Un) — Pr (t , w)||vF2ifi(E,RJV)*  ^0 as Tl Y OO,
as required.
□
We now relate this operator Pr to (5.31).
L em m a 5.2.6 Let u G W ^ R ,  R N) and r  G [0,1]. Then u is a solution of 
P r( t ,u )  — 0 i f and only if  u G C 2 (R ,R^) and u satisfies (5.31).
Proof. Suppose first that u G W ^ R , R N), r  G [0,1] are such that PR(r, u) =  0. 
Then for each v G (R, R N),
f  (AVu,V(v f i ) )ds  = (5.51)
JR
f  (Arp" +  c(u) [Du +  \p'] +  t <tr G(u + ip,Vu + ip') (Du +  ip1) +  / (u +  VO, v)n ds.
JR.
So for 6 € CJ°(R,KAr), v =
T
f  (AVu ,6 ' )ds  = (5.52)
>/|R
[ (Ail)" +  c(u)[Du +  ip'] +  t (Tr G(u + ip,Du + ip')(Vu +  ip’) +  f ( u  +  VO, 0) ds ,
Q
since — G Wj (R,R^)- Hence Du  has a weak derivative,
T
—A~l [Aip" +  c(u)[Du +  tp’] +  tgrG(u +  ip,Du +  ip')(Vu +  V>;) +  /(w  +  VO],
which can be shown to be in L 2(T, R ^ ) for bounded X  G R using estimates (5.35) 
and (5.36). So u G W f ( X ,  R ^) for bounded X  C  R. The Sobolev Embedding
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Theorem thus yields that u G C 1 (R, R ^). Moreover, u' ( =  V u  almost every­
where) is absolutely continuous since it has a locally integrable weak derivative, 
so the classical derivative of u' exists almost everywhere and is equal to this weak 
derivative. Hence by the Fundamental Theorem of Calculus,
u'(s) = u'(sq) -  [  A~l [Aip"(t) +  c(u)[u'(t) + (5.53)
•'SO
+raR(t)G(u(t) +  ip(t),u'(t) +  ip'(t))[u'(t) +  ip'(t)] +  f(u( t)  +  tp(t))] dt
for each s, So G R. Since the integrand on the right-hand side of (5.53) is contin­
uous, uf G (^(R , R ^) and
u"(s) = — A~l [Aip"{s) + c(w)[?/(s) +  ip'(s)] (5.54)
+TcrR(s)G(u(s) +  tp(s)iu,(s) +  ^ ( s ) )K (s )  +  ip'(s)] +  f{u(s)  +  'ip(s))]
for each s G l  So u G C 2 (R, R N) and satisfies (5.31), as required.
Conversely, suppose that r  G [0,1] and u G W2 iM(R, RN) n  C 2 (R, RN) sat­
isfy (5.31). Let v G Wftfl(R:R N) and {0n}^=i C CJ°(R,RN) converge to v in 
W21m(R,Rn ). Clearly, ( . P r ( t , u))(9n) = 0 for each n, so since
{Pr {t , u))(v - 6 n) 0 as n  oo,
it follows that Pr (t , u)(v) = 0 .
□
Following [42], we will construct an operator : W-J^R, RN) —> kk^^R, R ^) 
that satisfies the following.
T h e o rem  5.2.7 There exists a bounded linear positive-definite self-adjoint op­
erator : W f^ (R ,R N) —>• k F ^ R , RN) and a function 6 : R, RN) x
W jm(R, R ^) x [0,1], such that for r  G [0,1] and u , uq G kF^^R, R ^),
{Pr ^ u^ S ^ u - uq)) > | |w - W o ||^ (R)RN) + 6>(u,w0 , /r), (5.55)
and 9(un,uo,r) -> 0 uniformly for r  G [0,1] as un —1 uQ in F F ^ R , R ^).
We will return to the proof of this result in a moment. First note the following.
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L em m a 5.2.8 I f  H  is a Hilbert space and S  : H  —>• H  is a bounded linear 
self-adjoint positive-definite operator, then S* : H* —> H* is bounded linear and 
injective.
[Recall that S* is the conjugate of S, defined by (S*f)(u) = f (S u )  for each 
u 6 H, f  € if*.]
Proof Linearity and boundedness of S* clearly follow from the corresponding 
properties of S. We prove injectivity. Let /  G H* and suppose that S * f  = 0. 
Then for every u G H, f (S u )  = (S*f)(u ) =  0. By the Riesz Representation 
Theorem, there exists some v G H  such that f(vu) = (w , v ) h  for each w G H\ in 
particular, (S v , v ) h  =  f{Sv)  =  0 . Since S  is positive-definite, v =  0 , and hence 
f  — 0. The result follows.
□
This, together with Lemma 5.2.6, yields that for r  G [0,1] and u G R.N ),
S ^ P r ( t ,  u) = 0 ^  u G C 2 (M, R*) and u satisfies (5.31). (5.56)
Recall the discussion of degree theory for (£)+ operators in section 5.1.2. Lem­
mas 5.2.4, 5.2.5 and 5.2.8 show that S ^P r  is jointly continuous in r  and u ,
and maps each bounded subset of [0 , 1 ] x W21)M(R, RN) into a bounded subset of 
W f )*■ Moreover, (5.55) can be rewritten as
{S^Pr (t , u))(u — uq) > IIm -w oII^ i^rjv j +  ^WjWo.t). (5.57)
So for each t  G [0,1], s ; p r (t , •) satisfies condition (5.11), and hence is of 
class (5)+. Also, since 9(u,u0, t )  —> 0 uniformly for r  G [0,1] as u —* u0 in 
W2 j#1(R, R n ), the operator S*PR : [0 , 1 ] x W21m(M, MN) —>■ W2 M(R, MN) satisfies 
condition (5.14) required for an admissible (5)+ homotopy.
So if Q C W21iM(M, Kn ) is open, bounded and such that
O g s ;p * ( [ o , l ] x 0 n ) ,  (5.58)
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then S^Pr (0 , •) and S^PR( 1 , •) are (5)+ homotopic relative to ft. Hence
deg(S)+{S*PR(l, •), ft, 0 ) =  deg{s)+(S^PR(0 , •), ft, 0 ). (5.59)
Further, if 0 ^ S*PR(r , -)(dft) and deg(s)+(S*PR(r , •), ft, 0) ^  0, then there exists 
u G ft such that S*PR(r,u) = 0, so by (5.56), u G C 2 (R, R ^) satisfies (5.31).
Chapter 6  is devoted to proving a priori bounds for solutions of S *P r(t, u) = 0  
where u +  'ip is monotone (as defined in Chapter 1 ); by virtue of (5.56), this is 
equivalent to bounding monotone solutions of (5.31). The rest of the current 
chapter is concerned with proving Theorem 5.2.7. Our approach here extends 
that of [42]. We begin with some preliminary estimates for linear differential 
operators with constant coefficients. The proof given here corrects an oversight 
in [42], where they omit to take real parts when it is clearly necessary to do so.
L em m a 5.2.9 Let A  G M NxN be a positive-definite diagonal matrix and let 
Bq G P NxN have hpf(Bq) < 0. Then there exists a bounded linear positive- 
definite self-adjoint operator T0 : i>2 (M, R ^) —» L2 (R, R N ) such that To||yi(R|RN) : 
W f  (R, R ^ ) —> W \  (R, Rn ) is also bounded, and
(.L0u)(T0u ) = ||u ||^ i(R>Rjv) for eachu G W ^R, R ^), (5.60)
where for u ,v  G Wj(R, RN), L0 G Wj(R, R^)* is defined by
(.L0u)(v) =  f  [(A(Vu){s),(Vv)(s)) -  {B0u(s),v(s))]ds.  (5.61)
JR
Proof For ( g R ,  let C(f) be the real matrix
: =  ( 5 -6 2 )
and define
C : = { C ( f ) : f 6 R } u { -A } . (5.63)
Recall Theorems 2 .2 . 1  and 2 .2 .2 . It follows that Pp f {C{£)) < 0 for each ( e R ,
since fiPF(B0) < 0 and A  is a positive-definite diagonal matrix. Moreover, the
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continuous dependence of the eigenvalues of C(£) on £ and the fact that the 
eigenvalues tend to those of —A  and B 0 as |£| —> oo and £ —> 0  respectively 
together imply the existence of an open bounded set Cl G C and of u  > 0 such 
that Re z < —u  for each z G Cl, and for each M  G C, all eigenvalues of M  are 
contained in Cl. Without loss of generality, suppose that dCl is a smooth closed 
simple curve with a positive anticlockwise orientation.
As in [42], let R(£) denote the real, symmetric positive-definite matrix
poo
f l ( £ ) : = 2 /  esC' (i)esC(i) ds, (5.64)
Jo
where C*(£) is the matrix adjoint of C(£). To show that R(£) is well-defined, 
note first that by Cauchy’s Integral Formula,
e»c(f) =  i r esx{XI _ c ( f ) ) - i  dX (5 65)
2sk% J d£l
The set C is compact in M NxN, from which it follows that sup ||(AI  — C(£))-1 ||
is bounded independently of £ G R. Whence there exists a constant K  G E,
independent of £, such that
||e^ ( 0 || < Ke-" ' ,  (5.66)
where here || • || denotes a norm on M NxN; similarly,
||c*c , (0|| < Ke~ua. (5.67)
In fact, (5.66) and (5.67) show that ||R(£)|| is bounded independently of £ G R. 
Now for any p G M.N ,
(C (£ )p , R (£ )p )  =  {(esCi0C{£)p, esC(0 p ) +  (e sC(e)p , e aC(e)C (£ )p )}  ds




~ ( P ,P ) ,  b y  (5 .66 ). (5 .68)
T h u s  fo r an y  q G CN,
R e  ( C ( £ ) t f ,  R(£)q)c" =  ~(q, q)c" ■ ( 5 - 6 9 )
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Next define ^  : L 2 (R, RN) —>■ L2 (R, C^) by
$S(f) =  i2(0w (0, S G R , M G L 2 (R ,RjV), (5.70)
where for each w G T2 (R, C ^), w denotes the Fourier transform of w (here, 
f  denotes the transform variable, as usual). ’F is well-defined because R(£) is 
bounded independently of f .
Let T0 : L 2(R ,RN ) -► L2 (E, RN) be defined by
T0u =  Re(tfu) for u G L2 (R, RN). (5.71)
Clearly, T0 is a bounded linear operator. For each u, v G L2 (R, R ^), Parseval’s 
formula and the symmetry of R(£) yield that
( T 0U,  f ) L 2(M,RJV) — R e  ( ^ w >v ) l 2 ( R >c jv)
=  Re /  (® S(0 ,a(0>c*d£ =  Re /  (R (0 * (0 , «(0)c^  df
7M ./R
=  Re [  ( u ( 0 , m m ) c » d £  = Re [  (R (€ )v ( ( )M i) )c »JR J R
= Re /(R (£ )^ (0 > ^(f))c"  d£ = (Tov, u)L2{RiRN),JR
and hence T0 is self-adjoint.
Furthermore, for u € Z^QRjR^),
(TQu ,u )L2iR7RN) = Re f  (R (0& (0»*(0)c* df
j  r
> 0  if m /  0 ,
because R(£) is positive-definite for each £. So T0 is positive-definite.
Now let u G VF21 (R ,R jv). Then for 9 G (R, R N),
[  ('T0u , 0 ')  ds =  Re [  u ( s ) , 9' ( s ) ) c n  ds
J r  J r
= Re /  < ^ (O ,0 '(O > c"d £  =  Re /  (*fR (0fi(0^(0>c«r d£
J R  «/R
=  -R e  /  < R (f)S S (0 ^(0 > c^  df =  -R e  f  < ' f ^ ) ( 0 , 0(£)>c" df 
7 r  . /r
=  -R e  [  (V{Vu)(s),e{s))CN ds = -  f  (T0{Vu),6) ds.
J r  Jr
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Therefore T qu has a weak derivative,
V(T0u) = T0(Vu)  G T2 (R, R ). (5.72)
So Tqu G That TqIw^r.rw) is bounded in VF^R, RN) follows from
the boundedness of T0 in L2 (R, R ^) and (5.72).
Finally, (5.61) and Parseval’s formula yield that for u, v G W 1^ (R, R ^),
(L0u)(v) = [  [{A(Vu)(s ), (Vv)(s)) -  (B0u(s), v(s))] ds
J R
=  f  [ (^ u (? ) , t i (c )> cw -  <B0ti(O,e(O>c»]de 
Jr
=  -  [ ( i + e ) ( c ( o m , m ) c " d t .
Jr
Hence for u G W \  (R, R N ),
(.L0u)(T0u) = Re (L0u)(^u)
= -R e  /  (1 +  e ) ( C ( 0 u ( 0 ,  ®S(£)>c* d£
./r
=  -R e  / ( l + a w t a w e ) ^ ^
7R
=  / ( l  +  £2 )(6(0>fi( 0 ) d£ by (5.69),
./R




Remark. It follows from (5.72) and the self-adjointness of T0 : L2(E 
L2 (R, R n ) that T0 ivR r,^) is self adjoint with respect to the inner product in 
W f{  R, R*).
To proceed, the following technical lemma is useful.
L em m a 5.2.10 Let { f n} C  T2 (R ,R N) and {gn} C  W ^ R ,R ^ ) be bounded se­
quences of vector-valued functions with gn —» 0 in as n —> oo. Let
d : R —>• R belong to scalar-valued L2 (R, R). Then
f  d(s){fn(s),gn{s)) ds -¥ 0 as n —>■ oo.
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Proof. Since {<?„} is bounded in VVf (R,M'v ), it is bounded in i 00(R ,RN); say 
l|Pn(3)|| < M  almost everywhere. Since d is square integrable, given e > 0, there 
exists k > 0 such that for all n G N,
[ .  ti{s){fn(s),gn(s))ds < f  |t?(s)|||/n(s)||||ffn(s)||<fe•/|s|>/C “ |5| >/C
< (  f  |^(s)|2ds
W S > K
e
2 '
Moreover, by the Sobolev Embedding Theorem, gn(s) —> 0 uniformly for s G [—«, /c] 
as n —> oo, so there exists TV G N such that for n > TV,





Now we can develop Lemma 5.2.9 to a stronger statement about operators with 
variable coefficients.
Lem m a 5.2.11 Let A be a positive-definite diagonal matrix and B\ and B 2 sat­
isfy the conditions on Bq in Lemma 5.2.9. Let the matrix B  be given by
B { s )  =  (f>i(s)Bi +  </>2(s)T52, s  G R, (5.73)
where 0 i , 0 2  £ C 0 0 (R, R) satisfy 0 < 0 i ( s ) ,0 2 (s) < 1 and 0i(s) +  0 2  M  =  1 f or
each s G R, and 0i(s) =  0 when s > 1, fais) = 0 when s < — 1. Then there
exists a bounded linear positive-definite self-adjoint operator S  : PT^R, R ^) —> 
W2 (R, R ^) such that for u G
(.Lu)(Su) > ||w||W2i(R)R7V) + 6 ( u ) ,  (5-74)
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where 9 : W jfR ,R ^) —> R  is such that 9{u) —> 0 as u —» 0 in W ^R , RN). Here 
Lu G W ^R , RN)* is defined by
(.Lu)(v) =  f  [(A(Vu){s),{Vv)(s)) -  (B(s)u(s),v(s))]ds,  (5 .75)J M.
f o r v e  W^(K, RN).
Proof. Define the operator T  : W \  (R, Rw) —>■ VV.j (R, RN) by
2
(Tu)(s) = ^2<f)i(s)Ti((/)iu)(s), R N ), s e R ,  (5.76)
i= 1
where Ti : W j  (R, R N ) —> (R, R N ) is defined using Bi as T0 was defined using
B 0 in Lemma 5.2.9. Now
[  (A(Vu)(s) , (V(Tu))(s))ds  = [  ( A i V u f i s f i ' Z t i i s W i f r u f i s V d sJR JR X—V
+  f  (A(Vu)(s), '£<t>i(s)V(Ti(M)(s))dsJm.
' J ^ A V i h u j i s l V i T i i f r u ) ) ^ ) )  ds 1 
+ ^ (s ) [< ^ (® « )( s ) ,  (Ti(<j>iU))(s)) > 
- { A u ( s ) iV (T i(<l>iu)){s))]ds d
2
=  'E{JR{Av^iu)(s),v(Ti{M)(3))dsj + e i («) ,
(5.77)
say. The second equality can be seen by differentiating the product (\>iU in the 
first integral on the right-hand side. If un —» 0  in Wj (R, R N), then Ti(4>iUn) —^ 0  
in W ^R , R ^), and ||wn(s)||,||T;(0;un)(s)|| each tend to zero uniformly on compact 
subsets of R  Moreover, {H^nH^^RW )} and {||^(Ti(<fcun))||L2(R|Rjv)} are each 
bounded independently of n  since {un} is bounded in W ^ R jR ^ ). So since $  
has compact support, 9i{un) —► 0 as un —" 0. Also,
2 2






J 2  { f j P & n '  f f i ( ^ u))) ds} +  ^(w) (5.78)
w h e re
#2 {u) =  '5 2 j (<t>iBiu,(f)j (Tj ((t)j u ) ) )d s  +  '52 J  ds, (5.79)
_1 i= l _1
since if s £ [—1,1], then 0 i(s)0 2 (s) =  0 and (f>i(s)2 = (f>i(s),i = 1 , 2 . It follows
from (5.79) that 02 (un) -> 0 as un —k 0  in IL^R , R ^). Thus (5.77) and (5.78)
together with Lemma 5.2.9 yield that
2
(Lu)CTtO =  £  { jf  [ ( ^ ( ^ © ( r ^ u ) ) )  -  ( B ^ u ,  ( T ^ u ) ) ) ]  d s \  + e^u )  + 0 2 (u)
2 1
=  ll<&Wllwr21(R,RJV) T  ^ l(W) +  ^2(^) >  q IM Iw 21(R,R^) +  @(U) 
2 = 1  Z
(5.80)
where 9{u) \= 9i(u) +  02(«), so that 6(un) —> 0 as un —^ 0 in IL^R , MN). The
2
last inequality follows from the fact that u = ^2  4>iu  ^ so
2= 1
it
/ 2 \ 2 2
l lw ^ R jR ^ )  — ( ll^*Mllw 21(R,RJV) I | |0 * w |lw r21(RlRJV)-
\2 = 1 /  2 = 1
In general, T  : W ^R jR ^) “ * ^^(M , MN) is not self-adjoint. We show 
next that there exists a bounded linear self-adjoint positive-definite operator S  : 
W21 (R, R N ) —>■ W21 (R, ) and a compact operator K  : Wj (R, R N) —>■ W21 (R, R.N)
such that
T = \s  + K.  (5.81)
For u, v e  W ^R jR ^), define
$o(u,v) := (Tu, v)w i(fttRN) — (u, T v)w i^ rn) (5.82)
[  (^[(Ti^iu), Vv)  +  (u, Ti(4>iDv))
JR





2 =  1
using (5.76), (5.72) and the fact that T; is self-adjoint in L2 (M,R N) for each i.
Clearly, 4>o : W ^R, R ^) x JY^R, R ^) “  ^ WJCRjR^) a bounded bilinear 
functional on Hence the Riesz Representation Theorem yields the
existence of a bounded linear operator K\  : (R, R ^ ) -* (R, RN) such that
for each u,v  £ W ^R jR ^),
®o{u i v) = (K i ui v)w£(r,rn)’ (5.84)
Let (u„}J°= 1  C W ^ ^ R ^ )  be such that un 0 in W ^ H R ^ )  as n -> oo, and 
let yn = K iu n for each n. Then
ll l^lvJ^QR.K )^ =  (l/ni K l UTi)w£(R,RN) = ^oG/m wn)- (5.85)
Now yn 0, TityiUn) 0 and Ti{4>iyn) ^  0 in W^R, RN). Moreover, ||X>m„||l2(r,rjv), 
| |^ 2 / n | |L 2(RIRJV)> \\Ti{(l>i'Dun)\\L2(R,RN) and IITityiDyJWL^KflN) are all bounded in­
dependently of n. So since $  has compact support, it follows from (5.83) and 
Lemma 5.2.10 that $o(yn,un) —»■ 0 as n —> oo. Thus by (5.85), K\un —> 0 in 
W ^R , R ^), and hence K\  is compact (see Yosida [47], page 126 ).
Now for 14, v € W \  (R, RN),
(Tu, f )w21(R,RJV) +  (u j ^ ) w 21(R,Rn) =  ®i{u,v) -1-$2 (w,u), (5.86)
where
M W )  = e  [  [ ( ^ ( ^ ( m ) ^ ( ^ ) ) + < ^ ( m , ^ ( ^ ( ^ ) ) )
i^lJR
+2 ({Ti{^iu)),{(j)iv)))ds, (5.87)
*2(u,v)  =  E  /  [ ( ^ ( < M ) , ? M  -  (ViTi i&u)) ,^)
i=i
+ (Vu1<l>'i(Ti((l>iv))) -  (^w,X>(Ti(^iu)))]ds.
(5.88)
Again, 4?i and $ 2  are bounded bilinear functionals on W ^R , R^) ,  so as above, 
there exist bounded linear operators S , K 2 : W ^R, R ^) —> IT^R , RN) such that
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for u , v €  W21 (K,Mjv),
$ i(u ,u ) =  ( S u , v ) w i (RiRN) and $ 2 («,v) =  (K 2 u ,v )w^ RN). (5.89)
Now S is self-adjoint since 3>i is symmetric in u and v, and is positive-definite 
since each T» is self-adjoint and positive-definite in L2 (M,R N), and (5.72) holds. 
As in the analysis of the operator <$o above, it follows from Lemma 5.2.10 that 
the operator K 2 is compact.
(5.82) and (5.86) together give that for u, v G TT^R, R ^),
2(Tw, t>)|yi(RjRjV) =  $o(u, v) +  ^i(w, v) +  ^ 2 (w, v)
= {(S + Ki  + K 2)u, v)w i^^Ny
Hence putting K  = \ (K \  + K 2), we find that S and K  satisfy (5.81). The lemma 
follows from (5.80) and (5.81).
□
In final preparation for the proof of Theorem 5.2.7, we now obtain estimates 
in the weighted space Wj (R, R ^). This is facilitated by the following correspon­
dence between operators in the weighted and unweighted spaces.
Lemma 5.2.12 Let Al: W ^R , RN) —> IV^R, R ^) be a bounded linear operator, 
and define M „ : W ^ R ,  R N) -> W21 /i(R ,RN) by
(u, A4i,v)W2ij#t(RJRAr) =  (5.90)
for each u ,v  E WiJ (R, R ^ ) ; where uj =  v//7, as defined in (5.7). Then
(i) M. t| is a bounded linear operator;
(ii) If  M. is compact in W ^R , R ^), then M.^ is compact in ^ (R, M.N );
(iii) I f  M. is symmetric and positive-definite in W21 /i(R, R ^ ), then Alt, is sym­
metric and positive-definite in W2 (R ,R ^);
(iv) Alt, — is a compact linear operator in W f  ^ (R ,RN ).
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Proof. The linearity of M.^ and (iii) follow directly from definition (5.90) and 
the properties of A4. Recall from Lemma 5.1.1 that the operator of multiplication 
by uj is a bounded linear operator from and the op­
erator of multiplication by u ~ l is a bounded linear operator from ^ N ) t°
R N). Thus boundedness and compactness of follow from boundedness 
and compactness of A4 respectively. It remains to verify property (iv).
Let A4 : W ^ f.(R,'RN ) —» E, E ^ ) be defined by A4 = cj~1A4u.  By the 
remark earlier in this proof, M. is a bounded linear operator. Now for u ,v  E
W M  R , R N),
( u ,M v ) w i ^ KK) = J j (V u ( s ) ,V (M v ) ( s ) )  + (u(s),Mv(s))]iJ,{s)ds.
Let y = u u  and z = uv.  Then y, z E W ^E , E ^ ), and
(u, A1v)Wri (^R>Rjv) =  (y , +  $(?/, z ) , (5.91)
where
z) =  f  [{{u- 'Yuy, , V ( M z ) )  +  {Vy, (u ~ 1)'ujM z )
JR
+((ar l )'ojy, (uP^cuAiz)] ds.
Since $  is a bounded bilinear functional in Wj (E, E ^ ), as in Lemma 5.2.11 there 
exists a bounded linear operator K : W \  (E, E ^ ) —> W \  (E, R N) satisfying
z) = {y, K.z)w i{rmN). (5.92)
Now (o;_1)'u; =  —\ y T ln' (=: —\ v  in (5.7)), which is square integrable. Hence 
applying Lemma 5.2.10 as shown in the proof of Lemma 5.2.11 gives tha t JC 
is compact in Part 00 above shows that (defined in (5.90)) is
compact in ^ (E ,E ^ ). Thus from (5.91) and (5.92),
(tt, <M u ) w 2i #i(R,RW) — (m»-A^Iiv ) w 21>;i( r >r jv) +  (u > ^ I i1,) w 21>#1( r >r jv)- 
So M. =  +  /C(; and is compact, as required.
□
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L em m a 5.2.13 Let A and B  be as in Lemma 5 . 2 . 1 1 .  Then there exists a bounded 
linear self-adjoint positive-definite operator SM : W f^ (R ,R N) —> 
such that for u G ^ ^ ( R ,  M.N ),
(Lnu)(Siju) > +$/z( u ) 5 (5.93)
where 9M : ^ ^ ( R ,  R N) —>• R is such that 9n(un) —> 0  as un —l 0  in 
and for u G VL^^R, G R N )* is defined by
( L mu ) ( v )  = [  [(A(Vu)(s ), (X>u)(s)) -  (B(s)u(s), v(s))]/x(s) ds (5.94)JR
f o r v e W f j R , ^ ) .
Proof. Define the operator : I T ^ R ,  R ^) -» J T ^ R , RN) by
(Tpu)(s) =  cj_1 (s)(T(cju))(s), s G R, « G  (R ,R N), (5.95)
where cj is defined in (5.7) and T  : W ^R jR ^) —» ^ ( R ,  RN) is as defined in
(5.76) in the proof of Lemma 5.2.11.
Let u G R, R ^), and write w = lju. Then w G ^ ( R ,  R N) and
(LMw) (T^u) =  [  [(AVw,V(Tw))  — (Bw,Tw)]ds
JR
+ f  [(A(u)~1)'low, V{Tw))  +  (AT>w, (u~l)'u)Tw)
J K
(A(u~lylow, (cl>~1)'c<jTw)] ds. (5.96)
Estimate (5.80) gives that there exists 9 such that 9(un) —> 0 as wn —1 0 in 
W ^R , R ^) as n —> oo, and
f j { A V w , V ( T w ) )  -  {Bw,Tw)]ds > 1 |M |w j(RiRW) +  e (w)
where (2 tj) ~ 2  is the norm of the multiplication operator u ~ l : W^QRjR^) —>
R, RN), and 9^ : W f^ (R ,R N) —► R satisfies 9^{un) -> 0  as un —^ 0  in
Wj’^ R " ) .
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From the observation that is square integrable, it follows using Lemma
5.2.10 (as in the proof of Lemma 5.2.12) that the second integral on the right- 
hand side of (5.96) tends to zero as un — 0  in Wg (R ,R ^). Hence there is a 
functional 6 ^ on VF21)M(R, RN) with 0 M(wn) —> 0  as un 0  in such
that for u € H T ^R , R N),
( V 0 ( 2 »  > J?||m||V>(,(r,r«) +  0„{u). (5.97)
To complete the proof, it remains to show that there exist bounded linear 
operators : V L ^R , R ^) —> I F ^ R ,  R N) such that S^ is self-adjoint and
positive-definite, K M is compact, and
=  riSp +  Kp. (5.98)
Constructing operators in H T^R , R N) from operators in W ^R , R N) using (5.90), 
we find from (5.81) that
= -S^  +  K^. (5.99)
By Lemma 5.2.12, is a bounded linear self-adjoint positive-definite operator in 
W ^ ^ R jR ^ ) and is compact in W ^ R ,  R ^). Definition (5.95) and part (iv) 
of Lemma 5.2.12 give that 7], — TJ, is compact in IF^^R , RN). Hence S^, K M : 
W}tll(R ,RN ) -+ given by S ,  = (2 r7) - 1^ ’and +  (T„ -  Th)
satisfy (5.98). The result follows.
□
Conditions ( f l)  and (f2) imply that df[S], df[T] € p NyN. With condition 
( « ) .  this yields tha t df[S] and df[T\ fulfil the conditions on the matrix B 0 in 
Lemma 5.2.9. Let B\ = df[S], B 2 = df[T], and define the matrix B  by (5.73). 
Then let S^ (R, R N) —> (R, R N) be the bounded linear self-adjoint
positive-definite operator whose existence is guaranteed by Lemma 5.2.13 corre­
sponding to this matrix B  and the positive-definite diagonal matrix A  as in the 
definition of the operator Pr given in (5.32). It will be shown that the operator 
S,j, satisfies the requirements of Theorem 5.2.7.
Proof of Theorem 5.2.7. Let the sequence C  W ^ ^ R ^ )  be such
that un —^ uq in b L ^ R , RN) as n —> 00, and set vn = un — u0. Then for each
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r  G [0,1], (5.32) gives that
(PRir^Un^S^Vn) = [  [(A(Vun) ,V (S fivn)) +  (A (Vun) , i>(SfXvn))
JR
— {Aip" +  c(un)[Dun +  V,/] +  T(jRG{un +  ip, V u n +  ip')[Dun +  ip'] 
+ f{u n + ip),Sflvn)]ij,ds (5.100)
where v is as defined in (5.7). Consider the last part of the right-hand side of 
(5.100). We will prove that
/  ( f ( u n(s) +'ip{s),(Sflvn)(s))fi{s)ds = /  (B(s)vn(s) ,(Sfivn)(s))fi(s)ds + 9(vn),
JR JR
(5.101)
where 9(vn) —> 0 as n —> oo. With this aim, note that
f {u n(s) +  ip{s)) = f { u 0 {s) +  ip(s)) +  B n(s)vn(s), (5.102)
where
B n(s) := [  df[tvn(s)+  Uo(s)+ip(s)]dt1 (5.103)
Jo
so
I ( f  T ip')) <5)xUn)/i. ds I (Bvn, SpVnPn ds 
J r  J r
=  /  ( f{u 0 +Ip), S o l i d s  + /  ((£„ -  df[u0 + ip])vn, S livn)/jLds
J r  J r
f  ((df[uQ + ip]-  B)vn, SpV^fids.  (5.104)
J r
Since vn —1L 0  in W ^ R ,  RN), ll^nllvvj (r,r*) is bounded independently of n, 
and by the Sobolev Embedding Theorem, un(s) —> 0 uniformly for s in each 
compact subset of R. In fact, since n(s) —> oo as |s| —» oo and estimate (5.10) 
holds, vn(s) -4 0  uniformly on R. Hence
B n(s) = [  df[tvn(s) + u0 (s)+ip(s)]dt-> f  df[u0 (s) + ip(s)]dt = df[u0 (s)+'ip(s)]
Jo Jo
uniformly on R. So since {||^n||w21(K)RiV)} 1S bounded, the second term on the 
right of (5.104) tends to zero as n -» oo.
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Also, estimate (5.10) implies that u0 (s) is uniformly bounded on R and 
uq(s) -> 0 as \s\ —> oo, so because /  £ (^(R , R N), df[u0 (s)+'ijj(s)] -> df[S] as s —► 
—oo and df[u0 (s) +  ip(s)] —>• d/[T] as 5  —)> 00. Hence df[u0 (s) +  ^(s)] — S (s) —» 0 
as |s| —>• 00. Let e > 0. Then since {||^ n||L2(R,E7V)} is bounded, there exists some 
k > 0 such that
for every n £ N. Moreover, vn —>• 0 uniformly on [—/«,«] and df[uo(s) +  VK5)] — 
B(s) is uniformly bounded, so there exists N q £ N so that n > N q implies that
Hence the third term on the right-hand side of (5.104) also tends to zero.
To treat the first term on the right-hand side of (5.104), recall from the proof 
of Lemma 5.2.4 that £ L2 lM(R, R ^) whenever uq £ W ^^R jR ^). Hence
the first term on the right of (5.104) tends to zero as n —> 00. Thus (5.102) holds. 
Return to (5.100). The first term on the right-hand side is
is in W j^ R ,R ^ )* , the second integral on the right of (5.105) tends to zero as 
vn —1 0. The Cauchy-Schwarz inequality now gives that the second term on the 
right-hand side of (5.100) satisfies
where yn = uS^Vn (where uj is as defined in (5.7)).
The first factor on the right-hand side of (5.106) is bounded independently of
({df[u0 +  ip] -  B)vn, S ^ n d s  <
Is is a member of W ^^R jR ^)* , and sotha mapping v i->
f  (A(Vun) ,V (S fXvn))y,ds = f  (A(Vvn) ,V (S tivn))/j,ds+ f  (A(Vuo) ,V(S flvn))(j,diJ]R J R J R
(5.105)
Since the mapping
v !->■ [  (A(Vu 0 ),'D(SfXvn))iids 
Jr
j ^A iV u n j ivS ^V r^n d s  < ||A V u n \\2 fids'j ^  \\yn\\2 v2 ds^ (5.106)
n, since un uq in W ^ R jR ^ ) .  Since S^vn 0 in W ^ R ,  f l^ ) , the fact that
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multiplication by a; is a bounded linear operator from W j (R, R ^) to W2 (R, R ^) 
yields that yn 0 in W ^R, R7^ ), and hence {yn{s)} is uniformly bounded on R. 
Furthermore, yn(s) -> 0 uniformly on every compact subset of R. Thus since v 2 
is integrable, Lebesgue’s Dominated Convergence Theorem implies that
f  \\yn\\2 v2 d s 0
J ]R
as n - y  0 0 , and hence the left-hand side of (5.106) tends to zero.
Clearly, / {Aij)u, SuVn)iids —»• 0  as vn — 0 . Since iu n} is bounded in W? „(R,
Jr
Lemma 5.2.3 yields that c(un) is bounded independently of n, so that
c(un) /  ('ip,,SnVn)/ids -> 0
as n —> 0 0 .
Now hypothesis (G2) and the facts that |rcr/j(s)| < 1 for each s and aR is 
supported in [—R  — 1, R  +  1] give that
I f  rcFR{G(un +  V u n +  'ip,)[Dun +  SpVn)nds\ (5.107)
J r
< [  \{G(un + 'ilj,Vun + ilj')(Vun + il),) ,S llvn)\iids
J \ s \ < R + l
< f  \\G(un +  ip,Vun +  i)'){Vun +  ^ l l l l ^ n l l / i d s
J \ s \ < R + l
< f  {(3(un +  ^) +  7 (Un +  fp)\\^Un +  i>'\\}\\SpVn\\tJids
J \ s \ < R + l
<  P o  f  W S ^ V n W l l d s  +  J o  [  W V U n  +  l l s ' W W S p V n W t J L d s
./|s |< .R + l J \ a \ < R + l
< |/?0y/2(^ ~+T) +7o ( j ^ <R+1 ll^Wn -l-^ llVdsj | ^ \<r +i W^vVn\\2 ~ .
(5.108)
Here (wn(s)} is bounded independently of n  and of s, so since the functions (3 
and 7  are continuous, there exist A),7 o > 0  such that p{un{s) +  ip(s)) < po and 
7 (un(s) +  'ip(s)) < 7 0  for all n G N, s G R.
Since {un} is bounded in W ^ R ,  RN) and ^  £ C°°(R, R7^ ), the first factor in 
(5.108) is bounded independently of n. Also, vn —*■ 0  in VFj^R, R77) implies that 
 ^ 0 in W ^ R ,  RN), so (5/iv„)(s) —>• 0 uniformly for |s| < R  + 1. Hence the
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second factor in (5.108) tends to zero, and thus (5.107) tends to zero as n —> oo 
uniformly for r  E [0 , 1 ].
It remains to show that
Use of (5.98) gives that
+  f  (Vuo, r) 1 (Tfl -  Kp)vn)fids. (5.110)JR
The second term on the right of (5.110) tends to zero as vn — 0  since V v n is 
bounded in L2)/x(M, 1SLn ) and since Kp is compact, KpVn —> 0  in W ^,(R ,R w). 
The third term is clearly a bounded linear functional of vn, so tends to zero as
Now let w n =  ujvu and recall the definition of TM in (5.95). Then with T  as 
defined in (5.76),
Lebesgue’s Dominated Convergence Theorem yields that the first factor in (5.112) 
tends to zero as n  —>• oo, since v2 is integrable, (u;n(s)} is uniformly bounded 
independently of n, and wn(s) -* 0  uniformly on each compact subset of R. The 
second factor is bounded independently of n since wn is bounded in L2 jM(M, M^), 
and hence the second term on the right of (5.111) tends to zero.
By virtue of the definition of T  in (5.76),
0 .
[  (Vvn,TpVn)fids = [  (Vwn,T w n) ds — [  (u'vn,T w n) ds. (5.111)
Jr  Jr  J r
Since cj'vn =  \ v w n,
f  (Vwn,T w n) ds = ^ 2  f  \{'D{<t>iWn),Ti(l)iWn) -  (#w „, Ti<j>iWn)] ds (5.113) 
Jr  •__i J r
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where 0;, T* are defined in the statement and proof of Lemma 5.2.11 respectively. 
Since (pi(s) = 0 when |s| > 1 for each i ,
/  (<f>iWn , Ti4>iWn) d s  0  as n  —> oo,
since Ti((/)iWn) —> 0  uniformly for |s| < 1 .
Now for each i , n ,  <j)iWn £ R ^). Let ^ i ,C i  correspond to T* as
correspond to T0 in the proof of Lemma 5.2.9. Then by Parseval’s formula,
[  (p(<j)iWn ),Ti(<l>iWn) ) d s  =  Re f  (V((f)iWn ), Viifcwn)) ds  
J r  J r
= R  e /  (V((j)iWn),^i((l)iWn))cN d£
J r
=  Re /  (iZfawniRiffifawJcN d£
J r
=  2 R e ^ | ^  (i£4)iWn,etC* ^ e tCi^(j)iWn)CN d t j  d£
= 2Re (i&tCi^(j>iWn,etCi^<f)iWn)CN d t j  d£
=  2Re | J^{i^etCi^(l)iWn,etCi^(l)iWn)cN d ^ j dL
(5.114)
The last equality follows by Fubini’s Theorem.
Now for each t £ (0 ,oo), define H(t)  : (R, R ^ ) —> W ^R , C ^) by
H{tyu^)  = etCi{0 u ^ ) ,  { e H u e ^ R , ^ ) ,  (5.115)
which is well-defined since etCi^ \ t  £ (0 ,oo) is bounded independently of f  (by 
(5.66). Then for fixed t ,
Re [  (i^etCi^(/)iWn,etCi^(f)iWn)cN d£
Jr
= Re f  (i£H(t)((l)iWn),H(t)((l)iWn))cN d£
J r
=  Re f  {{V{H{t){( f) iWn )) ,H{t){(j ) iWn ) ) CN d£
Jr
=  Re f  {V{H(t) ( ( j ) iW n)) ,H(t ) ( ( t ) iWn ) ) CN d s  (5.116)
J R
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The expression in (5.116) equals zero because H(s)(<f i iWn ) G IT^R , C ^). (It 
follows using integration by parts that for p G C'J°(E, CN),
Re /  (p1, p ) CN ds =  0,
J r
and thus by the density of CJ^R, C ^) in W ^R, C ^),
Re / (Vu, u ) c n  ds = 0*/K
for u G Wj(^> ^ N)- ) Hence the first term on the right-hand side of (5.113) equals 
zero, and so
I SuVji^pds  ^0 .
*/M
There thus exists a functional 9 such that 0(un,wo,T) —>• 0 as un uq in 
W ^fR , RN) uniformly for r  G [0,1], and by (5.101) and (5.105),
(Pjfj(r,itn))(5Mun) =  [  [(A(Vvn)(s) ,V(Sflvn){s)) -  (B(s)vn(s) ,(SfXvn(s))]p,(s) ds
J r
+ 6 {un,u 0 ,T)
—  ( T ^ U n ) (< S '^ ^ n ) T  T  9(un, Uq, t )
^  H ^ n  ^ o | |  W j ^ { ^ n i  Uq ,  t ) .




Uniform  a  p r i o r i  estim ates for 
m onotone solutions of the  
approxim ate system
For R  > 0, define
M . r  <
u satisfies (5.31) for this R  
u € n  ^ N) : f°r some r  E [0 , 1 ], and
w = u + ip is monotone
> .
(6 .1)
The goal of this chapter is to prove that M.r is bounded in 
independently of R  > 0 . In doing so, we will prove some a priori estimates on 
solutions of the general travelling-wave system (2.7), which are of independent 
interest. The fact that M.r is bounded for a given R will be used in Chapter 7 to 
construct a bounded set Q E W21 (R ,R ^), depending on R , that satisfies (5.58), 
and is such that there are no solutions u of (5.31) with w = u + ip non-monotone 
in fh Existence of a monotone solution to (5.30) will then be established for 
each R  > 0. Chapter 7 concludes with the proof of the existence of a monotone 
solution to (1 .8 ) via a limiting procedure, which stems from the fact that the 
bound on M.r is independent of R  > 0 .
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6.1 A priori estim ates for a general sy stem
We will first consider solutions u E W ^ R , R N ) Pi C 2 (R, R N) of
A(u" +  ip") +  c[u' +  ip'] +  oG(u +  ip, u1 +  ip')(u' +  ip') +  f ( u  +  ip) = 0 , (6 .2 )
where /  satisfies (f l)  - (f4), G satisfies and a  E C ^R , [0,1]). The
velocity c E R is for now regarded as a parameter, and not the functional (5.25). 
The representation of c as a functional will be reintroduced in the final stage of 
obtaining the uniform a priori bound for monotone solutions. This procedure 
will also rely on the fact that the set of velocities for which there is a monotone 
solution to (6 .2 ) is uniformly bounded.
We begin by obtaining an a priori estimate for the speed of monotone solu­
tions. The initial step, which will also be useful elsewhere, is to obtain estimates 
for the derivatives of solutions of (6 .2 ) that are independent of c and the choice of 
a E C ^R , [0,1]). Note that it is not assumed yet that the solutions are monotone.
We first consider the behaviour of derivatives of any solution u E (R, R ^ ) of
(6 .2 ).
L em m a 6.1.1 Let u E (R, R ^ ) n  C 2 (R, R ^) satisfy (6.2) for some c E R 
and a E C ^R , [0,1]). Then
u,u ' ,u"  E Loo(R, R ^), 
and there exists K  > 0, depending on u , / ,  G and c, such that
| |w '(s ) | |  <  i-ji— for each s E R , ( 6 .3 )
V m(s)
and hence —> 0  as n —» oo.
Proof. That u E Loo(R, R ^) follows from estimate (5.10). Since u satisfies (6.2),
u" — —ip" — A~l {c[u' +  ip'] +  aG(u +  xp, u' +  ip')(u' +  ip') -I- f ( u  +  ip)}. (6.4)
Clearly -ip" -  cA~l [u' +  ip'] E L2)M(R,Ryv), because u' E L2)/i(R, RN) and ip' and 
ip" have compact support. Also, estimate (5.10) together with Lemma 5.0.3 yield
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that A~ 1 {aG(u-\-i/j, u' G L2)/x(R, ~RN ), and it was shown in the proof
of Lemma 5.2.4 that f ( u  + 0) G L2)/i(R, R ^ ). Hence w" G L2 jM(R,Rn ), and G 
W ^ ^ R ^ ) .  That u' G Loo(R,RN) and estimate (6.3) thus follow from (5.10). 
That u" G Loo(R,R^) follows from (6.2), the boundedness of and u'
and the continuity of /  and G.
□
T h eo rem  6.1.2 Let M  > 0 and u G W ^^R, RN) fl C ^ R jR ^ ) satisfy (6.2) 
for some c G R and a G C 1 (M , [0,1 ] )  and such that | | H I l 0o(R ,R jv) ^  where 
w = u +  0 . Then there exist N i , N 2 > 0 , dependent upon M  but independent of 
w, c and a, such that
11 11 Loo ( R ^ )  <  and IIu ; / / ||lo o (R ,R jv) <  ^ 2 -
Proof Define h : R —»• R by h(s) := (Ah/(s), w'(s)), s G R. Then h is 
continuously differentiable, and h > 0 for all s, since A  is positive-definite. Also, 
Lemma 6 .1 . 1  implies that h(s) —> 0 as \s\ -> oo, since s) =  0 when \s\ > 1 . So 
h attains a maximum at a point So G R where h'(so) =  0. Since A  is symmetric,
(Aw"(s0 )tw'(s0)) = 0 ,
so taking the inner product of the left-hand side of (6 .2 ) evaluated at s0 with 
w'(s0) yields that
c\\w,(so)\\2 -\-a(so)(G(w(sQ),w'(so))w,(so),wf(so))-\-{f(w(so)),w,(s0)) = 0. (6.5) 
Now by hypothesis (G2),
\a{s0 )(G(w(so),w'(s0 ))w'{s0 ),w'(so))\ < (P(w(s0)) +  7 (iy(s0 ))||it;/(so)||)||w;/(so)||, 
so
|c| ||w '(s0 ) | | 2 =  |a(so)<G(tu(ao),u''(so))u''(so)>«''(«o)> +  < /(« '(so )W (so))l 
<  (P{w(so))  + 7 M s o ) ) I K ( s o ) | | ) I K ( s o ) | |  +  l l / ( « ' ( s 0 ) ) l | | | w / ( s o ) | | -  ( 6 . 6 )
Since |M |Loo(K)Kjv) < M  and /?, 7  and /  are continuous, there exist A),7 o,ao > 0 , 
depending only upon M, such that
/3(w(s)) < A , 7 (w(s)) < 7 0  and ||/(w (s))|| < a 0 (6.7)
for all s e R  Hence (6 .6 ) gives that if ||u /(s0)|| > 0,
(|c| -  7 o)IK (s0)|| < A) +  a 0. (6 .8 )
Consider first the possibility that \c\ > 2 j0. Then
||^ ;(so)|| < — (A)+  (*0)5 (6.9)
7o
which is trivial if w'(so) = 0 , and otherwise is a consequence of (6 .8 ). So, as h 
attains a maximum at so,
h(s) < h(s0) = {Aw1 (s0), w1 (s0)) < ai(— (/30 +  ao ) ) 2 for all s G l ,  (6 .1 0 )
7o
where ai := max Let ao := min } A i , . . . ,  A m } .  Then a? > 0 and
1 < i < N l J 1 < i < N K J
h(s) > a-2 H^'(s) | | 2 for each s G R, so (6.10) yields
. a  x 1 1
|c| > 2 7 0  ||w'(s)|| < ( — ) — (Po +  a 0) for all s G R  (6-11)
\a  2 /  7 o
Suppose now that \c\ < 2 7 0 . Lemma 6.1.1 implies that w' and w" are uni­
formly bounded on M. So Landau’s inequality and the fact that u = w — ip
satisfies (6 .2 ) together yield that
IKIIloo(R,R") ^  4||w ||Loo(M)Miv)||^ ~ 1 (cw/ +  aG{w, w ')w ' +  f(w))\\Loo{KRN) 
4M ,
<  (27o||^/| | l 0o(k,rjv) +  A) +  7o||^’/||loo(m,r^) +  a o)a 2
since ||HIloo(R,Rn) — lcl — ^7 oj and (G 2) and (6.7) hold.
Hence
4 M
|c| < 2 7 0  => IK IU ^ r.r" )  < m ax { l, ( 3 7 0  +  A> +  <*o)}- (6 .1 2 )
0-2
The existence of N\  > 0 as in the statement of the theorem follows from (6.11)
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and (6 .1 2 ).
To obtain the corresponding bound for w" , observe that the ith equation of
(6 .2 ) yields that for each s G t ,
K 'M I  < A~l jsu p  |cw'(s)| +s\ip\Gi(w(s)1 w'(s))w'i(s)\ +  sup |/(w (s))| 1 .
f seM seM seK J
(6.13)
Since |M U o o ( R ,R jv) -  I K | | l o o ( R , R * )  ^  and /  and G are continuous, the 
second and third terms on the right-hand side of (6.13) are bounded by some 
a > 0  dependent only on M.
If c =  0, the existence of iV2 > 0  as required follows immediately. Otherwise, 
note that cw[(s) —»• 0  as \s\ —> oo, so as in the first part of this proof, \cw[\ 
attains a maximum at some s0 £ R where (c^)'(s0) =  cw"(sq) = 0 . Since c ^ O ,  
w"(so) = 0 , so from the ith equation of (6 .2 ),
cw' i ( s0) +  a ( s 0) G i ( w ( s ) , w , ( s ) ) w ,i ( s )  + f i(w(s0)) = 0 . (6.14)
As argued in the last paragraph, the second and third terms of (6.14) are bounded 
by a > 0 , so cw'^so) is bounded by a > 0, dependent only on M. Since |ciuj| 
attains its maximum at So, the existence of N 2 > 0  as in the statement of the 
theorem follows from (6.13).
□
To obtain an a priori estimate for the speed of monotone solutions to (6.2), 
some preliminary results on the signs of the components of the function /  are 
also required. For clarity, we specify conditions on /  in each of the following two 
lemmas.
L em m a 6.1.3 Let f  G Cfl(R, ~RN) satisfy ( f l) ,  (f2) and (f3). Let p, q > 0 
denote Perron-Frobenius eigenvectors of df[S] and df[T] respectively. Then there 
exist £, C > 0 such that for each i G {1, . . . ,  N},
x G Ti := {y G M.N : S  < y < S  +  tp, yi = Si +  tp{} => f i(x) < - £  < 0, (6.15)
x e Ai := {y E RN : T - t q  < y < T,yi = Ti -  tqfj => fi{x) > (  > 0 . (6.16)
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Proof. We prove (6.15); the argument for (6.16) is similar. Suppose, for con­
tradiction, that for some i £ {1, . . . ,  N},  there is a sequence {tn}?Li C t + , tn |  
0  as n  —► oo such that f i(xn) > 0  for x n £ RN with x™ = Si + tnpi and 
Sj < x f  < Sj +  tnpj for j  £ {1, . . . ,  N }, i /  j .  Clearly x n ->• S  as n —> oo. Since 
fi is differentiable at S  and f i(S) = 0 ,
f i{xn) = B i{xn - S )  + R i(xn - S ) ,
II Ri(xn — 5)1
where Bi := dfi[S] and Ri : E  —» E  is such that —r---------—-----> 0  as n —> oo
\\xn -  o ||
Hence
„  f x n - S \  Ri{xn — S)
S i  —  ) + — ,------ ' > 0  (6.17)\  in /
^  'j
 >, a bounded sequence in M.N, has
tn j
a convergent subsequence, say yk —» ?/. Also,
i?i(a;n - 5 )  Ri(xn - S )  ||®n -  5||
0  as n —>• oo,
tn \\xn -  5|| ’ tn
since \\xn — 5 || < tn ||p||- So by (6.17),
Biy > 0 . (6.18)
But for each k, yk = pi and 0 < yk < pj for i ±  j .  Moreover, (f3) yields that
BiP < 0, and - > 0 for i /  j  by (fl). Together, these observations imply that
Biy < 0 , which contradicts (6.18). Since Fi is compact and /, > 0  on Tj, there 
exists C > 0 such that f i > £ > 0 on IV The result follows.
□
The continuity of /  leads to the following straightforward strengthening of 
Lemma 6.1.3.
L em m a 6.1.4 Let / ,  Fi, A», t,p, q be as in Lemma 6.1.3. Then there exists e > 0 
such that for each i £ {1 , . . . ,  N},  e < tpi, e < tqi, and
x E F i ,y  £ M.N such that \Vk ~ x k\ < e f i(y) < 05 (6.19)
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rc G Ai,j/G M.n such that max \yk — xk\ <  e => fi(y) > 0. (6.20)
Proof. We show (6.19). Let i G {1, . . . ,  N }  and x  G IV By Lemma 6.1.3, f i(x) < 
0, so since fi is continuous, there exists ex > 0 such that y G M.N , max.i<k<N \%k — 
V k \ < £ x ^  fi(y) < 0. Now the family of sets {y : maxi<fc<;v \yk~ x k\ < ^ } , x  G T* 
is an open cover for 1A, so has a finite subcover {y : maxi<jt<Ar \yk — x k\ < ^f}, x  ^ 
{re1, . . . , x m} C  L ,m  G N, since is compact.
Let €i = mini<j<m{^-}. Now for x  G 1A, let j  G { l , . . . , m }  be such 
that maxi<fc<jv \xk -  xJk\ < e-f-. Then for y with maxi<k<N \yk -  x k\ < 
maxi<fc<Ar \yk -  xJk\ < exj, so that fi(y) < 0. Taking e =  mini<j<Ntj yields 
(6 .2 0 ).
□
Lemmas 6.1.1 - 6.1.4 are now employed to bound the velocity of monotone 
solutions to (6.2), independently of the choice of a G C 1 (E, [0,1]).
T h e o rem  6.1.5 There exists 7  > 0, depending only on f , G and A, such that 
i f  u G W ^^R jR ^) fl C 2 (R, R N) satisfies (6.2) for some c G R and some a  G 
C71 (3R, [0,1]) and
u'(s) +  s) > 0 for all s G R ,
then
|c| <  7 . (6 .2 1 )
Proof. Let u be as in the statement of the theorem. We will use the fact that 
w(s) = u(s) +  'ip(s) converges monotonically to S  as s —> — 0 0  to obtain a lower 
bound for c. The existence of an upper bound can be proved similarly, using the 
monotonic convergence of w(s) to T  as s —> 0 0 .
Since w(s) —> S  as s —» — 0 0  and u'(s) +  ip'(s) > 0  for each s, there exist 
s0 G I  and i G {1 , . . . , jN} such that w(so) > S  and w(s0) G Tj, where is 
defined in (6.15). Now w(s0) G Ti =>- Wi(s0) = tpi, and tpi > e > 0, where e is 
as in Lemma 6.1.4. Choose Si G I  such that Wi(so) — Wi(si) = e. Since w is
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increasing, s i < So- Integrating the i equation of (6.2) from Si to So gives
rso rso
A i(^ '(s0) -  w '(si)) +  ce +  / a(s)Gi(w(s),w'(s))w'i(s) ds +  /  f i(w(s))ds = 0 .
J s 1 J s  1
(6 .22)
Since w is a monotone solution between 5  and T, there exists M  > 0, independent 
of w , c and cr € C 1 (R, [0 , 1 ]), such that
^  Af. (6.23)
Thus by Theorem 6.1.2, there exists IVi > 0, independent of w, c and a E 
C 1 (R, [0 , 1 ]), such that
II^ IIw r,!^ )  < Ni. (6.24)
So
-  w^(8l))\ < 2 \Ai\N! < 2 aiN u  (6.25)
where a\ =  m ax{A i,. . .  , A^r}- Also, since G is continuous and (6.23) and (6.24)
hold, there exists 7 1  > 0 such that for each i E {1, . . . ,  N},
\\Gi(w, ^ /) | |l 0o(RjvxIRjv,R) ^  7i- (6.26)
Hence
r s o  r s o
/ a(s)Gi(w(s),w'(s))w'i(s) ds < / |G;(u/(s), u /(s))||w '(s)| ds
J s i  J s 1
r s o
< 7 i /  \Wi{s)\ds
J  S\  
r s o
=  7 i /  w ^ d s  
J  Sl
=  Tie, (6.27)
since w is monotone. We now show that
fi(w(s)) < 0  for Si < s < s0. (6.28)
By Lemma 6.1.4, fi(y) < 0 when Wi(s0) -  e < yi < Wi(s0) and yk = wk(s0) for 
k E {1, . . . ,  N},  k /  i. Thus by Lemma 4.0.11, fi(y) < 0 when Wi(s0) — e < yi < 
Wi(s0) and yk < wk(s0) ,k  E {1, . . . ,  N},  k ^  i. That (6.28) holds then follows
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from the monotonicity of w. So from (6 .2 2 ), (6.25), (6.27) and (6.28), we find 
that
estimates in neighbourhoods of S  and T, in the following sense. Note that these 
estimates are independent of the velocity c and of the choice of a G C 1 (E, [0,1]). 
The idea of the following proof is contained in [9].
T h e o rem  6 .1 . 6  There exist K,a,/3 > 0,0 < 6  < \  m i n ^ ^ l T i  — such 
that i f  u G W ^ R , R N) D C 2 (R, R N) satisfies (6.2) for some c G R and some 
a G C ^R , [0,1]), and u'(s) +  ip'(s) > 0 for all s G R ,  then for w =  u +  if,
where sq G R is the unique point such that ||tu(so) — «S'|| =  S and s < Sq. Moreover,
which gives a lower bound for the velocity c as required.
□
Next we will show that monotone solutions of (6.2) satisfy uniform exponential
w(s) — S|| < K,ea(s 50\  ||u/(s)|| < Kea(<s 30^ (6.29)
| |w ( s )  — T || <  tze ^ s to\  | | u / ( s ) | |  <  Ke to^ (6.30)
where to G R is the unique point such that | |w ( to )  ~ 1^1 =  $ and s > to. In 
addition, for Wq E R ^ ,
0 < 11w0 -  5 || < 6  => f ( w 0) ±  0, 
0 < ||w0 -  T|| < 5 => f ( w 0 ) ^ 0 .
(6.31)
(6.32)
Proof. (6.30) and (6.32) will be proved; the argument for (6.29) and (6.31) is 
similar. Setting v = w ', the second order system of N  equations (6 .2 ) becomes 
the first order system of 2 N  equations,
Now let
P(S) := (  v(s) )  and P 0  := (  I  )  ■ (6'34)
By (f2 ) and (G 3), f (T )  = 0 and G(T, 0) =  0. So since /  and G are continuously
differentiable, (6.33) can be rewritten as
p'(s) =  B c{p(s) - p o }  +  Ha(s,p(s) - p 0), (6.35)
w h e r e  B c G M 2Nx2N is g iv e n  b y
B ‘ ’■= I ? , , 1  , I . (6-36)
and Ha : R x  R27V —>■ R2Ar is such that
(?) Ha(s: 0) =  0 for each s G R, and (6.37)
(ii) given e > 0, there exists p > 0, independent of s G R
and a G C ^R , [0,1]), such that for s G R and 
P , ? £ R 2Ar,
| |p-Poll  < P and | k - Po l l  < P =* ||tfff( s , g - P o )  -  F a ( s , p - p 0)|| < e||p -  g||.
(6.38)
Note that u , w in the statement of the theorem satisfy the conditions of Theorem 
6.1.5, so that
|c| < 7 , (6.39)
where 7  > 0  is independent of w and <r, as given by Theorem 6.1.5. Theorem 3.1.2 
gives that B c has N  eigenvalues (counted according to algebraic multiplicity) in 
each open left-right half of the complex plane, for each c G R. Hence the bound 
(6.39), together with the fact that the eigenvalues of B c for |c| < 7  form a bounded 
set in C (Lemma 3.0.2), imply that these eigenvalues are bounded away from the 
imaginary axis independently of c satisfying (6.39). Hence there exist /?, f  > 0  
and bounded sets f2_, C C with simple piecewise continuous boundaries, such
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that if A is a (complex) eigenvalue of B c for some c satisfying (6.39), then
R e A < 0  => A g H _  Re A <  — (/? +  C), and (6.40)
Re A > 0  => A E £7+ =$> Re A >  £. (6.41)
So for each c satisfying (6.39), we can write
-  h L  ■ " < "  -  Br'd‘* 5 5  L, ’"V - * • > - '  * ■  <6 « >
Now
d2AT = E C_ ® E C+, (6.43)
where E c_ and E+ are subspaces of M2Ar, invariant under 7?c, that are spanned
by the generalised eigenvectors of B c that correspond to eigenvalues of B c in
and Q+ respectively. Denote the corresponding projections by 7r i : M2Ar —» E t
and 7r+ : E2JV —»■ Then
71^ +  7T+ =  7 ,  (6.44)
7ri7r+ =  7r^7ri =  0, (6.45)
and 7r l 2 =  7r® , 7T+ 2 =  7ri. (6.46)
Kato [26] gives the integral representations
7TC =  —  [  (z l -  B c)~l dz, v c, = ~ [  ( z l -  B 0 ) - 1 dz. (6.47)_ 2niJan- + 2m  Jm+ ’ v
Now by (6.44),
eSjW =  Uc_[s) +  C/+(s), sGM,  (6.48)
where
Ut(s) := esfiC7r i and U+(s) := esBC7r+. (6.49)
Consider the first term on the right-hand side of (6.49). Cauchy’s Theorem and
(6.42) yield that on R2iV,
Uc_(s) =  •D  esz( z l  -  B 0) - 1 d z \  ttc_. (6.50)
Clearly, { B c : |c| < 7 } is compact in the usual topology of 2N  x 2 N  matrices.
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Hence (6.47) yields that there exist K i , K 2 > 0, independent of c satisfying (6.39),
such that
\ K \ \ < K U (6.51)
and using (6.40),




[/f (s)|| < K e - 3(-0+<\  s >  0, 
where K  = K i K 2 > 0. Similarly,




where K  > 0 is chosen larger if necessary.
For reasons to be made clear later, we choose e > 0 so that ——  < - ,  and 
then choose 77 > 0 so that (6.38) holds, and v > 0 such that v < min{77, ^ } .  
Since w = u + ^  is monotone, Theorem 6 .1 . 2  yields the existence of N 2 > 0 , 
independent of w, c and cr, such that
K I L < n 2. (6.55)
So for each i e  {1 , . . . ,  N },  Lemma 6.1.1 and the monotonicity of w yield
r00 roc
(w'iis) ) 2 = - 2  I < 2  I |^ ( i ) |K ( t ) |c K
J  s  J  s
/oo wl(t) dt
=  2 N 2[Ti -  Wi ( s) ] . (6.56)
Thus by (6.34) and (6.56), there exists S > 0, independent of w, c and cr such 
that
||w(s) — T|| < S ||p ( s )  — poll < ^5 s e R .  (6.57)
By condition (f3) and the Inverse Function Theorem, T  is an isolated zero of / .  
Therefore 5 > 0 can be chosen smaller if necessary so that (6.32) is satisfied. 
Now let Sq £ M. be such that ||iu(so) — T\\ = (5; that ||w(s) — T || < 5  for
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s > So then follows since w'(s) > 0 for each s. Pre-multiplying (6.35) by e sB° 
and integrating from So to s leads to
P{s) ~Po = e{s~So)BC(p(s0) -  p0) +  [  e{s~t)B°Ha(t,p(t) -  p0) dt, (6.58)
J so
which, using (6.48), becomes
p(s) - p o  = Uc_ ( s -  so)(p(s0) -  Po) +  Uc+(s -  s0 )(p(s0) -  p0) (6.59)
+  /  Ut(s — t)Ha(t,p(t) — po) d t + f  Ul(s -  t )Ha( t , p ( t ) - p 0) dt.
J so jso
(6.57) and (6.38) imply that Ha(s,p(s) — po) is bounded independently of s > 
s0- This, together with estimate (6.54) and Lebesgue’s Dominated Convergence 
Theorem, gives that the existence of the integrals
P OO POO
/ U + ( s - t ) H a( t , p ( t ) - p 0 )dt,  / Uc+(s -  t)Ha(t,p(t) - p 0 )dt.
J Sq ** s
Hence (6.59) can be rewritten as
p(s) - p 0 = U!L(p(so) -  po) + U + (s -  sQ)k0 (6.60)
P S  POO
+  / U t ( s - t ) H a( t , p ( t ) - p o ) d t -  U+(s — t)Ha(t,p(t) — po) dt,
J SO J s
where ko £ R2Ar is
POO
kQ :=p(s0) - p o  +  /  U+(s0 -  t)Ha(t,p(t) -  p0) dt. (6.61)
Jso
Estimates (6.53) and (6.54) and the fact that Ha(s,p(s)—po) is bounded indepen­
dently of s > s0 imply that the terms on the right of (6.60) other than E/£(s—so)k0 
are bounded independently of s > s0. The same is true of the left-hand side of 
(6.60), by (6.57). It follows that U+(s — So)ko is bounded independently of s > So- 
But for s > s0,
Ul(s -  So)k0 = = e(s-so)B' E i K h  =  e(s 5”)BC|E+<fco, (6.62)
where Iec denotes restriction to the subspace E%. Since B c\ec is a source, it
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follows from [24] that there exists L, a > 0 such that for s >  so,
K ( s  -  s0 )ko\\ > L e ^ - ^ a\\’Kc+ka\\. (6.63)
The boundedness of U+(s — s0 )k0 as 5  approaches infinity thus yields that 7dj_fc0 =  
0, and so U+(s — So)k0 = 0 for each s > sQ. Hence y(s) := p(s), s > s0 is a solution 
of
2 /0 0  -  Po =  U!(s ~  so)(p(s0) -  po) (6.64)
ps poo
+  /  U<L ( s - t ) H a( t , y ( t ) - p 0 ) d t -  /  Uc+{s -  t)Ha{t,y{t) -  p0) dt,
J SQ J s
and
\\y(s) -p o || < p for s > s0. (6.65)
To show that p(s) satisfies estimate (6.30), we will first construct a solution 
to (6.64) by Picard’s method, which satisfies (6.30). That the estimate holds for 
p will then be shown by proving that the solution to (6.64) is unique.
So let yo{s) = Po, s > So, and f°r each n > define
yn+i{s) =po + U Z ( s -  so)(p{s0) ~Po) (6 .6 6 )
ps poo
+  /  Uc_ ( s - t ) H a(t,yn( t ) - p o ) d t -  / U+(s — t)Ha{t, yn(t) — p0) dt
J So j  s
for s > So. We will verify by induction that for each n > 0,
II /X ( Ml /  i ^ l b ( s o ) - p 0 ||e_/3(s_so) f c r ^
| | i / „ + l ( s )  - 2 / n 0 0 | |  <   Yn----------- ’ ( 6 -6 7 )
| | 2 / n + i ( s ) - P o l l  <  V, ( 6 - 6 8 )
for s > So. That (6.67) and (6 .6 8 ) hold for n = 0 follows from (6.37), estimate 
(6.53) and the fact that 2K v  < p. Now let k G N and suppose that (6.67) holds 
for 0 < n < k — 1. Then
||2/fc+i(s) -  yk{s) || =  /  Ut(s -  t) {Ha{t,yk(t) - p 0) -  Ha(t,yk-i(t)  ~Po)} dt
\\Jso
roo
-  J U+(s -  t) {Ha(t,yk(t) -  po) -  H a(t,yk-i( t)  - p 0)} dt 




+e / Ke^ '^W yk i t )  -  yk-i{t)\\ dt
J  s
eK 2 e~ ^s~s°"> f „  s', eK 2 e~ ^s~s°^
-  C2fc- 1 I|P(S0) "  Po11 ^1 "  * } +  (C +
<  ( ^ eK j^ -  Po\\e~P{s~so) j^
if||p(s0) - p 0||e_ (^s_so)<
2k
using the inductive hypothesis, (6.38), and the fact t h a t ^  < Furthermore,
k
l | y * + i ( « ) - P o l l  <  2 l | y n+ i ( s ) - y n ( s ) | |
71= 0
< K\\p{s0) -  pa\ \ e - ^ - ^  Y , 2 - n
71 = 0
< 2Ke < v. (6.69)
It follows by induction that (6.67) holds for all n > 0 . The Weierstrass M-test
and (6.67) imply that
OO
2/o(s) +  Y,[yn+1 W  -  2 / n W ]  =: y(s) (6.70)
71 =  0
converges uniformly on [s0 ,oo); that is,
y(s) = lim yn(s) (6.71)
71—>00  '  '
exists uniformly on [sq,oo). Since ||pn(s) — Poll < P for each n > 0, s > s0 and
estimates (6.53) and (6.54) hold, we can pass to the limit as n  —»■ oo in (6 .6 6 ) using
Lebesgue’s Dominated Convergence Theorem to obtain that y satisfies (6.64) and 
(6.65). Moreover, (6.70) and (6.67) yield that for s > s0,
IIy{s) -  Poll < 2i^||p(s0) - p 0 ||e_/3(s_so) =  «e_/3(s_so), (6.72)
where k := 2 Kv.
It remains to show that the solution to (6.64) and (6.65) is unique. Let pi ,p2
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be solutions of (6.64), (6.65), and let
M  := sup ||2/i(s) - y 2 (s)||-
s > s o
Then by (6.64), (6.53), (6.65) and (6.37), for s > So,
rs  r oo
||2/ i ( s ) - 3/2 (s)|| < eKe~Cs / ect\ \y i{s)-y 2 {s)\\dt+eKeCs / e_c*||?/i(s) —y2 (s)|| dt




Recall here Theorem 2.3.1 from Chapter 2. This gives a necessary condition 
for the existence of monotone directions to which a solution tends monotonically. 
The importance of this theorem for the gradient-dependent travelling-wave prob­
lem lies in the following application, which is the motivation for hypothesis (f4) 
on the function / .
L em m a 6.1.7 Let wq G M.n be such that f(wo) = 0, df[wo\ G P NxN and 
HPF(df[wo\) > 0. Then for a fixed c G R, there cannot exist two functions 
W\,W2 G C 2 (R,R^)  and <J\ , 0 2  G C'1 (R ,[0,1]) such that Wi satisfies (2.7) and 
(2.8), with a = (Ji (i = 1 , 2 ), and
w\(s) —¥ wo as s —y —oo, w[(s) > 0 for sufficiently large — s , (6.73) 
W2 (s) -4- Wq as s —»• oo, w'2 (s) > 0 for sufficiently large s. (6-74)
Proof. Suppose that there is c G I  such that functions w\, W2 as in the
statement of the lemma exist. Then it follows from Theorem 2.3.1 that there are 
real numbers Ai < 0 , A2 > 0  and vectors q\,q2 > 0 , such that
(A2A +  XicI + df[w0])qi -  0, z =  1,2. (6.75)
w 2 e K „  M  M  < ^ — M  < — .
-  c  “ 2
=  0. The result follows.
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But it is shown in Lemma 3.2.4 that for c fixed, the Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue 
of M(A, c) =  A2 A  +  cXI +  df[wo\ is a strictly convex function of A. Thus since 
HPF(df[wo]) =  > 0, there cannot exist both Ai < 0 and A2 > 0
such that the Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue of XfA + A i d  +  df [w0] is zero. This 
contradicts (6.75) because the only positive eigenvector of M  G p ^ x N  jg 
corresponding to fipp(M).  The result follows.
□
Our final preliminary result shows that the assumption of the local mono­
tonicity of /  (condition ( f l ) )  forces monotone solutions of the system (2.7) to be 
strictly monotone.
L em m a 6.1.8 Let w G C2(R, R N ) satisfy (2.7) for some a G (^(R , [0,1]). Sup­
pose that for each s G R ,
w'{s) > 0. (6.76)
Then either there exists Wq G such that
w(s) = Wo for each s G E, or (6.77)
w’(s) > 0 for each s G E. (6.78)
Proof. Suppose that there exists So G E  for which w'(sq) has a zero component; 
without loss of generality, say w[(sq) = 0. Consider the first equation of (2.7),
A\w'{(s) + cw[(s) +  a(s)Gi(w(s) ,wr(s))w[(s) + fi(w(s))  =  0, s G E. (6.79)
If fi(w(so)) 7  ^ 0, (6.79) implies that w"(sq) 7  ^ 0, which says that w\ has either a 
maximum or a minimum at So- Since this contradicts (6.76), fi(w(so)) = 0, so 
w”(sq) = 0. Now differentiation of (6.79) at s0 gives
Aiw"'(s0) = -  T^{™{so))wi(so), (6-80)
z=2 1
since u/ ^ sq) =  ^i(so) =  0.
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Suppose first that vj'(sq) ^  0. Then (f l)  and (6.76) yield that w'"(so) < 0, 
which contradicts (6.76) since w"(so) = 0. Hence u/(so) =  0. Since w'(so) =  0 for 
all z, the above argument then gives that w"(so) =  0 anc  ^ hence f(w(so)) =  0. So 
uniqueness of the solution v to the initial value problem (2.7) with v(so) = w(so), 
v'(so) =  w'(so) yields that w(s) = w (sq), s G I  Hence (6.77) holds, and the 
result follows.
□
6.2 E stim ates for th e  approxim ate sy stem  th a t  
are independent o f R
Consider now the system
A(u"  +  ip") +  c[v! +  ip'] +  t g r G { u  +  ip, u1 +  ip')(u' +  ip’) +  f ( u  + ip) = 0, (6.81)
where u G (R, ) D C2(R,R N), r  G [0,1], c G R, R > 0 and aR is as in
section 5.2.1. As usual, /  satisfies (fl)-(f4 ) and G satisfies (G 1)-(G 3). This 
system is a specific case of (6.2), where here a = t g r . Hence the results of section 
6.1 apply to (6.81). We will now prove a priori lower bounds on w[(s), i G 
{ 1 , . . . ,  iV}, when w(s) is outside the ^-neighbourhoods of S  and T  constructed 
in Theorem 6.1.6 and u = w — ip satisfies (6.81).
T h e o rem  6.2.1 Let u G RiV)flC 2(R, R N) satisfy (6.81) for some c g R ,
t  e  [o, l] and R  > 0, and suppose that u'(s) + ip'(s) > 0 for all s G R. Then there 
exists x  > 0, independent of u , c, r, and R, such that for w = u + 'ip,
w' i ( s ) >X , i =  l , . . . ,AT,  (6.82)
when ||iu(s) — S\\ > 8  and ||tu(s) — T\\ > S, where 6  is as in Theorem 6 .1 .6 .
Proof. Suppose that the result is false. Then there exist sequences {ufc} C  
(R, R ^ ) n  C 2(R, R N ), M  C [0 ,1], {e.k}  C  R, { i 4 }  C  (0,oo), { s k}  C  R and 
{zfc} c  {1 , . . . ,  N }  such that uk satisfies (6 .81) with c = ck, r  =  rk and R  = R k,
||u/*(sjfe) -  5 || > (5 and ||w;fc(sfc) -  T|| > S, (6.83)
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and
0 < (wL) '  (Sfc) < p  (6-84)
where wk := uh +  'ifj. Since Theorem 6.1.5 gives that {cjt} is bounded, there is 
a subsequence of {ufc}, and constants r0 G [0,1], Cq G R and io G
{1 , . . . ,  N }  such that Ck(j) —> Co, rk^) —> To as k -» oo and ik(j) =  io for each 
j  G N. W ithout loss of generality, we suppose henceforth that io =  1 and write k 
for k(j).
Now let {4} C I  be such that ||wfc(£fc) — T\\ = 8 , and define
vk(s) = wk(s +  tk), s g R ,  (6.85)
so that for s G l ,
A(vk)"(s) + ck(vk)'(s) + TkoRk(s + tk)G(vk(s), (vk)'(s))(vk)'(s) + f ( v k(s)) =  0
(6.86)
and
||^fc(0) -  T\\ = S. (6.87)
Also, by (6.85), (6.83) and (6.84),
(vj5) (sfc -  t k) = (wf) (sk) —>• 0 as k y oo, (6.88)
and
\\vk(sk ~ tk) -  5 | |  >  6, \\vk(sk - t k) - T \ \  > 5. (6.89)
Since wk is a monotone solution connecting S  and T  for each k ,
||wfe||Loo(R,R*) ^  M  for each
where M  > 0 is as in (6.23), and is independent of wk,ck,rk and R k. Hence by
Theorem 6.1.2, there exist N i , N 2 > 0, independent of wk,ck,rk and R k, such
that
ll(wfc)/||Loo(R,R") ^  M , IK ^J'IU ooCR.r^) -  -^2, (6.90)
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and hence
||(v*)'(s)|| <  N u  ||(^ )" (s) || <  N 2 for all s € R  (6.91)
We aim to pass to a limit in (6.86) as k —> oo through a subsequence. Let 
r  > 0 and define Yr := [—r,r\. Using (6.91) and arguing using the Arzela-Ascoli 
Theorem as in the proof of Theorem 2.3.1, it follows that there is a subsequence 
of {ufc}, say {V}, and u i ,u 2 G C(Yr,RN) such that -* u\ and (v*)' —>• u2 as 
j  -> oo.
Now define
° k(s) = aRk(s + tk), s G l ,  (6.92)
for each k G N. Recall from the definition of gr  in section 5.2.1 that {ctr} and 
{ g 'r}  are each uniformly bounded and equicontinuous as families parametrised by 
R. Hence {<7 k} and {(o'fc) } are each uniformly bounded and equicontinuous as 
families parametrised by k. So given r > 0, there is a subsequence such that <rJ 
converges in C 1([—r, r], [0,1]). A diagonal sequence argument gives that there ex­
ists a G C 1(R, [0,1]) such that a further subsequence or-7 —>• o in C l {[—r, r], [0,1]) 
for each r > 0. So for each s G R,
VRjis +  tj) = aj (s) —► a(s) as j  -» oo. (6.93)
Since G and /  are continuous and (v are uniformly convergent on Yr, 
it follows from (6.86) and (6.93) that (v*)" converges uniformly on Yr. Hence 
-{V} is Cauchy in C 2 (Yr,M.N), and thus there exists v G C2^ , ] ] ^ )  such that 
yi — v in C 2 (Yr, RN) as j  —>• oo. A diagonal subsequence argument now shows 
that {u^} has a subsequence that converges in C'2(>^.,RAr) for each r > 0 to a 
limit v G C 2 (R ,Rn ).
Passing to the limit in (6.86) as j  —> oo along this subsequence yields that
Av"(s) + cqv'(s) +  t 0<t(s)G(u(s), v'(s))v'(s) +  f{v(s))  = 0 , s G l .  (6.94) 
By (6.87),
||u(0) — T\\ =5,  (6.95)
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and since S  < vk(s) < T  for each fceN , s G R,
S  < v(s) < T, s e R.  
Also, since (vk>j (s ) >  0 for each k G N, s G R,
(6 .96)
v'(s) > 0 ,  s E R . (6 .97)
so i t  fo llow s fro m  (6 .96) t h a t  th e re  ex is t E R ^ ,  w ith  S  < p < q < T  su ch  
t h a t
Moreover, since ||'i/(s)ll < Afi5 ||?/'(s)|| < N 2 by (6.91), and hence v"'(s) is uni­
formly bounded by (6.94), it follows using Landau’s inequality that f /(5)> v"(s) —> 
0 as \s\ —> 0 0 . So using (6.96), we find that f(p) = f(q) = 0. It thus follows from 
(6.95), (6.96) and (6.32) that q = T.
Next suppose, for contradiction, that p — S. Let l E l b e  such that ||u(x) — 
S  || =  | .  Then since vj (x) —> v(x) as j  —> 0 0 , there exists jo € N such that 
j  > jo => ||vJ’(ai) — S\\ < 5. Hence x < Sj — tj < 0 for j  > j 0 (recall (6.89)). So 
{sj — tj}JLjQ is contained in a finite interval in R, [x, 0], thus has a convergent 
subsequence, say Sj — tj —»■ xq G [x, 0]. Since vj (s) —>■ v(s) uniformly for s G [x, 0] 
and v[(sj — tj) —> 0 as j  —> 0 0 , it follows that v[{xo) = 0. But this contradicts 
Lemma 6.1.8 since v satisfies (6.94) and (6.97) holds. So p /  S.
Recall from condition ( f 4 )  that there are only a finite number of zeros w0 of 
/  with S  < Wo < T . So we can choose e > 0 sufficiently small that
v(s) —» p as  s —> —0 0  a n d  v(s) —>■ q as  s —> 0 0 . (6 .98)
f {w 0) = 0, ||^o -  p|| < e => w0 = p. (6 .99)
Moreover, Lemma 4 .0 .11  implies that
f(wo) =  0, woi =  Pi for some i G { 1 , . . . ,  N }  => w0 =  p, (6 .100)
so  e c a n  b e  chosen , sm a lle r  if necessary , so t h a t
f ( w 0) =  0, \w0i — Pi\ <  e for some i G { 1 , . . . ,  N }  => w0 =  p. (6 .101)
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Now let E  := (e, . . . ,  e). For n G N, choose x n G M such that p < v(xn) < p +  ®. 
Since vk{xn) —> v(x„) as A: —> oo, we can choose kn (> fcn_i) such that p < 
vk{xri) < p +  ^  also. Since vfcn(s) —»■ S' as s  —> —oo monotonically, there exists 
unique akn G R such that ||vfcn(Q'fen) — p|| =  e and ||^fcn(s) — p|| > e for s < akn. 
For each n  G N, define
vk*(s) = vkn(s -1- Qfjb„), s G R  (6.102)
Then ||?;fcn(0) — p|| =  e for each n, and
—  E
S  < ufcn(0) < p  +  —. (6.103)n
Arguing as in the construction of the function v above, we obtain the existence
of v G C 2(M, R ^) and a G C71(R, [0,1]) such that (for a subsequence) vkn —» v
uniformly on compact subsets of R,
||fi(0) — p\\ = e, S  < v(0) < p, v'(s) > 0 , s G R ,  (6.104)
and
Av" +  Cqv' T  T0 aG(v , v')v' +  f (v )  = 0. (6.105)
As above, there exist p', q' G such that
< p' < q' < T, and
v(s) —> p' as s —> —oo and v(s) —¥ q' as s —> oo.
Now by condition (f4), ppp(df[w0]) > 0 for each Wq, S  < wo < T  with f{wo) =  0. 
Theorem 4.1.2 implies the existence of a zero w0 of /  such that ppF{df[wo]) < 0 
in the order interval between two zeros whose Frechet derivatives have positive 
Perron-Frobenius eigenvalues. Hence there is no zero of /  such that S  < wQ < p 
or p < Wo < T.  Thus p' =  S  since ||fi(0) — p|| =  e. Also, (6.101) yields that 
q' G {p, T}. If q' =  T, then as earlier in this proof, the points Skn — tkn — akn at 
which tends to zero are contained in a finite interval in R. So there exists
zo G R such that (V\)' (zq) =  0, which contradicts Lemma 6.1.8 since (6.104) and 
(6.105) hold. Hence q' = T.
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Thus we have v satisfying (6.105) with v(s) < p, s G R ,  v ( s ) —> p as s —> oo, 
and v satisfying (6.94) with v(s) > p, s G R, v(s) —> p as s —>• —oo. But since 
/^PF(d/[p]) > 0, this contradicts Lemma 6.1.7. The result follows.
□
Let Wr (r > 0) denote the set of all monotone functions w G C 2(R, R N) such 
tha t w = u + i/j where u G R ^) n C 2(R, R ^) satisfies (6.2) for some c G i
and some a  G C'1(M, [0,1]) and
^ i (s )  = -(T i +  5i) for \s\ < r. (6.106)
2
(Here w\ denotes the first component of w). The penultimate step in bounding 
M .r (6.1) in the space R ^) independently of R  > 0 is the following.
L em m a 6.2.2 There exists constant Cr > 0 such that for any w G W r,
l|w — '0 ||w21i/x(r,ejv) < Cy- (6.107)
Proof. Let w G Wr . Let so, U and 8  > 0 be as in Theorem 6.1.6. Since 
8  < |  m ini<{<N \T{ -  5*1,
s0 < s < to, |s| < r. (6.108)
Now let x > 0 t>e as in Theorem 6.2.1, so that w'^s) > x  f°r each i G {1, . . . ,  N }
whenever ||w(s) — 5 || > 8  and ||w(s) — T || > 6. Without loss of generality, it can
be assumed that x < 1 so that
0 < t0 — s0 < —, (6.109)
X
which together with (6.108) yields that
Sq > —r — — and to < r H— . (6.110)
X X
By Minkowski’s inequality,
< T ( r , x ) | | r - S | | +  [ £ ~ \ \ W \ 2» d s Y  .
(6 .111)
where Y(r, x) = (2(r +  ^)(1 +  (r 4- ^ )2)) 2 . Since x < 1, ^  =  S' when s < —r — ^ 
and ip(s) = T  when s > r +  K  So (6.110), the choice of s0 and t0, and the 
monotonicity of w give that
IIw(s) — ij(s)\\ < 8  whenever s < —r — — or s > r +  —. (6.112)
X X
Thus by the exponential estimates of Theorem 6.1.6,
r oo roo
/  .  I M S )  - ^ ( s ) \ \ 2 ^(s)ds  = /  \\w(s) — 5 | | 2 / i ( s )  ds
J r + — Jr+±-x
< k2 [  e~2^ s~to^  fi(s) dsJr+±
< K,2 e2f3^r+^  f  e-2/3s(l +  s2) ds, (6.113)
J r +  —
' -x 
’ -  x
using fi(s) := 1 +  s2 and the fact that to < r +  U Since the right-hand side 
of (6.113) is finite and independent of w £ Wr , it follows using the analogous 
estimate at S  and (6.111) that there exists Mi > 0 such that for every w £ Wr ,
\\w — ip\\2 fids'j < M\.
Using estimate (6.24) (as guaranteed by Theorem 6.1.2) and the exponential 
estimates for w' in Theorem 6.1.6, it can be argued similarly that there exists 
M2 > 0 such that for every w £ Wr ,
\\w' — ^ /||2/ids^ < M2.
The lemma follows.
□
Up to this point in Chapter 6, the velocity c has been treated as a constant. 
We now reintroduce the representation of c as a functional to obtain the uniform 
Sobolev space bound on M r .
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T h e o rem  6.2.3 There exists C > 0 such that i f u E  W ^ R ,  R ^) n  C2(R, TSLN) 
satisfies
A ( u "  +  'iIj”) + c(u ) ( u ' +  i]jl) + T ( j R G ( u  +  'il), w/ +  V;/) ( ^ / +  V;/) +  / ( w +  V;) =  (6.114)
for some r  G [0,1], R  > 0; where the functional c(-) is as defined in (5.24) and 
(5.25), and
u'(s) +  'ip'(s) > 0 for each s G R, (6.115)
then
IMIw21iM(r,rjv) < C. (6.116)
Proof. Let u , w be as in the statement of the theorem. Denote by s the solution 
of the equation Wi(s) =  |(X i +  Si). It will be proved that there exists r  > 0, 
independent of u , r , R  satisfying (6.114), (6.115), such that
\s\ < r.
If not, then there exists a sequence {uk} C (R, R N) H C2(R ,M.N) satisfying
(6.114), (6.115) for some rk, Rk , and a sequence {s*,} C R with \sk\ —> oo as 
k —» oo, such that
wk(sk) = uk{sk) +  ipi{sk) = i(T i +  Si). (6.117)
We will show that the set of the corresponding velocities {c(wfc)} is unbounded, 
which will contradict Theorem 6.1.5. Define
vk(s) := wk(s + sk) — ip(s), s G R, (6.118)
so that
vf (0) +  Vh(0) =  wk(sk) = i ( 7 \  +  5i) (6.119)
and hence vk+if G Wo, where Wo is as in Lemma 6.2.2. Thus there exists C0 > 0, 
independent of k, such that
^fc||w21M(M,RJV) < Co. 
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(6.120)
Now by (5.24) and (6.118),
p(uk)2 =  I  \\wk( s ) - T \ \ 2 (j){s)ds
J R
=  [  ||ufc(s) +  -  T\\2 (j)(s +  sk)ds.
JR (6 .121)
Recall that c(uk) := log p(uk). Note from (6.120) and estimate (5.10) that there 
exists N  > 0 independent of k such that for each s G l ,  k G N,
\vk(s ) \ \< N(n(s ) )  5. (6 .122)
Hence there exist si ,S 2 G l ,  |sj| > 1,2 =  1,2, independent of k G N, such that
s < s 1 => \\vk(s)\\ < 6 , 
s > s2 II^WH < S,
where i5 >  0 is as in Theorem 6.1.5. So for each k 6 N, s € R,
(6.123)
— a s i  „ a s S  <  S i
Nfl(s) 2 ? Sj < 5  < 52 
KePS2e~Ps, s > s2.
(6.124)
Since the right-hand side of (6.124) defines a square-integrable function on R, 
and ||vfc(s) +  'ip(s) — S\\ is bounded independently of s  G R, k G N, the form of 0  
given in (5.22) and Lebesgue’s Dominated Convergence Theorem together yield 
from (6.121) that p(uk) —> 0 if Sk —> —oo.
Now for i G 'ipi(s) =  Ti when s  < — 1. Choose s  such that
s<s=H|«*(s)|| < 1 ^ - 5 * !
for each i G {1 , . . . ,  N},  k G N (which is possible by (6.122). So there exists rj > 0 
such that for each k G N,
|v fc(s) +  ip(s) — T ||2 > r] > 0 for each s < s. (6.125)
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Since </>(s) =  1 for s >  0, there exists t >  0 such that
sk > t ^ >  (f)(s +  Sk) = 1 for s > —t. (6.126)
So if sk —> oo, For k sufficiently large, <f>(s + = 1 for s > —sk- In particular,
when Sk > — s,
p(uk ) 2 > [  ||vfe(s) +  ip(s) -  T\\2 (j)(s +  sk) ds
J - S k
> 7] f  ds = r](sk — s) —y oo as Sk oo, (6.127)
J - S k
since s is independent of k.
It follows that p(uk) —> oo as Sk —> oo and p(uk) 0 as Sk —> — oo. Hence 




Existence of m onotone solutions
The first part of this chapter is devoted to proving that for each R  > 0, there 
exists u G W f^ (R ,R N ) n  C 2(R, R N) such that u'(s) +  ip'(s) > 0 for each s G R, 
u satisfies (5.30), and u(s) +  ip(s) —> S', T  as s —» —oo,+oo. We then tie this 
existence result for the approximate system together with the uniform a priori 
estimates for monotone solutions of Chapter 6 to obtain existence of a monotone 
solution of the autonomous system (1.9).
7.1 E x isten ce o f m onotone so lu tions o f th e  ap­
proxim ate system
Fix R  > 0 throughout this section. With the aim of constructing a set Cl C 
W } ^ R N) satisfying (5.58), we show first that non-monotone solutions = 
un  +  ip of (5.30) are bounded away from monotone solutions wm =  ^  in
R, R^).  In the following, write %  =  wm — ip when w'M(s) > 0 for each 
s G R  (that is, the subscript M  means monotone), and un  = — ip when there
exists So G R and i G ( 1 , . . . ,  N }  such that ( ) '  (s0) < 0 (that is, the subscript 
N  means non-monotone).
T h eo rem  7.1.1 Let R  > 0 be given. Then there exists r > 0 (dependent on R)  
such that ifuM,UN G W ^ R , R ^) n C 2(R,R^) satisfy (5.31) with corresponding 
r  — t m , Tpj G [0,1] for this R, and wM =  um +  iP and w n  = + ip are monotone
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and non-monotone respectively, then
(7.1)
Proof. Suppose to the contrary, that there exist sequences {ut^ I}kL1, C
R N ) D C 2 (R ,RN) with corresponding sequences {7*}, {£*} C [0,1] such 
that ukM,u kN satisfy (5.31) with r  =  t* ,^  respectively and R  as given, wkM = 
u m  +  ^  a n d  w%  =  ukN +  i f  are monotone and non-monotone respectively, and
I I u m  — u a t I I w 2 1 a i ( r , r ^ )  ~ 0 as k —> 0 0 . (7.2)
By Theorem 6.2.3, there exists C > 0 such that H^llvy* (r,rw) < C  f°r each k G 
N. Thus taking a subsequence if necessary, it can be supposed that there exists 
u°M G R ^) such that ukM converges weakly to u°M in ^ (R, R ^ ), and
that Tfc —y tq G [0,1] as k —> 0 0 . Theorem 5.2.7 yields the existence of a bounded 
linear positive-definite self-adjoint operator S^ R, RN) —> W ^^R jR ^)
such that
( ■ P r ( t * : >  w m ) ) ( ^ ( WM  —  U °m ) )  ^  \\U M  —  ^ A f l l v V ^ R . R * )  + ^ ( U M > U M ) Tfc) ( 7 . 3 )
where 0{ukM, u°M, Tk) —>■ 0 as k —> oo (since 6 (u, u0, r )  —> 0 uniformly for r  G [0,1] 
as u w0 in W ^ R , R N)). Here PR : [0,1] x W ^ R ,  R ^) -> W j^ R , R* )* is 
as defined in (5.32), with R  as fixed. Now because ukM solves (5.31) with r  =  r^, 
Lemma 5.2.6 gives that PR(Tk,ukM) =  0. So (7.3) yields that
IIU M  ~  wAfllw21fM(R,RJV) 0 as k —> OO. (7.4)
Moreover, P r  is jointly continuous in r  and u  by Lemma 5.2.2, and hence
P r ( t o , u °m ) =  0 .  ( 7 . 5 )
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So u°M G M.N) fl C2(M, R ^) solves (5.31) with r  =  to, by Lemma 5.2.6.
P u t w° := +  ip, wkM = ukM +  ip, =  ukN +  ip. Then by (7.4) and (7.2),
\\WM ~  'U;°llw21At(M,MJV)5 II^at — U’°llw21>/X(]R,MJV) 0 as k ^  oo. (7.6)
Estimate (5.10) thus gives that
sup — lt;0(s)ll? sup ||tuJr(s) — w°(5)ll -> 0 as k o o .  (7.7)
s C R  s GR
Since ||u;0(s)|| is bounded independently of s  (by estimate (5.10), for example), 
it follows from (7.7) that ||u'm(s)IIj II^nMII are bounded independently of s  G R 
and k G N. Thus by Theorem 6.1.2, || ( w (s)||, || ( w ^ j  (s)||, || ( ^ 0) /x ( s ) | | are 
bounded independently of s  G R  and k G N. Landau’s inequality then yields that
sup || (wkM — (s)||, sup || (wkN — vu°) (s)|| —y 0 as k —>• oo. (7.8)
SGR s GR V
From (7.8) and the monotonicity of w ^ ,  it follows that
(w0') (s) > 0 for all s G R  (7.9)
Since uq satisfies (5.31), Lemma 6.1.8 with a =  gr thus yields that
(w°^j > 0 for a ll s G l ,  (7-10)
because of the fact that w° = u° + ip where u° G means that w° —► S
as s —> — oo and w° -> T  as s —> oo, so Wq is not identically constant.
We will show that (7.10) contradicts (7.8). Since w^(s)  —> S  as s —* —oo, 
wn (s ) —>■ T as s —>• oo, and is not strictly monotone, there exists Sjt G E 
such that (w ^ j  (sk) has at least one zero component. Taking a subsequence if 
necessary, it may be assumed without loss of generality that (^ a t)1 (sk) = 0 for 
each k, and that tk ► to £ [0,1] as k —>■ oo.
Suppose first that the sequence {sk} is bounded. Then there is a subsequence
such that Sj —»• so G R as j  —>• oo. By (7.8), it follows that (w0^  (so) =  0- But
this contradicts (7.10), so {sk} cannot be bounded.
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Consider now the case when there is a subsequence of the Sk such that Sk —> 
—oo as k —> oo; the case when Sk —> oo is similar, involving analysis at T  instead 
of at S. Since /  satisfies ( « )  and ( » ) .  there exist A < 0 and q > 0, q £ R ^, 
such that
df[S]q = A q, (7.11)
by the Perron-Frobenius Theorem. So by virtue of the fact that /  is continuously 
differentiable, there exists e > 0 such that
u0 G Rn , ||u0 — S\\ < e => df[u0]q < 0 and df[u0] € P NxN. (7.12)
Choose 5* < 0 sufficiently negative that
(?) s* < —R  — 1 (so that s* lies outside the support of aR), and (7.13) 
(??) ||iu°(s) — 5|| < ^ for s < s* (which is possible since
w°(s) =  u°M(s) +  ip(s) —¥ S  as s —» —oo). (7.14)
Also, using (7.14), (7.7) and (7.8) and the facts that (w°)' (s*) > 0 and Sk —*• — 0 0  
as k —> 0 0 , we can choose G N sufficiently large that
(?) sfc. < 5 *, (7.15)
(??) ( ^ * )  (s*) > 0, and (7.16)
(Hi) ||u;Jy (s) — 1^1 < 6 f°r s < s*' (7*17)
Now consider the boundary value problem
Av"(s)  +  c (ukjf)  v’(s) +  df[wff(s)]v(s) =  0, s < s*, 
v(s*) — (wjy) (5 *), u (s )  —>• 0 as  s  —> —0 0 , 
u G C 2( ( - o o ,  s*],
(7.18)
Differentiating (5.31) and taking (7.13) into account, it is clear that
v(s) = {w n ) (5)» s ^  s*> (7-19)
is a solution of (7.18). We will show that any solution v of (7.18) is strictly 
positive on (—0 0 , s*], which contradicts (7.14) and the choice of the
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So suppose that a solution v of (7.18) is not strictly positive for each s <  s*. 
For i G l ,  define the vector-valued function vx by
vx(s) — v(s) -1- xq (7.20)
where q > 0, q G M.N is as in (7.11). Now for each i G {1 , . . . ,  N},  Vi(s*) > 0 and 
Vi(s) —> 0 as s —> — oo. So if for some i G s < s*, Vi(s) <  0, then
infs<s+ Vi ( s )  is attained at some t  E l ,  —oo < t < s*. Hence the hypothesis that 
v is not strictly positive for s < s* implies the existence of xq G R, xq > 0 ,  such 
that
vxo(s) > 0 for — oo < s < s*, (7.21)
and for some s, —oo < 5 < s*, ,ua:o(s) has at least one zero component. (That 
s < s* follows from the fact that u(s*) =  (s*) > 0.) W ithout loss of
generality, say Vi°(s) =  0. Whence
vi(s) > —x0qi for s < and vi(s) — —Xoqi, (7.22)
so
t;J(s) =  0 and ^/(s) > 0. (7.23)
First consider the case when xo > 0. We aim to prove that
2  f ^ ( « 4 '( s ) H ( s )  > 0, (7.24)
Z = 1 1
which contradicts the first equation of (7.18) since (7.23) holds. For this, consider 
the function ip : [0,1] —> R defined by
=  _  t)Vi(s) -  txoQi), t  G [0,1]. (7.25)
z=l 1
If v(s) = —x 0 q, then (7.24) is a consequence of (7.11). Otherwise, (7.22) and the 
local monotonicity of /  give that (p'(t) < 0 for each t G (0,1), and (7.11) that 
1) > 0. Whence y>(0) > 0; that is, (7.24) holds.
Suppose now tha t x 0 =  0, so that v(s) > 0 for s < s* and Vi(s) =  0, for 
some s < s*. If v(s) ±  0, (7.24) follows from the local monotonicity of / ,  which
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contradicts (7.18) as above. Otherwise, v(s) =  0, so v'(s) =  0 (since v(s) > 0 for 
s < s*). The uniqueness of the solution to the initial value problem
Av"(s) +  c {ukj^j v'(s) +  df[wx(s)]v(s) = 0, 
v(s) =  0, v'(s) =  0
yields that v(s) =  0 for s < s*. This contradicts the boundary condition v(s*) =  
(s*) > 0. The theorem follows.
□
Now define £1 C W ^^R, R ^) by
Q := UuEMr {v € H T ^R , R ^) : llu ~  v llw21i;t(R,Rw) < 2^ (7.27)
where A"!/? is as defined in (6.1), and r > 0 is as yielded by Theorem 7.1.1. Clearly 
Q is open, and bounded by Theorem 6.2.3. Moreover, with SM : W21//(R, R ^ ) —► 
W j^ R , R ^) as constructed in Theorem 5.2.7, and Pr as defined by (5.32) for 
fixed R  > 0,
o i  s ; p R([o, i] x an)  (7 .2 8 )
by (5.58); if u G (R, RN) n  C 2(R, RN) satisfies (5.31) for some r  G [0,1] and
w = u +  ip is non-monotone, then Theorem 7.1.1 yields that u £ Q; on the other 
hand, if w = u +  ifj is monotone, then u € Q,° (the interior of f2). Hence (5.59) 
holds; that is,
deg(S)+(S*PR( 1, •), 0) =  de^5)+(5,*PjR(0, •), 0). (7.29)
Now when r  — 0, (5.31) reduces to the system studied in [42]. We will use
[42] to infer that deg(s)+(S*Pit(l, •), 0 , 0) /  0. Observe first that the Vol’perts’ 
argument for existence in [42] can be simplified slightly by constructing in a 
way analogous to the construction of Q, above. Then since there are no zeros 
of the homotopy function on dQ, for any r  G [0,1], it follows from homotopy 
invariance, and the analysis regarding the other endpoint of the homotopy, that
deg{s )+(S;PR( 0,-),fi,0) =  l. (7.30)
(7.26)
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(Note that the operator SM is constructed in this thesis in the same way as the 
construction in [42], correcting [42] as necessary; moreover, it is shown in [42] 
th a t the degree does not depend on the arbitrariness of the operator satisfying 
the conditions of Theorem 5.2.7. ) Next, note that since all solutions u of 
P r (0, u ) — 0 with w = u +  0  monotone are contained in ft D ft, and there are no 
non-monotone solutions of P r ( 0 , u ) = 0 in the excision property of degree
yields that
deg(s)+ (S;PR(0, •), n, 0) =  deg(S;PR(0, •), D A, 0) =  degis)+(S;PR(0, •), A, 0).
(7.31)
Thus (7.29) and (7.30) imply that
degis)+(S;PR( l , . ) , f i ,0)  =  l. (7.32)
The following is then immediate from the existence property of degree, (5.58), 
and the fact that there are no non-monotone solutions of (5.31) in ft.
T h e o re m  7.1.2 Let R  > 0 be given. Then there exists u G MN) n
C 2(R, R ^) such that
u'(s) +  ip'(s) > 0 for each s G R,
and
A(u"  +  -0") -I- c{u)(u! +  ip') + (Jr G { u  -I- 0, u1 +  +  0 ') +  f ( u  + 0 )  =  0.
7.2 E xisten ce o f m onotone so lu tions o f th e  au­
tonom ous system
Here we combine the uniform a priori estimates for monotone solutions of Chapter 
6 with the existence of monotone solutions for the approximate system proved in 
section 7.1. The goal of Chapters 5-7 is the following.
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T h eo rem  7.2.1 Let A  G M NxN be a positive-definite diagonal matrix, f  G 
C ^ R ^ R * )  satisfy (fl)-(f4 ), and G G x l N , M NxN) satisfy (G 1)-(G 3).
Then there exists u G W ^^R, R N) fl C 2(R, R ^) and c g M  such that
u'(s) +  ip'(s) > 0 for each s G l ,  (7.33)
and
A{u" +  ip") +  c[u' +  ip') +  G(u + ip,u' + ip')(u' +  ip') +  f ( u  +  ip) =  0. (7.34)
Proof. For each n G N, let un G W-J^R, RN) fl C 2(R, R N) be such that
un(s) +  ip'is) > 0 f°r each s e R ,  (7.35)
and
A(u'Pl+ip")+c{un)[u'n+ ^ ,] + anG(un+ip,u'n+^')(u'n+'ip') + f(un+xp) =  0. (7.36)
Such solutions exist by Theorem 7.1.2. By Theorem 6.1.5, we can take a subse­
quence, if necessary, so that there exists c0 G R with
c(un) —y Co as n —>■ oo. (7.37)
Also, is bounded in W } (R, R ^ ) independently of n G N by Theorem
6.2.3. So since closed balls in (R, R ^ ) are weakly sequentially compact, 
there exists Uq G R, R ^) such that
un —L uo in W ^^R jR ^) as n —> oo. (7.38)
Now let r > 0 and let Yr := [—r, r]. Note that un —*■ Uo in W ^ R j R ^ )  as
n oo. So the Sobolev Embedding Theorem yields that
un —> u0 in (7(1^, R^) as n —>• oo. (7.39)
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Since wn = un +  ip is monotone for each n, ||wn||L0o(R,RiV) bounded indepen­
dently of n, and thus, by Theorem 6.1.2, so are IK IIw rjr* )  and I K I I ^ r ^ ) -  
The Arzela-Ascoli theorem can thus be applied to yield that there is a subse­
quence H }  of {un} such that Uk converges in C 1(Fr ,R ^). Now recall from the 
construction of ctr in section 5.2.1 that for each 5 G R, crn —> 1 as n —> oo. It 
thus follows from (7.36), (7.37), the continuity of /  and G and the convergence 
of Uk tha t u'l is uniformly convergent on Yr. Hence there is a subsequnce {ui} of 
{ufc} and u G C 2 (Yr,R N), such that
ui —» u in C 2 (Yr:M.N) as / —> oo. (7-40)
A diagonal sequence argument yields the existence of a subsequence {uj} of {w;} 
that converges in C 2 (Yr,M.N) for each r > 0 to a limit u G C 2(R, R^) .  But since 
un —>■ uq in C(Yr,R N) as n —> oo for each r > 0 (7.39), uniqueness of limits in 
C(Yr, M.n ) yields that
u = uq. (7.41)
For each s G R ,  0-„(s) —> 1 as n —>■ oo. Thus for each s G R, we can pass to 
the limit in (7.36)as j  —> oo along the subsequence for which Uj -* u0 to obtain 
that
A(u'q +  ip") +  Cq[uq + ipr] +  G{uq +  V'jU’o +  ip')(u'0 +  xp1) +  f(uo +  'ip) = 0. (7.42)
Since u0 G VFj (R, ’R N), it follows immediately from estimate (5.10) that |uo(s)| —» 
0 as |s| —>• oo, and hence that Wo(s) := Uo(s) +  'ip(s) —»■ S  as s —>■ —oo and 
w0 (s) —>■ T  as s —)■ oo, by (5.22). Also, since u'-(s) —> u'0(s) as j  —> oo for each 
s G R, and u'j(s) -1- 'ip'(s) > 0 for each j , s ,  we have that w'Q(s) > 0 for each s. 
Applying Lemma 6.1.8 with a =  1 thus yields that w'0 (s) > 0 for each s G R, 
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